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Broader than Broad
Barnes • £16.95 • (E)
the extraordinary story of hitler’s
projected Breitspur Fernbahn, a 3 metre
gauge network of railways. Contains
technical descriptions of the intended
locomotives - electric, diesel, steam,
gas-turbine and fireless. full
description in ‘Worldwide railways’
section.

The Design, Construction and
Working of Locomotive
Boilers
Haigh • £14.95 • (F)
back in a third edition, this is an
technical treatise on the locomotive
boilers latterly used on british
railways. the author is a boiler
designer with 38 years of practical
experience under his belt, albeit
largely not on locomotive boilers. the
technical data will be useful for
anyone designing boilers, although the
author’s conclusion - that lner
boilers were the best, and those for
the b1 class 4-6-0s were ‘best of the
best’, might not meet with universal
approval! 112 pages full of facts,
formulae, graphs, drawings and some
b&W photos. paperback.

Locomotive Boilers for the
Twenty-First Century
Haigh • £12.95 • (G)
following on from his first book
(above), here alan haigh puts forward
his thoughts on boilers to keep
preserved steam in action. his major
point is that all-welded boilers are
perfectly acceptable, but he then
looks at various options for replacing
boilers, from making ones with
minimal changes, to radical redesigns
with water wall fireboxes. a huge
amount of useful technical
information, as well as many thought-
provoking ideas. 64 pages, once again
full of facts, formulae, graphs, drawings,
and rather more b&W photos.
paperback.

Design Procedures for
Walschaerts’ and
Stephenson’s Valve Gears 
Ashton • £15.95 • (G)
revised, enlarged and renamed
printing of Don ashton’s book
Walschaerts Valve Gear for Model
Engineers & Stephenson’s Valve Gear for
Model Engineers.this will help anyone

Advanced Steam Locomotive 
Development
Porta • £ 9.85 • (D)
the argentinian steam engineer, livio Dante porta has
been described as Chapelon’s ‘disciple’, but he was
very definitely his own man, with his own ideas. he
also worked in a more technologically advanced era,
which gave porta access to materials unknown to
Chapelon, and computer design
techniques, all used to maximum
effect. and, of course, porta
taught and encouraged those
who have continued to work on
the concept of advanced steam
power.
n this book contains three of
porta’s papers; he wished us to
publish his paper Fundamentals of
the Porta Compound System for
Steam Locomotives, and this is the
core of the book. to give an
introduction to much of porta’s
work, and his overall philosophy, we
have also included his paper to the
Manchester Centre of the institution
of locomotive engineers in March
1969 entitled Steam Locomotive
Development in Argentina - its contribution to the future of railway technology in the
under-developed countries.  the third paper deals with the subject of steam
leakage.

n the Manchester paper has been reset, and more photographs added of
the locomotives mentioned in it, but the text is as published, and gives a very
clear and concise view of porta’s work to 1969, and his bedrock philosophy,
which changed little thereafter. this paper also includes the “Questions and
answers” which followed the presentation, and which make fascinating
reading, especially given the many very well known names involved.

n the ‘Compound’ paper was produced in 2000 for circulation to David
Wardale, phil girdlestone, Shaun McMahon, nigel Day and roger Waller,
none of who had any practical experience of compounding. Whilst rarely
able to use it, porta was an advocate of compounding, for reasons clearly
spelt out. one of the attractions of this paper is that it also embraces many
ideas and concepts capable of being used, to considerable advantage, on
simple expansion steam locomotives. even if you maths is shaky, you will find
the numerous ideas here easy to assimilate.

n the final paper describes some steam leakage tests on one of the
locomotives of the 500mm gauge Ferrocarril Austral Fuegino during 1999;
whilst these were carried out in a basic manner, the results are astounding
and make it clear wisps of steam should not be allowed from steam
locomotives, however pretty they may look.

n this must be read by anyone operating or maintaining a steam
locomotive today; much of it will be of interest to the model engineer who
is prepared to experiment, and it should also be required reading of anyone
who believes that the steam locomotive couldn’t be developed further. there
are so many, usually remarkably simple (or obvious), but mind blowing
concepts here that this book will challenge all your ideas!

104 pages. 20 b & W photos. 53 drawings, graphs & tables. paperback.
Camden

Technical Steam



The fire burns much better... (Second edition)
Koopmans • £24.95 • (A)
first published in 2004 as a thesis for a ph. D., and then only available in very limited
quantities, this is certainly the most authoritative book in print on steam locomotive
exhausts. reviewed here are all the exhaust systems, details of which have been
available, from trevithick in 1804 up to porta and Wardale in 2004. each is covered,
firstly in general descriptive terms and then analysed in detail for their good and bad
points. it then looks at the basic contributing elements to exhaust systems and the
theory, before detailing the author’s own testing on a Dutch steam tram locomotive,
before giving conclusions and recommendations. finally there are   36 appendices being
extracts or abstracts from original texts. for the locomotive historian this books is
important as, for the first time, it is possible to follow the development of exhaust
systems for steam locomotives chronologically. for the engineer working on steam locomotives, full-size,
miniature or model, there is all the data here you need to design a good and effective front end. 488 pages, full
of drawings, diagrams, data and formulae. this edition contains corrections, clarifications and amendments, many
made in consultation with leading steam locomotive designers. paperback. 
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Driving Steam
Locomotives 
- an Introduction
Holland & Ryder • £ 5.25 • (F)
based on the notes prepared for
participants on a ‘driving experience
course’ to read so they could extract
the maximum enjoyment from their
time on the footplate. however the
notes have been considerably expanded
to apply to any passenger hauling
steam railway locomotive, from the
model gauge of 21⁄2”, through the
other model, miniature and narrow
gauges, up to 4’81⁄2” standard gauge.
as all steam locomotives function
in the same basic way whatever
their size, the bulk of the book is all
embracing, but a chapter covers the
differences peculiar to the model
and miniature gauges, making the
book useful for the person who has
just obtained a small steam
locomotive. if you have ever looked
at a steam locomotive and
wondered “what does that do?”, or
“why is the driver doing this now?”,
then this is the book for you; it may not
give you the knowledge to jump onto
the footplate of Flying Scotsman and
drive her non-stop from london to
edinburgh,  but it will give you a good
solid introduction to how a steam
locomotive works, how it is driven, and
the duties of the driver and fireman. 48
a4 format pages.17 drawings and
diagrams, 40 b & W photos. Softcover.

improve their valve gear, be it on a
model or a full-size engine, especially
if they have a computer to access free
software. 40 pages. Softcover.
published by the author.

Valves & Valve Gears for
Steam Locomotives
1940 • Lake & Reidinger  
£10.95 • (G)
this british book is about as good as
you will easily find currently on the
subject of valve gears. there may not
be much in the way of formulae and
highly technical information, but this
book is accessible, and also has
chapters on poppet and rotary Cam
valve gears. 142 pages. 128
drawings/diagrams. Some b&W
photos. paperback.  

An Introduction to Large-Lap
Valves & their Use on the LMS
Tester • £15.95 • (D)
in the complex field of valves and
valve gears, one of the less discussed
areas is that of short or long-lap
valves. in britain, the Midland railway’s
engineers had used short-lap valves,
and were regarded as incompetent by
no less an authority than the late e.S.
Cox for adhering to them - but Cox
and others within the lMS/Crewe
establishment were long-lap valve
men and used them. in this interesting
and technical review of the lMS’s
practice,  adrian tester comes to
some interesting conclusions on the
subject (which i will not reveal here).
102 spiral bound pages. numerous
diagrams and tables, including one
separate fold out diagram. paper
covers.



‘Hunslet’ Austerity Locomotives Spare
Parts List
c. 1946 • £ 4.95 • (G)
here is a rare offering - the Spare parts list produced by
hunslet for their austerity 0-6-0 tank locomotive. this
was a large class, and post-war saw service on british
railways, industrial railways in the u.k, notably with the
nCb, and on a number of overseas railways plus, of
course, with the army; because of this spread of users, hunslet clearly felt it worthwhile to produce this
catalogue and 60 years on it certainly will be of interest to anyone running one of the many preserved
examples, who has one of the commercial models in a number of gauges, or is modelling one in a larger scale.
the lists splits the locomotive into 9 separate sub-assemblies, then lists each part required in each assembly,
complete with part number and quantity needed, and identifies each part on a very clear diagram or drawing -
there being 11 of these, plus a photograph and a ‘Diagram’ drawing.  there are no dimensions, other than on the
‘Diagram’ drawing and this could be used to scale many of the parts. to all this we have added a brief chapter
kindly contributed by andrew neale telling the complex story of how the class came into being, who built them,
and who used them. 32 landscape format pages in total. Softcover. Camden

phone orders: 01373 830151 • fax orders: 01373 830516 • order online at:  www.camdenmin.co.uk

SPECIAL
PRICE! 

“ ”

Camels and Cadillacs
Girdlestone • £28.50 • (B)
phil girdlestone is one of the quintet still working on the development of advanced steam,
and has been a Camden customer for many years, but has never previously graced the
pages of this list. Well, he has certainly arrived with a bang via this book - a technical
history of the South african 25 Class Condensers and 25nC 4-8-4’s. introduced in
1953/54, these locomotives were very modern in conception and detail, and the
condensers, which used the henschel patent system, were really the only successful
condensing locomotives long-term ever built. and, of course, one of the nC class was
rebuilt and upgraded into ‘the red Devil’ by David Wardale. this superbly produced book
looks at these engines in very considerable technical detail, with informative text, many drawings and diagrams
and photographs, largely b&W, but with a generous colour section. 159 a4 format pages and hardbound.

My last Tuesday's order arrived on Thursday and the order I placed late morning on Friday arrived on Monday
afternoon. Thank you for such speedy service. Phil Girdlestone's   CAMELS AND  CADILLACS  is  a really excellent
book. Thank you for stocking it... The other four books I ordered after your latest catalogue arrived on Friday are very

good. As an old customer you seem to be getting better and better. Mr. p.b. uk     

Steam Locomotive Design: Data and Formulæ  
Phillipson • 1936 • £12.95 • (A)
this book goes in detail into the various factors affecting the design of the steam locomotive. although  first
published in 1936, the parameters with which it is mainly concerned - ie stresses, forces etc were established by
then and whilst the book largely revolves round british and empire practice, american and european variants and
developments are covered.

n the Chapter titles are: 1 - Extraneous Considerations, 2 - Tractive Force, Power, Adhesion and Resistance, 3 -
Determination of other Leading Dimensions, 4 - Cardinal Points of Design, 5 - The Boiler, 6 - Boiler Mountings and Steam
using Auxiliaries, 7 - Superheaters and Feed Water Heaters, 8 - The Smokebox, Blast Pipe and Chimney, 9 - The Engine, 10
- Valves, Ports and Valve Gears, 11 - Compound Expansion and 12 - Frames. Springs. Brakes. Flexibility on Curves. Tanks.
Bunkers and Tenders. Superstructure. an appendix then gives Ultimate Tensil Strength and other Particulars of Materials
for Locomotive Construction, as specified by the British Standards Institution. Chapter 10 does include quite a lot of
information on conjugated valve gears and Caprotti and other poppet or rotary valve gears. by its nature this
book contains a lot of maths, but it also contains numerous drawings and diagrams; for cost reasons the original
fold-out drawings are now reproduced, sometimes slightly reduced in size, in a separate folder. 

n the steam locomotive was at its zenith in 1936 so, if you want to know how to calculate
horsepower, driving wheel and cylinders sizes for a given power-output, the bearing surfaces
required throughout the design for the intended power-output, the heating surface, hammer-
blow, etc., etc. then this is the book for you. book - 448 hardbound pages. Drawings - 35
drawings and charts, many a3 format, loose in a folder. Camden.

SPECIAL
PRICE! 

LAST COPIES!
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Driving Steam Locomotives -
an Introduction
Holland & Ryder • £ 5.25 • (F)
See main entry in the “technical”
section.

Loco Motion - the world’s
oldest steam locomotives
Bailey • £25.00 • (A)
Very interesting history of the
development of the steam
locomotive worldwide, from
trevithick up to 1850, based on
locomotives from that period that
have survived, or recreated replicas.
Considerable detail in text,
photographs, drawings and tables
gives a clear idea of how rapid
development was, even with a few
unsuccessful detours. also includes
an appendix giving details of where
such locomotives may be found, in
the uk, europe, and north and
South america. 216 pages. numerous
b&W photos and drawings, 38
colour photographs. landscape
format. hardback.

Set of 3 Engineering
Drawings of an 1869 
2-4-0 ‘Locomotive
d’express’ of the PLM
Railway
£28.80• (D)
We have limited quantities of these
superb engravings reproducing 3
drawings originally produced for the
‘ecole des ponts et Chaussees’ (the
french government department
covering railways), around the time
of these locomotives’ introduction in
1869. the drawings are of the first 15
of a class which was the first express
locomotive of the paris-lyon -
Méditerranée Company with
coupled driving wheels, and which
was in large measure the same as the

Railroad Shop Practice - methods and tools
1921 • Stanley • £14.85 • (D)
extraordinary book written by frank Stanley, contributing editor of
aMeriCan MaChiniSt Magazine, after he had spent two years visiting
railroad works around north america, seeing how they tackled just about
every possible job in keeping the nation’s rairoads moving. What makes
this book unique is the detail of what the operation to be done is, how it
is done, and what is used. from wheel-turning to boiler-making it is all
here in a book which, even if it does describe american practice, should
be on the shelf of anyone involved in railway preservation, or who is
interested in it at a technical level. 331 pages, heavily illustrated with both
drawings and photographs. paperback. 

“ ”
I am vastly impressed by the wonderful quality 

of the illustrations. A Lovely Book.
Mr. D.K. Sweden

American Machinist 
Engine News 1890-91
£10.45 • (E)
Sixty-three articles extracted from
american Machinist magazine reporting on
the latest developments on steam and, to a
very limited degree, gas engines, in america
during 1890-91. the majority of the engines
described are for marine use, but pumping,
compressor and railroad engines are
described and there are a number of articles
on the theory of valve gears and so on. a bit of a mixture, but a
fascinating selection, illustrated with numerous engravings, some
photos and advertisements. 143 page large format paperback. 

Peter Angus 
Locomotive Builder
Angus • £32.50 • (A)

See main description in the
‘railway Modelling’ section

The 5AT Fundamental
Design Calculations
Wardale ed. Newman
£45.00 • (A)
it is now unlikely that David Wardale’s
design for a very advanced 4-6-0 - the
5at, will ever be built, but David had
done the fundamental calculations for the
design, and they are set out in the 555
pages of this book. Whilst there are also
accompanying diagrams and technical
specifications, there are no full drawings
for the 5at itself, the calculations having
been done so that this next stage could
potentially be undertaken. this book will be of considerable use and
help to anyone involved in locomotive design, notably ‘new-builds’; to
the casual reader it is unlikely to be of great interest, unless he really
wants to know exactly how detailed the calculations have to be, down
virtually to the last nut and bolt. the first 24 pages are a brief history
of the project and the specification - outside that it is calculations. a4
format paperback. (NB. as this book is printed in small batches there may be
short delays in delivery from time to time).
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forquenot locomotives of the
orléans railway. to increase
stability at speed, the plM was later
to rebuilt its versions as 2-4-2
locomotives, and, as such, they
lasted up till 1910. the set
comprises (1) a side elevation, (2)
front and rear elevations with 2
cross-sections and (3) a longitudinal
cross-section with a top half-cross
section, and are to 1/20 scale. they
are printed on very heavy cartridge
paper and each measures 62.5 cms
x 48.5 cms, and show the
locomotive only. obviously good if
you wanted to model such a
locomotive, these drawings look
wonderful framed, and as such will
suitably grace any room in your
property - not just the workshop.
Shipped in a stout cardboard tube.

Motor Rail Ltd
Keef • £22.50 • (B)
Whilst we have had books before telling parts of the Motor rail story, and
especially its ‘Simplex’ range of iC locomotives, this is the first complete history
to appear. Starting by building iC powered tramcars for karachi, it was the first
World War, and its iC engined tractors for the WD lines in the war zone, that
really established the business. Such machines became the company’s staple
product, in assorted shapes and gauges, although it also produced non-rail
equipment, largely for the construction industry. the locomotive business was
taken over by alan keef ltd in 1987. includes details of many survivors of
Motor rail ltd’s output. 152 pages, very well illustrated with b&W photos and
some drawings. hardbound. 

The LMS Turbomotive 
- From Evolution to Legacy
Clements & Robertson • £27.95 • (B)
lMS pacific no. 6202 was unique in
being the only steam-turbine express
passenger locomotive worldwide
which successfully ran in service over
a long(ish) period. Whilst 6202 is at
the heart of this very good book, it
also contains much detail on earlier,
and subsequent  attempts to make
successful steam-turbine locomotives.
a lot of technical details, drawings
and photos, mainly b&W, and a good
and interesting text. 159 pages.
hardbound. 

The Old Tal-y-llyn: 16mm
scale drawings
Rockett • £12.95 • (F)
published to celebrate 60 years of
the talyllyn railway preservation
Society. here are 16mm scale
drawings of all of the original rolling
stock of the railway back in 1951, but
illustrating many previous changes,
notably to the two locomotives
Dolgoch and talyllyn. 44 pages
heaving with drawings and
information for narrow gauge
modellers. landscape format. 

Corris Railway 16mm scale
drawings
Rockett • £12.95 • (F)
Within the 48 pages of this
landscape format book are drawings
of all the Corris railway locomotives,

and highly variegated rolling stock
used on this railway. the CaD
prepared drawings are
undimensioned, but to a constant
scale of 16mm = 1 foot, so very
useful for modellers, but will also
appeal to anyone interested in the
Wesh narrow gauge or the record of
variations, rebuilds, train formations
and the like. paperback. 

The Steam Rail Motors of the
Great Western Railway
Gibbs • £16.99 • (E)
between 1903 and 1908 the gWr
built 99 ‘Steam rail Motors’, mostly
for more economical working of
branch lines. but they were victims
of their own success in encouraging
passenger numbers, as whilst they
could just about haul a trailing coach,

Semi Technical
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they were not able to handle the
goods traffic on branches as well.
they were also none too reliable, and
repairs were difficult, so they were all
withdrawn by 1935. the author
explores their history and
development, and debates what might
have been, finishing with details of the
original rail Motor he helped to
rebuild. a good number of drawings of
interest to modellers and engineers.
190 pages. 85 b&W photos plus a
large number of diagrams, tables and
drawings. paperback.

Glyn Valley Tramway
Locomotives 16mm scale
drawings (Second Edition)
Rockett • £12.95 • (F)
Covers all the locomotives used on
the line from when it was being built,
but concentrates on the beyer
peacock tram locomotives and the
later baldwin 4-6-0, which also
benefits from a dimensioned drawing.
44 pages of drawings and b&W
photos. paperback.

Penrhyn Quarry Railways -
Part 1  The early locomotive
years  16mm scale drawings
Rockett • £12.95 • (F)
More 16mm scale drawings from
bernard rockett, this time of  the 2’
gauge penrhyn railway which had a
large number of locomotives at work
in its quarry, on its mainline and at its
docks. this volume covers the
twenty-eight engines purchased new
between 1875 and 1909, together
with associated rolling stock, and is a
tremendous reference source. 48
landscape a4 format pages, full of
drawings, archive and model
photographs. Softcover.

Penrhyn Quarry Railways -
Part 2 The later steam years
16mm scale drawings
Rockett • £12.95 • (F)
Covered in this second volume are
the seventeen second-hand
locomotives between between 1922
& 1936. of varying ages, these came
from kerr-Stuart, baldwin, Manning

Welshpool &
Llanfair Light
Railway the
original service
years - 1903 to
56 16mm scale
drawings
Rockett
£10.95 • (G)
from bernard rockett, this book contains 16mm scale drawings of the
two locomotives of the Welshpool & llanfair light railway, and all its
rolling stock, during its pre-preservation days. usual style from this
publisher - landscape format a4 pages, with the passenger coaches just
fitting on double page spreads. 34 pages in all, full of b&W drawings and
photographs, plus text. Softcover a real boon to 16mm modellers in
particular, but useful to all ng modellers.

Mail order to: Camden Miniature Steam Services, barrow farm, rode, frome, Somerset ba11 6pS 

Wardle, hunslet, hudswell Clarke,
bagnalls, andrew barclays, avonside
and orenstein & koppel. all
illustrated and drawn in 16mm scale,
along with assorted contemporary
wagons, train formations etc.. 52
landscape a4 format pages, full of
drawings, archive and model
photographs. Softcover.

Welsh Highland Railway 
The original service years -
1922 to 37  16mm scale
drawings
Rockett • £12.95 • (F)
Contains 16mm scale drawings of
the three locomotives used by the
Welsh highland during its first
period of existence - the single
fairlie ‘Moel tryfan’, the hunslet 
2-6-2 ‘russell’ and a baldwin 2-6-0.
other drawings cover the
passenger stock, and the goods
vehicles. useful information in 52
landscape a4 format pages, full of
drawings, archive and model
photographs. Softcover.

Southern Pacific Ten-
Coupled Locomotives
Church • £64.95 • (A)
robert J Church's latest master
work on pacific motive power, this
encompasses the the history and
development of its ten-Coupled
locomotives. faced with
considerable climbs in a number of
directions, the Sp built its first 10-
coupled locomotive in 1884 - the
giant 4-10-0 El Gobernador, although
no more were built until the f-1s
2-10-2s arrived in 1917, intended
for passenger services. in 1925 the
Sp 4-10-2 class arrived, three
cylinder engines fitted with gresley
conjugated valve gear, something
the Sp made to work better than
most uS railroads. the author
devotes a full chapter to gresley's
work (and i have never seen so
many photographs of a4s in an
american book), and another to
the various gresley three-cylinder
locomotives in america, as well as a
section on Chapelon's 242a1. and
there is a huge amount more, on
tenders, air-brake tests, helper
service and so on. Crammed with
technical data, as well as 795 b&W
and some colour photographs
along with 107 drawings and maps.
532 pages hardback. a great book,
worth every penny of the price!
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The Drummond 4in. Lathe
c.1925 • £ 2.95 • (H)
before the Myford Ml 7 sprang to prominence during
the late 1940s and early 50s, the model engineer’s lathe
of choice for many years had been the Drummond 4”,
‘a’ type, Cylindrical bed lathe, many of which remain
in use today. intended for use by model makers and
apprentices in particular, the cylindrical bed made this a
very versatile machine, even when treadle powered,
and many fine models were made on them. the 12 page brochure we
have reprinted is largely promotional in nature, but does include 2 pages
showing machining operations, some using the height adjustment feature.
11 illustrations in all, photographs and drawings. Softcover. Camden

Metal Turning 
on the Lathe
Clark • £14.99 • (C)
Very good and clear book for the
beginner who wants to make a start
in lathework. Written by a former
editor of Model Engineers Workshop, it

Especially for Beginners

Engineering Practice and Skills

Anatomy of a Narrow Gauge Baldwin
Manning • £21.95 • (C)
baldwin Works number 37399 of 1911 was a 60 cm gauge 2-4-0
tender locomotive built for the Cantareira Tramway in brazil.
During its long life it has hauled passengers, sugar, limestone and
cement on various brazilian lines, and is currently being restored
for further use in preservation. Modified at various times during
its life, and paired with different tenders, it is a superb project for
modellers. in the 92 landscape a4 pages of this book peter
Manning provides 150 CaD drawings of the engine and its
tenders, largely to 1:24 scale with basic dimensions included. plus
there is an excellent history of the locomotive and its
environment by nicholas burman with 20 photographs, both b&W and colour. no. 37399 would make a
wonderful model for 16mm ng, but it would also lend itself to larger scales, notably 71⁄4” gauge, where it could
be used to adapt a ‘romulus’ design, or closer scale, to modify ‘lucky 7’, to which it is very similar in its basics.
Spiral bound with an acetate cover. Camden 

goes from thoughts on buying that
first lathe to installing it, cutting tool
principles, how to sharpen and hold
tools, workholding, turning between
centres and on the faceplate, collets
and mandrels, right up to taps, dies
and screwcutting. good text,
numerous excellent colour
photographs of actions and set-ups,
and some b&W drawings. 109 page
hardback.

Model Engineering   
A Guide to Model Workshop
Practice
1915 • Greenly • £19.95 • (C)
(See main entry in the General Books
on Building Steam Models section)

CAD for the Workshop
Hughes • £14.99 • (C)
“... this practical guide gives a
thorough introduction to the
technology and how to greatly
enhance design and manufacture in
the workshop”. it certainly looks
very informative, and to be a very
good starting point if you wish to
learn about computer aided design,
in both two and three dimensional
forms. 112 pages. 210 colour
illustrations. hardback. 

Handbook for Drillers  
1925 • Cleveland Twist Drill Co
£ 3.75 • (H)
incredible value book on how to use
drills properly, look after them, and
sharpen them for maximum life, plus
speeds & feeds and other useful info,
on getting the best from your hSS
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Machine Shop Essentials 
- Questions and Answers  
Marlow • £36.95 • (A)
an exceptionally good modern book on the basics of engineering practice.  the quality
is evident the moment you open the book, there being vast numbers of drawings of
set-ups, rather than photographs and, as the text is based on ‘Questions and answers’,
it is very much to the point; it is also strong where practices have changed, notably on
fastenings. Whilst american, a whole host of manufacturers have been consulted in its
preparation, including Colchester and Myford, and variations in practice between
countries are covered. 
the spread of this book is well illustrated by the Chapters: Measurement Tools, Layout &
Job Planning, Basic Hand Tools, Filing & Sawing, Grinding, Reaming, Broaching &
Lapping, Drills & Drilling Operations, Threads & Threading, Turning Operations,
Milling Operations, Fastening Methods, Machine Shop Steel Metallurgy, Safety &
Good Shop Practices, Other Shop Know-how and Sharpening Steel Lathe Tools.
ok - this isn’t cheap, but the quality of the information is priceless,
especially if you have just shelled out large sums of money for machinery.
for the newcomer to model engineering this book will be invaluable - even
if you have been in the workshop man and boy you will find parts of it
useful. highly recommended - as if you couldn’t guess that. 518 pages. 497
drawings, plus tables. paperback. 

“ ”
I have seldom been as pleased
with a purchase as this!  The
book paid for itself after half

an hours browsing
Mr. D.k. Sweden

“ ”
I consider the books and information from Camden Miniature Steam Services to be unique
in this world, and one of the best services model engineers could have.  There is no other
business offering books exactly tailored to what model engineers and steam enthusiasts

really want to read and know about.  Keep up the excellent work.
Mr. g.C. australia

Machine Shop Know-How
Marlow • £38.75 • (A)
every now and again a book crosses the desk which rocks our socks off (to use a
modern expression). frank Marlow’s ‘Machine Shop essentials’ was one, and if it is
possible, this is even better. here are ‘the tips and techniques of Master Mechanics’,
and the chapter titles will give a good idea of this book’s scope: Setting Up Shop, Metals,
Alloys, Oils & Hardness Testing, Tapers, Dowel Pins, Fastners & Key Concepts, Filing & Grinding,
Drilling, Reaming & Tapping, Bandsaws, Lathes, Milling Machines and Machine Shop Problem
Solving. no photographs, but nearly 600 specially drawn drawings compliment the very
clear explanations. as with the earlier volume this really will be invaluable to the
newcomer to model engineering, but we are certain even a highly experienced
engineer will find valuable hints, tips and ideas in this book’s 520 pages. larger format paperback. 

Welding Know-How
Marlow • £38.75 • (A)
We have offered a number of welding books - all good in their different
ways, but here is a book which covers every aspect of soldering, brazing,
welding and cutting by electrical, gas and combined means. it comes
from frank Marlow, author of two books at the beginning of this
section, and anyone who has either of these will know what to expect;
wall to wall information, backed up by numerous very clear drawings,
rather than photographs. if you buy just one book on joining metal, this
is the one! 544 pages. over 500 line drawings. paperback. 

Metalworking - Book 3                                                          
£34.95 • (A)
Metalworking - Book 4                                                         
£34.95 • (A)
Metalworking - Book 5 
£34.95 • (A)
Metalworking - Book 6                                                          
£34.95 • (A)
four books and around 240 good
articles/projects in total from Projects
in Metal’s earlier years. 250 or so
pages each. hardbound. Village press. 
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drills. buy a copy! 46 heavily
illustrated softbound pages.  

Machine Shop Methods 
1950 • Milne • £15.65 • (C)
Dave gingery reckoned this was the
best beginner’s machine-work book
he had seen, and it certainly is good.
the majority of the chapters are
concerned with using the lathe, but
others cover the drilling machine, the
shaper, the milling machine and the
grinder. and there are other chapters
on holding the workpiece, useful
tools and fixtures - full drawings for
a large number of items, gears and
gear cutting, cutting speed and finish,
accuracy and materials. the
illustrations (all drawings) are very
clear and the text is concise and to
the point. 376 very heavily illustrated
pages. paperback.

Making Rifle Barrels
c. 1916-1918 • £ 6.95 • (G)
fascinating series of articles
extracted from Machinery Magazine
showing exactly how rifle barrels
were made during the first World
War. there are 26 pages on
Machining the lee-enfield barrel, 27
pages on Drilling, reaming and
Straightening rifle barrels, with the
final 10 pages covering Machining
rifling bars on the bench lathe and
on Drilling a long blind hole.
Detailed and interesting information
of interest to today’s gunsmith, even
if the processes described, other
than in the final section, are
essentially industrial. Softcover.  

Deep Hole Drilling   
1910, 1926 & 1927 • £4.75 • (H)
a combination of one of the
Machinery’s Reference Series booklets
and two articles from Machinery
Magazine, this book covers the
techniques used for drilling very
deep holes in metal - pistol and rifle
barrels for instance. technically
interesting stuff, although the
application of these techniques in
model engineering is rare, at least to
the depths covered here. 48 page
well illustrated booklet. Softcover. 

Learning the Lost Art of
Hand Scraping 
1880-1919 • £ 3.95 • (G)
this book not only replaces Old Time
Mechanics, it also includes it, along
with 7 other articles on hand
Scraping. this is a skill learnt by
practice rather than reading, but

   

Myford Series 7 Manual
Bradley • £ 8.95 • (E)
the ‘classic’ on the ‘classic’ model engineer’s
lathe - the ‘7’ series from Myford. it covers the
features of the various models, installation, and
how to use the machine including, for example,
milling, gear cutting, taper turning and repetition
work, as well as everything to do with turning
itself. Covers the Ml7, Ml7-r and Super 7 models. and, of course, a lot of
the information here can be applied to any lathe. 232 pages, full of b&W
photos, diagrams, formulae and charts. paperback. 

The EDM How-To Book
Fleming • £ 19.95 • (F)
the strength of this book lies in the care the
author takes explaining how to deal with the
electronics and electrics, on the assumption that
there are likely to be more engineers with
minimal electronics experience, rather than the
other way round, building this machine - which isn’t to say that the
mechanical bits aren’t also top rate. eDMs are very useful machines and
making one is an interesting process, which produces something you will
end up wondering how you survived before you had it. this is another
american book, so the voltages differ from most norms, but ben assures
me the adjustments for higher mains voltages are minor. 168 page
paperback full of drawings, diagrams and photos. 

Many of the items which follow will also be useful for
beginners; if in doubt give us a ring and we will be happy to
advise on suitability.

Building Machine Tools
and Accessories:

there is a lot of good stuff here to
help you get started, notably on
grinding a scraper to the right
shape. 48 well illustrated pages.
Softcover.  

How I Pour Babbitt Bearings    
Gingery • £ 6.70 • (H)
in this book Vince gingery gives a
brief look at this type of bearing and
then gets down to the business of
explaining how to clean old
bearings, re-metal them and prepare
them for re-fitting. usual clear and
concise gingery information. 43
well produced pages. 59 photos and
drawings. paperback.

Forming Methods Vol. 1
Circa 1942 • £ 8.10. • (F)
We really shouldn’t be offering you
this volume on shaping, bending and
working metal for aircraft, as the
navy Department, bureau of
aeronautics marked the originals
“Unauthorized circulation of this
pamphlet by anyone is prohibited”, but
before we all get thrown into clink,
here is an excellent book on the
subject - from the early 1940s. you
get two booklets here, Forming by
Section and Tube Bending, will probably
the one which will be most useful to
readers, as the second booklet,
Forming by Press Brake, is far more

Specifically on 
Lathe Work
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concerned with power forming using
dies in presses - which doesn’t mean
it isn’t useful, but probably reduced
in scale. you will find this excellent.
80 pages, heaving with prohibited
information. Softcover. 

Forming Methods Vol. 2
1943 • £ 8.10 • (F)
two more booklets, the first being
Forming by Draw Bench, Power Rolls and
Spinning. the first two of these
processes, involving the use of dies,
or special contouring rolls, are very
much industrial, but spinning is a
hand process, and is well dealt with
here, albeit in only nine pages. the
second booklet here is Heat
Treatment of Aluminium Alloys, a
subject i haven’t comes across
before, and whilst it is described
here as an industrial process, i think
the home engineer might be able to
do this on a small scale, if he feels so
inclined. 84 well illustrated pages.
Softcover.  

Forming Methods Vol. 3
1943 • £ 8.10 • (F)
this volume looks at presses and dies,
not the huge ones with complicated
dies, but smaller crankshaft or
hydraulic presses, both using simpler,
easily made dies. the first section, on
presses, is less likely to give the model
engineer ideas, but the second half, on
dies, does contain a lot of useful info,
including formulas  which indicate
how far you can bend various metals
without damaging them. plus you get
details of making patterns and dies
from various materials, including
plaster, zinc, kirksite, Dural and
concrete. good stuff! 152 well
illustrated pages. paperback.

A Treatise on 
Gear Wheels
1907 • Grant • £ 7.75 • (G)
When this book was published, many
gears were used as cast, and some
were of the mortise gear style (cast

wheel with wooden teeth), hence
the need for pattern makers and
carpenters to be able to set out
accurate tooth forms. this treatise
really does start at the beginning,
with a discussion of theoretical
tooth action, working forwards to
the interchangeable tooth shape,
and thence to the involute and
cycloidal tooth systems. Spiral,
worm and bevel gearing are
addressed, with attention also
being given to the pin tooth
(lantern pinion) and skew pin bevel
gears. Manufacturing methods are
discussed, principally milling
hobbing and planing. ideal reading
for those wishing to understand
more of the underlying theory of
gearing. My thanks to Dave fenner,
ex-editor of Model Engineers
Workshop, for the above, and for
suggesting i persuade lindsay to do
another printing of this great book.
105 pages, full of drawings and
diagrams. paperback.  

Project books are back
Projects Three • ed. Rice • £34.95 (A)
Projects Four • ed. Rice • £34.05 (A)                               
Projects Five • ed. Rice • £34.95 (A)
Projects Six • ed. Rice • £34.05 (A)
Projects Seven • ed. Rice • £34.95 (A)
Projects Eight • ed. Rice • £34.95 (A)
Projects Nine • ed. Rice • £34.95 (A)
Projects Ten • ed. Rice • £34.95 (A)
eight fantastic books taken from previous years editions of Home Shop Machinist magazine, containing articles on
workshop techniques and building useful tools, including an offset boring head, a dividing attachment etc.the
books are chronological and very highly recommended.each volume covers two years from hSM. each around
200 pages, loads of photos, drawings and tables, hardbound. Village press.

Each
volume

covers two
years from

HSM

Tricks & Secrets of Old-Time Machinists
Vol. 1 • 1916 • £ 7.95 • (G)
Vol. 2 • 1915 &1916 • £ 7.95 • (G)
Vol. 3 • 1915 & 1916 • £ 7.95 • (G)
Vol. 4 • 1912, 1918 &1919 • £ 7.95 • (G)
if you were on the shop floor of an engineers some ninety plus years ago,
chances are you read aMeriCan MaChiniSt Magazine whenever you could
get hold of a copy - it was the magazine of choice. one of its most useful
features were hints and tips provided by the readers, all experienced
machinists, and these books provide a selection of the bumper number that
appeared in 1912 and 1919 - around 300 of them, the vast majority
illustrated. and they are gooD! Don’t let their age put you off as only a few
are dated, most being as useful now as when they were written. Many of
these articles deal with machines and parts larger than the norm for model
engineers, but it is easier to scale down than scale up, and it is the underlying
idea that counts. More useful ideas in one book than we have seen for years
- and at a bargain price! each has 96 well illustrated pages. paperback.
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Great films by master
model engineer and writer
Rudy Kouhoupt, author of
many articles in “Live
Steam” and “The Home
Shop Machinist”
magazines. Previously only
available in American
NTSC format, we now
offer these as non
regionalised DVDs.

Fundamentals of Machine
Lathe Operation 
95 mins • DVD £ 28.20 • (G)
the DVD for the beginner to the
lathe - there really is no better
way to start learning how to run a
lathe. however, it is basic, so if you
have some experience in lathe
operation, don’t buy this video,
buy the one following.

Advanced Aspects of
Machine Lathe Operation
120 mins • DVD  £ 28.20 • (G)
in this video rudy continues the
tuition process, demonstrating
rather more advanced details than
contained in the video above,
specifically how to achieve a very
high degree of accuracy  while
boring, turning, facing, threading,
milling or grinding on your lathe.

How to Cut Screw Threads
43 mins • DVD £ 28.20 • (G)
here rudy demonstrates the
parts of the thread, thread forms,
calculations for cutting, necessary
tools and the proper techniques
for cutting external and, to a
limited extent, internal threads on
your lathe. printed charts and
tables included for handy
reference.

Grinding Lathe Tools
125 mins • DVD £ 28.20 • (G)
here rudy looks at all aspects of
grinding lathe tools to perfection.
really very good, and also includes
plans for building a simple, but
effective, grinding table. in the main
covers tools used in european type
(ie horizontal) tool holders.

How to Cut Spur Gears
43 mins • DVD £ 23.10 • (G)
in this tape rudy shows you clearly
and simply how to cut your own
spur gears using the lathe and a small
vertical milling attachment, plus a
really beautifully simple method of
dividing. he gives all the terminology
and techniques clearly and concisely.
printed charts and tables included
for ready reference.

Operating a Shaper
120 mins • DVD £ 28.20 • (G)
here rudy shows you the various
functions of his own shaper and
teaches you how to operate one of
these most useful machines yourself.

Fundamentals of Milling
Machine Operation
(previously titled Rudy Kouhoupt 
on Milling)
120 mins • DVD £ 28.20 • (G) 
Covers virtually all aspects of using a

vertical, bench type, milling machine
in detail - great if you have just
bought a mill! includes drawings and
instructions for making a fly-cutter.

Operating a Horizontal
Milling Machine
150 mins • DVD £ 28.20 • (G)
using an old Atlas horizontal milling
machine he had acquired and
reconditioned, rudy shows the many
cuts this remarkable machine can
make. plus he provides an outline
and plans for two tools you can use
with your own horizontal milling
machine.

Advanced Aspects of Milling
Machine Operation
120 mins • DVD £ 28.20 • (G)
Shows you the methods by which
your mill can be highly accurate in
every function. he also describes
techniques that will expand the
usefulness of your mill and
dramatically improve your skill levels.

Drilling, Reaming, 
Tapping and Milling 
on the Drill Press
105 mins • DVD £ 28.20 • (G)
We ignore the functionality of the
drilling machine to our peril when it
comes to machining operations.
here rudy demonstrates the many

Engineering Films from

New Life Video Productions
all now on DVD

Films

“
”

“It’ (the film) is fantastic,
this guy is a genius in his

field, I wish I had instructors
like him when I was a student
at the technical school in my

youth”
Mr. p.V.  france

6 Projects for 
the Shaper 
165 mins • DVD • £28.20 • (G)
Make a tapered soft jaw for your
vise or a pair of V-blocks. Cut
dovetail slides, external or internal
keyseats and learn how to index and
cut spur gears. Drawings, charts &
etc. included
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operations that make it so important
and versatile.

Using Layout Tools
100 mins • DVD £ 28.20 • (G)
Covered here are the use of all the
layout tools you are likely to
encounter, with the function of each
demonstrated. plus rudy  gives you a
detailed look at mechanical drawings
and how to interpret them.

Pinstriping Made Simple 
69 mins • DVD £ 28.20 • (G)
excellent film showing how to line
models neatly, and give your models
that extra touch of class. includes a
full set of plans for building a
trammel for drawing large arcs and
fine lines.

Figure It Out - Common
Sense and a Calculator
140 mins • DVD £ 28.20 • (G)
Covers Proportions - Scaling UP and
Down, Properties of Triangles, Angular
functions of Right Triangles, Getting rid of
chart dependency and Rotary Tables and
Dividing Heads. our Star describes
and illustrates his real world
approach to problem solving, and

demonstrates some of the practical
aspects of figuring things out whilst
working in his workshop and at the
drawing board.

These films are good instructional
aids - not only do you have your
tutor there, on your TV, you can
interrupt, go back over points and
generally take the whole thing in
at your speed, as and when you
like. Rudy was American, and so
are the techniques shown, but in
the few instances where practice
differs, it is covered in the tape.
Rudy was no professional “on
screen” performer, just an
ordinary model engineer, but his
presentation is all the more
acceptable for that. These films
really were shot in Rudy’s
workshop, which produced some
problems, and a few “warts” are
visible, despite attempts to
eradicate them. Don’t buy these
tapes if you are experienced and
know all about the operations
involved - the ‘Fundamentals”
tapes in particular are aimed at
the raw beginner. Please don’t
expect them to teach you

everything on the subject; they
should be treated as reasonably
detailed introductions for
beginners to the subjects
covered.

(Harris note: Whilst we have large
numbers of satisfied purchasers of
these films, the picture quality is not
as good as we would like, although
we have done everything we can to
improve it. The underlying reason is
that New Life Video Productions
are “Semi-professional”, and are
using high quality amateur
equipment in the workshop
environment, rather than
professional equipment in the
studio. Knowing sales of these tapes
here and America, it would be
impossible to make them
professionally to top standards in a
studio environment, and expect to
do anything other than lose a large
fortune. The analogy must be with a
poorly printed book which contains
useful information - it is the latter
that matters. If you are concerned
about quality or content, please ring
us to see if these DVDs will give you
the information you want.)

“Build Your Own Metal Working 
Shop from Scrap”series
Written and published by Dave gingery, this series of 7
titles describes how to build a complete set of machine
tools at very little cost, using scrap metals. the series is
in a fixed sequence, in that each machine helps build the
next, but each book stands on its own, if you already
have access to workshop equipment. as described, quite
a lot of home foundry work is involved, but obviously you can get
castings done at your local foundry, if you wish to skip the experience of
pouring molten metal yourself! Worldwide sales of this series now
exceed 100, 000, so 99, 999 other people like it..... all titles well illustrated.
all paperback.

Book 1  The Charcoal Foundry • 80 pages • £ 6.70 • (G)
Book 2  The Metal Lathe • 128 pages • £ 8.25 • (F)
Book 3  The Metal Shaper • 144 pages • £ 8.25 • (F)
Book 4  The Milling Machine • 152 pages • £ 8.25 • (F)
Book 5  The Drill Press • 128 pages • £ 8.25 (F)
Book 6  The Dividing Head & De-luxe Accessories •158 pps • £ 8.25 • (F)
Book 7  Designing & Building the Sheet Metal Brake • 52pps • £ 7.40• (G)

Build Your Own Metal Working Shop BUNDLE 
  - all 7 volumes for just £47.00 • (A) - a saving of 15%

Films

3D-Printers
A Beginner’s Guide
Bothmann • £ 9.95 • (F)
3D printers are already
revolutionising all forms of
engineering and, with printer prices
coming down rapidly, they are
coming in to the realm of the model
engineer; purists may look at them
aghast, but they are here, so why not
learn how to use them? this book is
a good starting point, as it gives a
wide overview of the process, the
hardware and software required, and
gives tips and tricks for the practical
application of this exciting
technology. be in on the ground
floor! 126 pages, 175 colour
illustrations. paperback.

Metal Spinning for
Craftsmen, Instructors 
& Students  
1936 • £ 8.70 • (G)
there is something magical about
turning a flat sheet of copper into
a complex shape but, until now,
the problem has been that the
magicians who can do it have
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Workshop Projects
Watkins • £ 4.40 • (D)
Contains drawings and building instructions for twelve items of useful
workshop equipment. two are for general use in the workshop, nine are lathe
accessories, and the last is a very neat wood turning lathe. if you are of a
contemplative frame of mind, and want to save money, making your own tools
and machine accessories can be very satisfying.
as designed, most of the accessories described here are intended for use on
Myford Series 7 lathes but, with a bit of thought (and measuring), can be adapted
to fit other makes. the specific projects show you how to build die holders, a
machine clamp, a cross drilling jig for the lathe, a swan-necked turning tool
holder, a tailstock die holder, a machine vice, a floating toolholder, a saddle stop,
a milling head, a collet chuck and a rotating centre. there are also full drawings
and construction
details for the
‘Chipmunk’ Wood
turning lathe, a
practical machine for
anyone wanting to try
wood turning. this
book really does
contain practical
projects for practical
model engineers, as
well as useful ideas
and ‘asides’.
104 a4 format pages. 30 b&W photos. 86 drawings. also included is a very useful selection of
appendices. Camden 

guarded their mysteries well. now
all is revealed in this 80 page
paperback.  

Airbrushing and Spray 
Painting Manual    
Peacock • £ 8.95 • (F)
after spending 100s of hours on a
model, how many builders manage to
spoil the end result by just slapping
on the paint? this title covers all
aspects of spray painting all types of
models and will be invaluable to the
model engineer who wants to
improve his painting skills. 176 

heavily illustrated pages. paperback.

Metal Finishing Techniques
(2nd edition)
Weiss • £14.95 • (D)

in this best-selling book alex Weiss looks
at the various methods of getting that
‘right’ finish on metal, be it for fit, or for
aesthetic reasons. after a 10 page
introduction to the subject, 10 chapters
follow covering: Grinding, Sanding, Buffing
and Polishing, Honing and Lapping, Reaming,
Broaching, Burnishing and Scraping, Bare Metal
Finishes (these include plainishing and
peening, chasing and repoussé, engraving,
knurling, oil or grease coating, other rust
barriers and etching), Metal Colouring and Painting.
Whilst you will not learn every last-thing on
these subjects from this book - there is, after all,
only so much that can be put into 120 a4 format
pages, there is a huge amount of relevant
information here, which any model engineer will
find useful. i learnt a lot from this book, especially
on exactly what happens to metal as it is worked
in various ways. high quality paperback, full of
b&W photos, and diagrams, plus a listing of useful
contact and suppliers. this second edition has a slightly revised and
updated text, and a number of different illustrations. Camden

NOW HALF
PRICE! 

“
”

I telephoned an order 
through yesterday morning.
The goods arrived at 10-00am
today!!! Fabulous service but
I am not allowed to open the

book until tomorrow 
(sent on Christmas Eve!)

Mr. R.C.M. UK



Made Simple - Made Easy 
Turnbull  £ 6.85 • (F)
in this tremendous best-selling ‘ideas’ book
Maurice turnbull describes a range of simple
tools and other items you can build to make
life in the workshop much easier and
productive. for the lathe
there are filing rests, a Steady
setter, an angle plate, and a
method of offset measuring,
amongst other items, for the
milling machine there are
tools to help make neat slots,
divide odd numbers and for
simple engraving, not to
mention a Saw blade scarfer, a
Dividing arm and a
graduating turret. all of these
from the fertile mind of a model engineer of long standing, whose
wonderful models of early industrial machine tools are well known at
exhibitions - and also illustrated here. 56 a4 format pages. numerous
b&W photos, and drawings. Softcover. Camden.  
Very few copies left - by now whilst you have the chance!
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Milling Machine Kinks  
1908 • Colvin & Stanley
£ 4.95 • (G)
hints, tips and other information
taken from the experiences of
practical men, as originally
published in the aMeriCan

MaChiniSt. Sections include:
feeds and Speeds, Setting
Cutters Central, Milling a heart
Shaped Cam, a new Way of
Milling Cams, Cutting racks,
accuracy in Work on the Miller,
indicators as applied to Milling
Machines, a special rig for cutting
bevel gears, assorted boring tool
holders, a Slot-Milling rig, boring
an elipse and much more. based
mainly around horizontal mills,
most of the ideas and tools can
be used in vertical ones; tools are
shown in conceptual, rather than
detail, drawing form. great ideas
book!  buy a copy today - you
will find it invaluable in your
workshop. 99 page illustrated
paperback. Camden

LAST COPIES!

An excellent and ever-
growing series of books on
various aspects of
metalworking. More
expensive than the
‘Workshop Practice’ series
below, but newer than
most of these. They are
also larger in format and,
generally, in number of
pages, harbound, and have
all-colour illustrations. 

Crowood metalworking guides

Metal Turning on the Lathe
Clark • 109 pages• £14.99 • (C)
Milling (David Clark)
Clark • 110 pages • £14.99 • (C)
Brazing and Soldering
Lofting • 128 pages • £14.99 • (C)
CAD for the Workshop
Hughes • 112 pages • £14.99 • (C)
CNC Milling in the Workshop
Bowman • 144 pages • £14.99 • (C)
Dividing Tools and Techniques
du Pré • 129 pages • £14.99 • (C) 

Engineering Materials
Tindell • 160 pages • £14.99 • (C)
Sheet Metal Work
Bowman 160 pages • £14.99 • (B)
Welding
Lofting • 159 pages • £14.99 • (B)
The Mini-Lathe
Wyatt • 128 pages • £14.99 • (C)
Screwcutting
Bowman • 160 pages • £14.99 • (B)

(Detail descriptions of these books will be found on our website)
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No. 1 Hardening, Tempering & Heat Treatment 
T.Cain • 128pps • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 2 Vertical Milling in the Home Workshop  
Throp • 96 pps • £  7.95 • (G)
No. 3 Screwcutting in the Lathe
Cleeve • 176 pages • £ 7.95 • (F)
No. 4 Foundrywork for the Amateur 
Aspin • 96 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 5 Milling Operations in the Lathe  
T.Cain • 128 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 6 Measuring & Marking Metals
Law • 112 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 7 The Art of Welding  
Vause • 96 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 8 Sheet Metal Work
Wakeford • 152 page • £  7.95 • (F)
No. 9 Soldering & Brazing  
Tubal Cain • 136 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 10 Saws and Sawing   
Bradley • 96 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 11 Electroplating  
Poyner • 62 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 12 Drills, Taps and Dies  
Tubal Cain • 104 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 13 Workshop Drawing  
Tubal Cain • 128 pages • £ 7.95 (G)
No. 14 Making Small Workshop Tools  
Bray • 128 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 15 Workholding in the Lathe
Tubal Cain • 112 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 16 Electric Motors
Cox • 128 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 17 Gears and Gear Cutting  
Law • 135 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 18 Basic Benchwork  
Oldridge • 128 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 19 Spring Design & Manufacture  
Tubal Cain • 84pps • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 20 Metalwork Machining Hints and Tips  
Bradley • 112pps • £ 7.95 • (G) 
No. 21 Adhesives and Sealants   
Lammas • 136 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 22 Workshop Electrics   
Cox • 104 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 23 Workshop Construction  
Weiss • 104 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 24 Electric Motors in the Home Workshop  
Cox • 133 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 25 The Backyard Foundry  
Aspin • 90 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)

No. 26 Home Workshop Hints & Tips  
Smeed • 115 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 27 Spindles 
Sandhu • 144 pages • £ 7.95 • (F)
No. 28 Simple Workshop Devices 
Tubal Cain • 144 pages • £ 7.95 • (F)
No. 29 CAD for Model Engineers  
Brown • 96 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 30 Workshop Materials  
Weiss • 192 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 31 Useful Workshop Tools  
Bray • 104 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 32 Unimat III Accessories  
Loader • 160 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 33 Making Clocks  
Bray • 128 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 34 Lathework: A Complete Course 
Hall • 196 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 35 Milling: A Complete Course
Hall • 144 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 36 Photo Etching
King • 112 pages • £ 7.95 • (G) 
No. 37 Dividing
Hall • 96 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 38 Tool and Cutter Sharpening
Hall • 128 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 39 Model Engineers’ Workshop Projects
Hall • 128 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 40 Bearings
Weiss • 194 pages • £ 7.95 • (F)
No. 41 Grinding, Honing and Polishing
Bray • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 42 Metalworker’s Data Book
Hall • £ 7.95 • (F)
No. 43 The Mini-Lathe
Fenner • £ 7.95 • (F)
No. 44 The Metalworker’s Workshop
Hall • 160 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 45 Basic Lathework
Bray • 160 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 46 • Workshop Machinery
Weiss • 128 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 47 Three-Phase Conversion
Astbury • 160 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 48 Mini-Lathe Tools and Projects
Fenner • 126 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)
No. 49 The Milling Machine and Accessories, 
Choosing and Using
Hall • 123 pages • £ 7.95 • (G)

Workshop practice
t h e  s e r i e s

this is a good series of books covering most aspects
of engineering practice, written by well known names
in the model engineering world. all are well
illustrated with drawings and photographs and are
paperbacks..

(any of these titles may go "temporarily out of print" for a month or two without warning). 
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NEW! Digital Editions!
Download any of the Digital Books below seconds after you 
purchase them! NO Delivery Charges!
the it department at barrow farm have long looked for a way of offering some of our own books in a digital format, and
have now done it. the particular problem was reproducing drawings and photographs accurately and our method does
this. you can read these digital downloads on a computer, a laptop, ipad or tablet, even on most mobile phones. but, as they
are downloads, not ebooks, they cannot be read on a Kindle or similar ebook reader.

to start we are making as many of our own books which have gone out of print available this way as we can; as of going
to press five books are available in this format, and more will follow. these currently available are:

Model & Miniature 
Locomotive Construction
Bray • £18.00
the orginal of this book is being
edited prior to digitisation, but will
be available (and priced) on our
website when you read this.
Despite being originally published in
2003, this remains the most recent
book on building model and
miniature locomotives in the model
engineering gauges. and it covers
the subject in considerable depth,
part by part, including non-steam
models. the author, Stan bray, was a
pioneer of international model
engineering contacts, especially in
europe and, as a bonus, there are
many illustrations of miniature
locomotives from around the
world, as well as of set-ups, and
drawings of individual locomotive
parts. a tremendous book for the
beginner or the more experienced
locomotive builder.

‘LBSC’ His Life and
Locomotives
Hollingsworth • £12.00
brian hollingsworth’s great
biography of ‘lbSC’, the most
prolific designer of miniature
steam locomotives ever, and a
wonderful writer on how to build
them, is back in a digital edition. a
good read, and most of lbSC’s
numerous designs are illustrated
with a photographs or drawings.
lbSC’s ‘idiosyncrasies’ are also
sympathetically covered.

The Non Rotative Beam
Engine
Kelly • £ 6.84
long out of print, this is the
fascinating history of the
development of the first major
successful application of steam
power - the non rotative, or
‘Cornish’ beam engine. used very
largely for pumping water, either

Traction Engine Design & Construction
Gilbert • £21.00
originally published by him in 2000, geoffrey gilbert’s magnum opus went out of print
very rapidly, not surprising given that it is the only book which looks at all aspects of
the design and construction of british traction engines of all types, and road rollers,
built in the 20th century. Wagons are not really included. When copies appear on the
second-hand market they can fetch well into three-figures, so our thanks to Mrs betty
gilbert for permitting us to reprint this book, first as a hardback in 2013, after which it
sold very rapidly, and now in a digital edition. Chapters cover Materials, types
under consideration, the boiler, boiler mountings, boiler feed, the engine (ie
cylinders & motion), gearing, Wheels & axles, Winding gear, lubrication,
brakes, tanks, Showman’s fittings, Scarifiers and roller fittings, and much
more.there really is more information here on the technicalities of the
traction engine than you will find in any other book and, if you are interested
in traction engines, working on them, or modelling one, you really must have
a copy of this on your bookshelf.
342 pages. around 230 drawings and b&W photographs, plus maker’s
literature.
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General Books on Building
Steam Models

Cherry’s Model Engines 
- the Story of the
Remarkable Cherry Hill
Carpenter • £30.00 • (A)
See main entry in the ‘road Steam’
section.

Model Engineering  A Guide
to Model Workshop Practice
1915 • Greenly • £19.95 • (C)
yet another reminder of how good a
writer henry greenly was. here you
get 26 pages on The Equipment of a
Model Engineer’s Workshop, 16 pages
on The Lathe and its Fitments, 25 pages

Der Tiger - designing,
building and running 
the 1/5 scale Wimmera
Tiger tank
Dean • £15.00 • (E)
in 2003 australian gerard Dean decided
to build a 1/5 scale model of a german
World War two Tiger tank, as a quick
project. Six years later it rolled down his
drive, but he was underwhelmed by the
sound, which was when his mania
started. in gerard’s own words ‘Der
tiger is no 'how to make a 1/5 scale
model tiger tank with V12 iC engine' but it does tell you how not to
make one. Model engineers will learn about the  technical challenges the
author faced when he put a home-built 150cc V12 iC engine inside a
metal tank model. that was the easy bit! the next two years were spent
integrating two radiators, seven cooling fans, dual ignitions, a flat belt
clutch, 8 speed home built constant mesh gearbox and a track
transmission system with 18 gears and dual mechanical disk brakes.

n once the motor started, a home made 16 rC control system
patterned on the bovington Tiger 131 was made complete with telemetry
system and home-made heavy duty servos. in 2013 the Wimmera Tiger
won the  gold medal for internal Combustion engines at the prestigious
Model engineer exhibition in  london and then, an hour later, broke it's
crankshaft. the organisers kindly allowed the author to keep the medal. it
is worth adding that the gun turret revolves, the gun elevates and ‘fires’,
recoiling, flashing and emitting a puff of smoke, but nothing else. this 250
kg monster is quite  machine! this book will appeal especially to tank and
iC engine builders, as well as those interested in radio control, but it is
absolutely crammed full of ideas for any model engineer, and will serve as
inspiration to anyone thinking that they have bitten off more than they
can chew and wondering what to do next. as a bonus, it is also very
amusing. a great read! 124 very well produced pages, crammed with
diagrams and mainly colour photographs. paperback.  

of Notes on Lathe Work, 33 pages of
The Various Processes Employed, 21
pages on Model Steam-Engine Cylinders,
20 pages on Types of Model Steam-
Engine Cylinders, 18 pages on Engine
Cranks, Connecting Rods, Bearings and
Eccentrics, 14 pages on Steam-Engine
Valve and Reversing Gears, 25 pages on
Model Boiler Design and Construction, 2
pages on Model Boiler and Engine Valves
and Fittings, 11 pages on Force Pumps,
Injectors and Gauges, 12 pages on Firing
Model Boilers, 9 pages of Historical and
Other Scale “Glass-case” Models, 14
pages on Making a Model 1” x 1”
Vertical Steam Engine, 12 pages on A

from mines, or in municipal
water-works, these magnificent
machines were also the largest
steam engines every produced;
the biggest had a cylinder of
144” and sizes around 90” to
100” were fairly common. 

Building a Marine
Compound Engine
Leak • £ 6.00
full instructions, most plans and
photographs of set-ups for
building a 3” & 5” x 3” marine
compound engine suitable for
boats of 25 foot to 35 foot in
length depending on the hull
shape. our book was based on
the original articles which
appeared in Model Engineer in
1982 & 1983. full drawings and
casting sets are also available. 

Building Small Boiler for
Gas Firing
Weiss • £10.00
only recently out of print, in
this book alex Weiss describes
how to make small gas fired
copper boilers which can be
soldered in one go. ‘Small’ in this
instance means a capacity of
under three bar/litres. huge
amount of useful information for
the beginner, but the more
experienced will find the
background information useful
as well.

PLEASE NOTE 
(the smaller print bit): 
(1) these digital books can only be
purchased as downloads through our
web site, as below.
(2) as some of the files are large, we
suggest you only order them on a
broadband line - preferably a ‘high
speed’ one!
(3) the initial price you will see on our
website will be inclusive of Vat at 20%.
in one of their bright moments, the
powers that be in brussels have ruled
that digital products sold to another eu
country must be taxed at the rate
applicable in the purchaser’s country, so
prices in the eu will vary, but not by
much in most cases. purchasers from
countries outside the eu will not be
charged Vat, as long as the download
goes to an ip address in their country. 
(4) technical details will be found on the
‘Digital editions’ section of our website. 
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Greenly's Model Steam Locomotive Designs and
Specifications
Greenly rev. Steel • £ 6.95 • (H)
the companion handbook to Model Steam Locomotives (left). in the first half you will find
sections covering fundamentals of Design, Dimensioned Designs for Cylinders and
Valve gears, Design of boilers, and handling Model locomotives - anything from 0
gauge up to 15-inch gauge. the other half of this book is used to describe twenty
locomotive designs, from a simple 0 gauge 0-4-4 tank locomotive to seven gauge 1
locomotives, three 21⁄2-inch gauge, two 31⁄2-inch gauge, three 5-inch gauge and two
71⁄4-inch gauge locomotives, and two 15-inch gauge designs. not only does this book
contain a wealth of useful design information, it reveals just how good and versatile
greenly was. 60 page softcover, profusely llustrated with drawings. Camden.

Model Steam Locomotives
1954 • Greenly rev. Steel • £ 16.95 • (C)
this is a reprint of the eighth (1954) edition of this wonderful book. it had been
revised and updated by greenly’s son-in-law ernest a. Steel, and daughter elenora, but
remain very much henry’s work.

n greenly’s experience of designing and building model locomotives covered all
gauges from gauge 1 to 15" gauge; all are covered here, but the
mid-range gauges are stressed.

n the first four chapters cover choice of scale and gauge,
locomotive  types, principles of model locomotive design and boiler
design.  another twelve chapters cover specific parts of the
locomotive.  all are very fully illustrated with drawings, tables and
photographs.   

n any book which effectively remained in print over fifty years has
to have been top quality, and this is one of the very best books
written on building model and miniature steam locomotives, and an
invaluable reference for locomotive builders in the 21st century.
322 pages and paperback. Camden.

High-speed Compound Condensing
Engine and Coil Boiler, 17 pages on A
1⁄2” scale Model Midland Railway Express
Locomotive, 32 pages covering A
Working Model Metropolitan Railway
Electric Locomotive (gauge 1), 26
pages on Internal Combustion Engines,
19 pages of Model Railway Engineering,
22 pages of Miscellaneous Working
Models (2 cannons, 2 guns, a crane,
portable engine and various boats),
and 4 pages about a Model G.C.R.
Express Locomotive; 407 pages in all,
including the index.
it may be a hundred years old, but
the vast majority of this book is
useful today, even the chapter on
Model boilers, which covers model
stationary and marine boilers as
much as locomotives. as well as an
excellent text, there are 85
photographs and no less than 724
line drawings - this really is a book
you will refer to time and time again.
paperback.  

Miniature Injectors Inside
and Out
Brown • £14.95 • (F)
a truly excellent book on all aspects
of injectors for use with miniature
steam engines of every types. has a
lot on sizing the things, so that you
have the right delivery for your
engine, on every aspect of making
injectors, fault finding, servicing and
so on. 192 a5 pages, full of drawings,
colour photographs and general
good instruction. paperback.  

Modelling in Gauge 1  
Book 2:  
John van Riemsdijk’s
Contribution
£10.00 • (D)
the late John van riemsdijk spent a
lifetime around railways. his writings
for the g1Mra newsletter have
been required reading by all
members, and these have been

collected together into this book.
there is much here on valve gears,
boilers, exhausts and all things
critical to the efficient running of
model steam locomotives, as well as
much more, all written in a highly
readable style. Whilst aimed at the
gauge 1 modeller, in truth there is
an awful lot for any live steamer to
enjoy and profit from here. 118 page
a4 format paperback with many
photos and sketches.

The Model Steam
Locomotive
Evans • £15.95 • (F)
it is arguable, but Martin evans quite
possibly designed more model steam
locomotives which have actually
been built, than even lbSC. and his
were in all gauges from ‘1’ to 71⁄4”.
first published in 1983, this book
contains his distilled experience in
locom  otive matters, and should be
on every model steam locomotive
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builder’s bookshelf. 208 pages, crammed
with drawings and photographs. larger
format paperback. 

Experimental Flash Steam 
1973 • Benson & Rayman  
£14.95 • (F)
there is a lot of interest in flash steam
so this is a very welcome re-issue.
Whilst the book concentrates on the
use of flash steam in model boats, there
are also chapters covering its historic
use in full-size (mainly cars) and
suggesting how a full-size flash steam
powered car could be built. a lot of
interesting information in 189 well
illustrated pages. paperback.   

Design Procedures for
Walschaerts and Stephenson’s
Valve Gears   
Ashton • £15.95 • (G)
Don ashton’s great book on these two
universal valve gears, previously called
Walschaerts Valve Gear for Model
Engineers & Stephenson’s Valve Gear for
Model Engineers has been up-dated for
the computer age, enlarged and
reprinted into this 40 page a4 booklet.
if you want your engine’s valve gear to
be spot on there is no better book -
‘nuff said!  

Model Locomotive 
Valve Gears
1962 • Evans • £ 8.95 • (G)
reprint of Martin evan’s well known
book which, despite the passage of
time, remains the best general book
on valves gears for model
locomotives, covering every type
from slip-eccentric up to poppet
valve gears. there is also a useful
chapter on reversing gear, valve
setting and indicating. 98 pages.
around 100 illustrations, mainly
drawings. paperback.  

Build a Wooden 
Oscillating Engine
Gearing • £ 6.65 • (G)
An enjoyable introduction to practising
basic skills; if you are starting in
model engineering or have just
bought your first lathe and are
wondering what to build, Martin
Gearing’s wooden oscillating
engine, the building of which is
described here, is an excellent first
project. Equally, as a project to
enthuse the younger generation to
make something that works, under
your supervision, they don’t come better than this. The real
beauty of the idea is that the material the engine is made from -
flooring grade chipboard and softwood, is very cheap, so that
any errors made can be corrected at minimal cost. And the
finished machine is impressive in motion; in case you are
wondering it is powered by a vacuum cleaner! 36 A4 pages. 58
B&W photos and 6 drawings. Softcover. Camden

Model & Miniature 
Locomotive Construction
Bray • £18.00
See ‘Digital editions’ section for a downloadable 
digital version of this popular and long out of print book.

Building Small Boilers for Gas Firing
Weiss • £10.00
See ‘Digital editions’ section for a downloadable digital edition. 

Digital editions

Rudy’s Model Steam Tractor
Kouhoupt • £20.50 • (F)
assembled here are rudy
kouhoupt’s drawings and
instructions for building a 3/4” scale
model traction engine, based on a
Case engine. Designed to be built
from scrap materials, this is an
interesting project for a model which
would make an ideal first technical
present for a sensible child. Designed
with a Smithies type boiler for meths
firing working at 30 psi, and slip
eccentric reverse, but otherwise
works properly. 80 spiral bound
pages. full drawings and around 20
photos, some in colour. Card covers. 

Building a Portable Steam
Engine - a Guide for Model
Engineers
Webster • £19.99 • (C)
the author gives detail instructions
and drawings for a 2’ scale model of
a Lampitt portable engine of around
1860. the simplicity of this prototype
makes it an ideal project for the

Construction Manuals

Miniature Injectors Inside
and Out
Brown • £14.95 • (F)
a truly excellent book on all
aspects of injectors for use with
miniature steam engines of every
types. has a lot on sizing the things,
so that you have the right delivery
for your engine, on every aspect of
making injectors, fault finding,
servicing and so on. 192 a5 pages,
full of drawings, colour photographs
and general good instruction.
paperback.  
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Building the Bentley BR2 World War 1
Rotary Aero Engine
Blackmore • £15.95 • (D)
last printing of this book on building a model of one of the last and most powerful
rotary engines produced - the bentley br2. lew blackmore won the Duke of Edinburgh
Challenge Trophy with his model at the 1982 MoDel engineer exhibition, so this book
gives you all the drawings, information, construction details, tips and secrets to
construct a medal winner, or just a very interesting model to enjoy making. 95 a4
format pages with complete drawings, photos of parts and machining set-ups etc, pluS
a full reprint of the 1925 MoD descriptive handbook for this engine. paperback.
Camden

(Stocks running down - buy whilst you can!)

The Tesla Disc Turbine    
Cairns • £ 5.90 • (G)
in tesla’s turbine the bladed segment rotors were replaced by discs, working on the
concept of flowing media being converted to rotary motion by friction on the discs. tesla
claimed that a very small, but very powerful machine was possible using this principle -
his aim was to produce a 25 hp machine that would fit inside a bowler hat.  here W.
Cairns describes in detail the concept and the history of the original engines. he suggests
uses for such turbines, including powering car and light aircraft, which illustrates the
extraordinary versatility of tesla’s engine. finally he provides the design and building
instructions for a small tesla turbine which any model engineer can build. not only does
a tesla turbine provide a very high power to size ratio, it can be used as a compressor or
pump. tesla used steam on his test machines, but the model runs on compressed air.  34 a4 format pages.
numerous drawings and sketches, including 6 pages of drawings specifically for a small tesla turbine. paperback.
Camden

Steam Trains in Your Garden
Wilson • £29.95 • (A)
a genuine best-seller some years back, i am delighted to have been able to reach
agreement with both the author, and the original publishers - Australian Model
Engineering, to reprint this book. it is quite simply, brilliant, showing you how to
build a 16mm gauge live steam
locomotive, plus some passenger and
freight rolling stock. if you have always
dreamt of building a real steam
locomotive, have a lathe (which needn't
be big) and some patience, then you can
build your dream from this book. is it as
good as kozo's books later? it is on a par,
and the model is smaller, simpler and
cheaper. the locomotive on which the
design here is based is a 2' gauge John
fowler 0-4-0 shipped to australia in
1923, but as is admirably shown in
this book, the basic design can be
modified to hunslet, peckett, even
Decauville outline. and it can be built
for gas or coal firing. 189 beautifully
produced pages with full drawings,
sketches of set-ups and loads of
colour photos. Welcome to the world
of live steam! hardbound.



Films
Building a Small 
Steam Engine
220 mins • Double disc DVD  
£33.30 • (F)
full plans, and instructions on your screen, for
building a simple, small horizontal ‘mill’ type
engine. an ideal beginner’s project - rudy
kouhoupt does it all on a little Sherline lathe and
mill, so this is a engine that can be made on a
unimat, taig or similar lathe, as well as larger machines.

PIONEER a Non-compression
Internal Combustion Engine
230 mins • Double disc DVD 
£33.30 • (F)
rudy’s last engine, Pioneer is a dynamic 2-stroke
cycle, open frame engine with poppet valves. the
cams, valves, con rod and all moving parts are
visible - no gears! and, as with the steam and hot
air engines, no castings are required. Spark plug
ignition. 12 sheets of plans, and the building
instructions are up there on your screen.

“...the quality is excellent. I watched one DVD the first night
and watched the second DVD on the following afternoon and I
thoroughly enjoyed both of them.

The DVDs teach you how to assemble the components of the
engine, not how to machine them. Saying that, there is some
machining information on items the beginner to machining
might find difficult such as making the crankshaft and the cams
as well as boring the cylinder and lapping the valves in.”

David Clark - editor ‘Model engineers' Workshop’ 
issue no. 149  april 2009
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beginner, not least because no
castings are required, so errors
are not too costly. 142 colour
photographs illustrate set-ups for
making or machining the various
parts, along with the appropriate
drawings. also included are details
of the hand tools required in the
workshop for this model. 112
pages. hardbound.

Historic Engines Worth
Modelling
Mount • £12.95 • (F)
anthony Mount’s articles on
building model stationary engines
of historic and unusual prototypes
are well known, and six of these
are included here: James booth’s
rectilinear engine of 1843,
Crosskills oscillating engine,
Stirling 90 hot air engine (the
only freelance and modern
design), Matthew Murray’s
hypocycloidal engine, a Steeple
engine, and boulton & Watt’s bell
Crank engine of 1802 - all with
full drawings and building
instructions. lovely projects! 109
page paperback. 

Historic Engines Worth
Modelling Vol. 2
Mount • £12.95 • (F)
four more projects from the
recesses of engineering history for
you to build - benson’s Vertical
engine of 1862, an easton &
anderson grasshopper beam
engine of 1892, as supplied to
Winchester gasworks, bodmer’s
Sliding Cylinder engine of around
1830 and Simpson and Shipton’s
Short Stroke engine of 1851. full
drawings and construction details.
yet more lovely projects for the
stationary engine builder. 112
pages. paperback.

Steam and Stirling -
engines you can build  
ed. Fitt • £34.95 • (A)
Steam and Stirling -
engines you can build
Book 2                                       
£34.95 • (A)
Steam & Stirling - engines
you can build - Book 3                                                       
ed. McKinley • £35.95 • (A)
See under ‘hot air engines’ - all of
these books include some
interesting steam and hot air
engine projects, extracted from
the pages of ‘live Steam’
magazine.

The Steam Engines of Ray
HasBrouck
HasBrouck • £18.50 • (F)
Contained in the 112 spiral-bound pages of
this book are full drawings, building
instructions and photographs covering the
construction of ten steam engines, without
recourse to any castings. Whilst six of these
engines are models in the rudy kouhoupt
style, four - including a Vee-twin, are
eminently suited to steamlaunches up to
around 18’ in length. good projects!
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THE DESIGNS OF
KOZO HIRAOKA

‘How to Build’ books for 
the 21st century model
engineer! 

Kozo Hiraoka’s design are
probably those most
suitable for the 21st
Century’s newcomers to
model engineering; even if
you have only just bought
your first lathe, drilling
machine and (ideally)
milling machine, and have
never used them before,
with patience and time you
can build a working model
steam locomotive from any
of these books.

Kozo’s five books are:

Building the Shay    
£41.50 • (A)
the author’s home is a flat where
hobby space is limited, which
influenced his choice of gauge and
prototype - a Shay consists of a
number of small sub-assemblies,
with the boiler being the largest
individual item. kozo also wanted a
prototype that could be built
without castings and everything on
this engine is fabricated, or turned
from the solid. the drawings are
very detailed, but what sets this
book apart are the instructions on
how to build individual parts, often
using a series of drawings to
illustrate sequence etc.  the main
drawings are metric. 194 pages.
Drawings, numerous photos of set
ups, and numerous sketches. 

Building the Heisler    
£41.50 • (A)
like the Shay a geared engine, the
Heisler differs in that the power unit
is a V twin driving a central drive
shaft to the outer bogies, the axles
of which are connected by driving
rods. in quality and extent this
book is similar to the Shay one -
great! full drawings, numerous
photos and sketches of set ups. 

Building the Climax 
Hiraoka • £41.50 • (A)
this is kozo’s manual on building
the third (and prettiest) of the
three geared engines - the Climax.
usual incredibly high quality
presentation, and here including a
description of how you can make
your own skew-bevel gears - an
operation previously thought

impossible on an amateur model
engineers equipment.

Building the New Shay
Hiraoka • £41.50 • (A)
here koza returns to his first
locomotive type - the Shay geared
locomotive. however this model is
based on a much later and larger
design of Shay, dating from the 1920s.
if it is possible, this book is even
more detailed than the earlier ones,
and it also includes extra chapters
on building the design in 71⁄4” or 71⁄2”
gauges, the safety of copper boilers,
safety valves, tube joints, o-rings for
live steam use, and making small
hexagonal screws. 326 pages in all,
including a number of fold out ones.
hardbound  

The Pennsylvania A3
Switcher 
Hiraoka • £41.50 • (A)
this project is a conventional
locomotive, based on an 0-4-0
tender locomotive the pennsylvania
railroad used for shunting tightly
curved locations. it shares common
characteristics with kozo’s other
designs in that it is designed for 31⁄2”
gauge, but can be scaled up to 71⁄4”
gauge, involves no castings other
than possibly the driving wheels,
everything being built from the solid
or fabricated. the drawings are
imperial, and the descriptions are, as
always brilliant, being mainly
illustrative drawings rather than text.
this engine is a great first project for
the beginner, but will also be of
interest to all model locomotive
builders. 264 pages. full drawing set
and photographs. hardbound.

"even more
detailed than

the earlier
ones"

"great first
project for
the beginner"
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Building the Maltese Falcon
Shelley • £6.95 • (D)
the Maltese falcon is a 260cc flat four, Side Valve
engine which turns a (scale) 34” x 18” propeller
at 2500 rpm, and measures 8” in length and depth,
and 13” in width across the heads. essentially
designed to be built from solid, certain parts,
notably a magneto kit, and standard honda
pistons can be used if you want to get your model
running quickly. this engine can be built by any
competent model engineer and, with
modifications to the cooling arrangements you could
use this engine to power a number of non flying items.
you get the full drawing set of 11 sheets, reduced in size to fit a3 format,
and 36 a4 pages of notes, hints and tips on building the engine, plus
numerous photos of parts and set-ups; this isn’t a construction manual in
the sense of “building the bentley br2....”, but it is all good solid
information helping the builder to make a jaw dropping ‘model’ i.C.
engine! Wirebound with card covers. Camden. 

EXTRA
SPECIAL
PRICE! 

Magazines
“Australian Model Engineering”
- here is a really
great  bi-monthly
magazine,
reminiscent of the
old Model Engineer.
Very well
produced, and
with a lot of
technical
interest for the
model engineer,
although
understandably many of the
railway related articles are
concerned with australasian
prototypes, and fascinating they
are. also included on a regular
basis are boats, clocks, workshop
items, Club news (antipodean!)
etc. try a copy, we guarantee
you will like it!
SAMPLE COPY £5.35 • (G)

Building the CliShay
Maynard • £13.95 • (F)
bob Maynard’s CliShay locomotive design was described in ‘live Steam magazine’
during the late 1970s, quickly becoming one of most popular locomotive designs built
in america. because it is inherently simple it is an excellent beginner’s project, but
equally a very good quick project for the more experienced model engineer. based on
early logging geared locomotives, as implied by the
name, the CliShay has a vertical boiler, a vertical twin-
cylinder engine unit and chain drive, instead of gears;
no castings are needed. it is simple, robust and oddly
attractive. Designed for 71⁄2” gauge, you just move the
wheels in 1⁄8”  for 71⁄4” gauge. the book has full
drawings and the construction series, plus an update,
and photos of numerous CliShays running. 106 spiral
bound pages. Card covers.

The Project Book (NEW Fifth Edition)  
Poulter & Hines • £13.50 • (D)
Want to build a live steam locomotive but worried as to cost etc.? here is the answer -
a gauge 1 model based on an lMS 4f class 0-6-0 freight loco. Comprehensive drawings
and building instructions. the only castings you are need are the wheels, although other
parts are available. Whilst the model is single cylinder and slip-eccentric, when complete
you will have been through all the processes involved in building a larger and more
complicated engine. the design can be modified to virtually any inside cylinder
prototype, or outside if you use dummy cylinders and valve gear. great book! this is the
5th edition of this book, it has been greatly reworked with the drawings being redrawn
in CaD and with large numbers of 3D renderings. these really explain the design even
better than previous editions, and does make "the project" a great beginner’s project. 96 pages, spiral bound
with card cover. full drawings and many photographs. 

Peter Angus Locomotive Builder
Angus • £32.50 • (A)

See main description in the ‘railway Modelling’ section
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Foundry Practice
The melting and pouring of any metal is hazardous - take GREAT care if any of 

the following books persuade you to try it...

The Artful Bodger’s Iron Casting 
Waste Oil Furnace
Peck • £16.45 • (E)
inspired by the gingerys, Colin peck built his own furnace, and now melts aluminium to
copper either directly in the furnace (tapped from a spout), or in a crucible. it can also
comfortably melt around 25 lbs of cast iron in approximately an hour, running on (free)
waste oil. Colin wrote the whole thing up as a book, and here it is. the dimensions
aren’t critical - the major parts of Colin’s furnace are based on a stainless steel beer
barrel, and parts from an old ‘Dyson’ vacuum cleaner, so this is a cheap project to both
build and run - and it is british. but whilst this design knocks the pants of every other
furnace design around, it has to be said that Colin’s forte is ideas, rather than writing; his
enthusiasm is evident in his writing, and you can certainly build the furnace from the drawings, photographs and
description in this book, but will have to use your grey-matter a bit more than with a gingery book. Want a
simple furnace? this is it. 84 ring-bound pages, with a good number of largely colour construction photos, and
some drawings. 

Foundrywork for the Amateur
Aspin • £ 6.95 • (G)
The Backyard Foundry
Aspin • £ 6.95 • (G)
See Workshop Practice series in the "engineering"
section. Very good books on patternmaking,
moulding  and pouring techniques.

The Charcoal Foundry
£ 6.70 • (G)
first in the Dave gingery series on making your
own machine tools described in the engineering
section, this book explains the basics of pattern
making and molding in very clear and simple
language, plus gives instructions for making a

ARM1G - the other way
round
Moger, Gamble & Hulse
£13.50 • (G)
Construction manual for a a twin
inside-cylinder, butane-gas fired 0-4-4
tank locomotive for gauge 1. this is
based on Wainwright’s ‘h’ class for
the SeCr, but the design can be
adapted to any 0-4-4 tank loco. a
considerable number of parts for this
engine can be purchased ready-to-
use, so that whilst this model can be
built in the traditional way, it can also
be built without recourse to a lathe
or milling machine, using a drill and
hand tools, so a starter locomotive it
most certainly can be. 69 pages.
extremely clear CaD drawings and
numerous colour photos. Card
covers and spiral bound

The DEE Book  
Moger & Applegate
£10.00 • (D)
Contains full drawings and
instructions for you to build a live
steam model of the lovely SE & CR
‘D’ Class 4-4-0 in gauge 1, using
either meths or butane firing.  a
fascinating, and different, project and
a very well produced 104 page spiral
bound book. 

Building Small Boilers for
Gas Firing
Weiss • £16.95 • (D)
full review in ‘general books on
building Steam Models’

Building the Tesla Turbine 
Gingery • £ 7.85 • (H)
this book shows you how to build
a fairly big tesla turbine having
eighteen 3” diameter discs, and
measuring 31⁄2” wide by 6” long x 4”
high. this may not sound large, but
these fascinating machines pack
quite a wallop, tesla himself aiming
for “ten horsepower to the pound
of weight”. as a guide to a
straightforward and quick project,
which results in something quite
spectacular, this excellent book
from Vince gingery is hard to beat.
48 pages, 46 drawings and
photographs. Softcover. 

Building A Gas Fired 
Crucible Furnace
Gingery • £10.70 • (F)
here is the first description of a furnace
you can build and use, which will easily
melt cast iron - up to 20lbs. as always
with Dave, the design is well thought out
and clearly described, with appropriate
drawings or illustrations. 108 pages.
paperback. gingery. Satisfied customers
confirm it works beautifully.....! the
original furnace appears in Dave gingery’s DVD featured
in this list.

Stationary steam, hot air & gas engine builders are also referred to 
the “Building Steam Models”,  “Engineering”, “Digital Editions“  

and the “Hot Air Engines” section.
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simple charcoal fired furnace
capable of melting brass and
aluminium. tremendous first book
on foundrywork.

Making Crucibles  
Gingery • £ 7.50 • (H)
We have sold thousands of books
on making your own furnace so that
you can melt metal, but all of them
assume you will purchase a crucible
for use with it; this describes how
to make your own crucibles. two
methods are described - both
depend on making molds, but differ
as to how these are used. either
way looks straightforward - my
guess is that the second method,
involving concrete molds and some
ancillary presses, is probably the
best if you melt a lot of metal, and
need a lot of crucibles. Covers
making the clay for the crucible,
firing it etc, and making crucible
tongs. excellent instruction.117
photos and drawings. paperback. 

Lost Wax Casting    
Feinburg • £ 12.95 • (G)
it is surprising there are so few
books on the techniques of lost
Wax Casting. in fact for years this
has been the only one, and here it is,
on its 7th printing. it is very good
and we have sold 100s of copies, but
intending purchasers should be
aware that it was written to assist
aid workers in the third World in
setting up local craft industries. So
us in the so-called advanced
countries may choose not to use
cow dung as the clay binding agent,
but take it from me that, as long as
you make allowance for such
instructions, this is a very sound
book on the subject. 74 pages. Well
illustrated with drawings and
photos. paperback.  

A Practical Treatise on the
Founding of Metals
1877 • Kirk • £ 6.95 • (E)
this may be old, but it does deliver
huge amounts of information on the
melting of iron, alloys and the
metals and mineral substances used
in founding. it talks more of
commercial cupola and blast
furnaces than sizes the home
foundryman might use, but the
charts on heating temperatures,
mixes and so on, not forgetting the
cautionary tales, will be very useful
to anyone trying to melt metal. 272
page paperback, lightly illustrated
with engravings, largely of furnaces. 

Look on our website to see all the latest items, listed
sales items, Sales ‘Bundles’, or just to look for that

book or DVD you are after.

If you are using the site for the first time, or if you
haven't purchased from it since December 2013, you

will be asked to Register, but this is simple (as long as
you remember your Password). If you prefer, you may
also purchase as a 'Guest' and do not have to register

By registering you can track progress of your order,
and sign up for our eDespatches, sent out fairly

regularly to alert you to new titles, special offers and
the like. Registering also means that, wherever

you live in the world, the delivery cost of your
order will be shown when you place it.

Use our
Secure

Website!
www.camdenmin.co.uk



Greensand Casting Techniques 
from David Gingery’s Workshop
45 mins • DVD £18.14 • (G)
Advanced Green Sand Moulding with John Dilsaver 
45 mins • DVD £18.14 • (G)
two good semi-professional films for those of you interested in doing your own
casting. in the first, noted author Dave gingery goes through the basics of green
sand moulding - the sand mix, tools required etc and then gives a practical
demonstration of the art, moulding and pouring a casting for a flywheel. you also
see his famous gas fired crucible furnace, and some of the workshop equipment
and models featured in his books. the second film, with Dave’s pupil John Dilsaver,
deals with how to do the moulds for awkward items and covers complex shapes,
book moulds, greensand cores, matchplate patterns etc. this film is only about moulding - if you want the information
on tools, sand mixes etc, you need the first DVD. 

THE MARINE ENGINE
DESIGNS OF A.A. LEAK

3" & 5" x 3" Marine 
Compound Engine
5" & 7" x 4" Marine 
Compound Engine
5" x 4" Single 
Cylinder Engine
Drawings and most castings are
available for these large engines,
intended for real use, the smaller
compound being suitable for 25' -
35' hulls, the larger for 35' - 45'
hulls; the single is a possibility for
marine use, but is better suited to
generating or similar use.

Whilst large, these engines have been
designed for
machining on
relatively
small lathes,
mills, etc..
they are
robust and
designed for
sustained
hard work.

4" SCALE TASKER
LITTLE GIANT STEAM
TRACTOR
full drawings and castings are
available for this medium sized, but
extremely powerful, model steam
tractor.
based on the works drawings for the
‘a2’ class of tractor produced by
Taskers of Andover, this is an authentic
and accurate model - like the
prototype it will steam effortlessly
for long periods and haul prodigious
loads.
a simple and robust design, this
steam tractor is a most attractive
and rewarding project for the model
engineer. and it can be carried in the
back of a larger estate car - no
trailer required......

3" SCALE RIDER- 
ERICSSON HOT AIR
PUMPING ENGINE
the drawings and a very good
construction article for this model
are to be found in Vol. 1 of the book
Steam and Stirling - engines you can
build, featured in the ‘hot air engine’
section

We can supply a full set of castings
for this model, the larger castings
being in lM4 aluminium, gunmetal
and lost-wax cast bronze for the
smaller castings.

this model is intended for gas firing,
and can be
made on an
Ml7 or
similar size
lathe. if you
are
interested
in hot air
engines, or
just looking
for a
different
project, consider this carefully. it
generally finds favour with the
household authorities!

Drawings and Castings
We offer drawings and castings for the items below. At the time of going to press with this Booklist our foundry

is amending its prices, but new price lists will be available shortly

Contact us, or see the “Drawings and Castings” section of our website (www.camdenmin.co.uk) for details.
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Films
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The Construction of a
“Woodward” Gearless
Mechanical Clock
Wilding • £20.00 • (E)
What is unusual about this design is
that there are no “meshing” gears in
the mechanism, making it  simpler to
construct, although the author says it
isn’t really a project for the beginner,
as there is some precision machining
required in making the pin wheel. it
is a wall clock, and not that ornate,
although the mechanism sounds
fascinating to watch. full drawings
and building instructions. 33
ringbound pages. 

The Construction 
of a Congreve Rolling Ball
Clock                                                
£30.00 • (E)
perhaps the most popular clock
design for the amateur, even if it is a
terrible timekeeper, the Congreve
rolling ball clock is fascinating to
watch and a great construction
project. full plans and construction
details here!

Making Clocks
Bray • £ 6.95 • (G)
no. 33 in the well known
“Workshop practice Series” and

Maintaining Longcase
Clocks
Barnes & Jordan • £25.00 • (C)
‘an owner’s guide to Maintenance,
restoration and Conservation’, this
is a most useful book for anyone
who is privileged to own a longcase
(grandfather) clock. it not only
covers the history of such clocks,
but exactly how different types
work, and how to maintain and
restore both the movement and the
case. 192 very well produced pages,
full of drawings, diagrams and colour
photographs. hardbound.

Clockmaking for the Model Engineer
Thorne • £12.30 • (E)
Colin thorne provides the model engineer with an ideal introduction to the fascinating
world of clock making. there are no instructions on how to get the best from your lathe,
how to set-up work or similar sorts of advice; it is assumed that you know these things
already. perhaps you would like to make a future family heirloom, and wish to know what
specialist techniques and tooling are required. 
n Colin takes you through the construction of a typical clock, describing those
techniques of the clockmaker that differ from, or are seldom used, in model engineering. 
Specialist tools and their uses are also described, as the need for them arises during
clock construction. Virtually all of these tools can be made by the clockmaker;
clockmakers have always been toolmakers as well.
n finally, drawings are provided for one simple, and unusual, clock which is ideal as a first clock making project,
but which still requires you to make all the pieces likely to be found in many more complex timepieces.
Comprehensive information, put over in a relaxed and readable way, with lots of ‘wrinkles’ which will useful to
all model engineers, whether or not they go on to build their own horological masterpiece. any model engineer
considering making his first clock should have this book on his bookshelf.
n 88 a4 format pages. 58 drawings in text plus complete set of 9 drawings for the Benjamin Franklin Clock and
11 b & W photos. Softcover. Camden. 

“...its coverage is remarkably comprehensive...”.  “I found this a useful addition to the available literature and
more easily read than some of the existing text books on the subject”.

neil read - review in Model Engineer

from a well known and good writer
on horology and model engineering,
so is an excellent introduction to
clock making and horology in general.
128 pages. 100 b&W photographs
and drawings. paperback.     

Tools for the Clockmaker 
& Repairer  
£30.00 • (D)
a huge amount of information on the
tools used in clockmaking, their use
and, in many cases, how to make them.
a total of 30 Chapters on just about
everything. 140 heavily illustrated pages.

Horology

An Introductory Guide 
to Repairing Mechanical
Clocks
Jeffery • £25.00 • (B)
an up-to-date, clearly written and well
illustrated book for the amateur repairer
and the absolute beginner, with little or no
experience, who want to have a go at
repairing an old clock. Step-by step
illustrated instructions simplify many tasks
often regarded as complicated. over 400
colour images and a lot of useful advice.
Well worth having. hardbound 
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Fromanteel Clock
(Drg. no. 16/8)

Skeleton Timepiece
(Drg. no. 12/5)

Salomon Coster Clock
(Drg. no. 14/7)

Colin Thorne’s pLaNs For cLockMakers

SKELETON TIMEPIECE An 8 day
going barrel skeleton with a
simple but elegant design of
frames, not too much fretting out!
Recoil escapement. This clock fits
under a standard & readily
available “400 day” glass dome. 
Drg. No. 12/5 – Price £13.50 • (F)

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN CLOCK
A 30 hour version of Franklin’s
well known 3 wheel single handed
clock together with a simple “OG”
style case. An unusual timepiece. 
Drg. No. 13/6 –  Price £16.20 • (F)

SALOMON COSTER An 8 day clock
based on Coster’s famous clock of
1658 in the Rijksmuseum at
Leiden, Holland. A robust verge
escapement with cycloidal cheek
suspension. 
A remarkably good timekeeper. 
The drawings include the simple
box-like case. 
Drg. No. 14/7 – Price £18.90 • (F)

JAMES FERGUSON CLOCK
Drawings for movement and dial
only. This movement will fit into
any empty longcase case. James
Fergusons unusual single-hander
with a window showing the hours.
Weight driven by endless chain. 
Drg. No. 15/5 – Price £13.50 • (F)

FROMANTEEL TIMEPIECE Based
on a clock by Ahasuerus
Fromanteel dated 1658. An 8 day
going barrel movement with verge
escapement, cycloidal cheeks and
a false pendulum showing in an
aperture in the dial. The drawings
detail both movement and a
period “Architectural” style case,
austere but elegant. This clock
would grace any mantelpiece. Drg.
No. 16/8 – Price £21.60 •(F)

HOODED WALL CASE Designed
specifically for the Ferguson
movement this case will also
accept any “spare” longcase
movement with a 305mm (12”)
square dial. It can easily be
adapted for a larger or smaller
dial. 
Drg. No. 17/2 – Price £ 5.40 • (G)
DOUBLE FUSEE SKELETON A
large (15” high) skeleton with a
“Gothic Architecture” theme to the
frame. Rack striking, recoil
escapement and maintaining
power to the going fuse. This
clock fits the larger of the readily
available “400 day” glass domes.
A lot of clock – not for the faint
hearted! 
Drg. No. 20/12 – Price £32.40 • (E)

NICHOLAS KRATZER’S
POLYHEDRAL SUNDIAL A small
portable multi-faced brass
sundial based on Kratzer’s 1525
dial in the Museum of the History
of Science, Oxford. The drawings
include construction details and
notes for those not versed in
dialling. An interesting “model”. 
Drg. No. 22/3 – Price £ 8.10 • (G)

MONTH GOING SKELETON CLOCK
A sturdy little “double barrelled”
skeleton using twin going barrels
driving a common pinion to supply
the power. No more difficult to
make than an 8 day clock, just a
little more of it. Again this clock
fits under a standard glass dome. 
Drg. No. 26/6 – Price £16.20 • (F)

RING SUNDIAL A small pocket
size portable ring dial (or poke
dial) which tells the time from the
sun’s altitude. All brass
construction. One sheet of
drawings plus a four page
explanatory leaflet. You will need a
pocket calculator with trig
functions (or a book of sine tables)
to calculate the sun’s altitude for
your   latitude. Full instructions
are given. Impress your friends
with this little “toy”. 
Drg. No. 27/2 – £ 5.40 •(G)

CLOCKS
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DIVIDING HEAD for cutting
pinions on the lathe vertical slide. 
Drg. No. 01/1 – Price £2.70 • (G)

CLOCKMAKERS THROW A small
dead centre lathe with
accessories. The best tool for
turning pivots, re-pivoting and
hand turning small items. 
Drg. No. 02/4 – Price £10.80 • (F)

DEPTHING TOOL for making
recoil pallets plus a recount of the
“Gazeley” method of marking out,
with extra notes to allow the
method to be used for pallets
spanning ANY number of teeth on
an escape wheel of ANY count. 
Drg. No. 03/1 – Price £2.70 • (G)

CLOCKMAKERS DATA SHEET Lots
of useful information including
wheels and pinions, chain wheels,
pendulums, tapping/clearing drills
etc. Printed on card, A4 size and
laminated to keep it on the
workshop wall. 
Drg. No. 04/1 – Price £ 3.00 • (G)

MAINSPRING WINDER A simple
and positive tool. No ratchet to cut
and positive hooks for the outer
end of the spring. 
Drg. No. 05/1 – Price £2.70 • (G)

FOUR BENCH & VISE
STAKES
Useful for removing and
fitting drive fit collets,
pinions etc. 
Drg. No. 06/1 – Price £2.70 • (G)

MILLING SPINDLE for
multi-tooth cutters for
cutting pinions by direct
division on the lathe. 
Drg. No. 07/1 
Price £2.70 • (G)

CLOCKMAKERS TURNS.
The original clockmakers
lathe, but still very useful for
pivot dressing etc. A
simplified version, it is also

useful for poising. Drg. No. 08/1 –
Price £2.70 • (G)

FLYCUTTING FRAME for using
easily made single-point cutters
for cutting brass wheels in the
lathe. Fits to vertical slide. 
Drg. No. 09/1 – Price £2.70 • (G)
FUSEE ENGINE  Turn the fusee
blank in the lathe and cut the
groove on this little machine.
Similar to those described in the
model engineering and
horological press by John Stevens
& John Wilding. 
Drg. No. 10/2 – £ 5.40 • (B)

TAPING TABLE A simple bench
mounted device for ensuring that
tapped holes really are
perpendicular to the plate. 
Drg. No. 11/1 – Price £2.70 • (G)

CLOCK HORSE for testing
longcase movements. Undo 4
wingnuts and it stores away flat
when not in use. Simply made but
definitely not a rocking horse! 
Drg. No. 18/1 – Price £2.70 • (G)

SMALL PIECE VISE Fits in the
bench vice and raises small work
to a higher and more convenient
level for delicate filing etc.

Particularly useful if you are using
a magnifying eyepiece. 
Drg. No. 19/1 – Price £2.70 • (G)

MOVEMENT HOLDER For holding
the “bottom” movement plate
when assembling a clock on the
bench. Will hold any size from 2”
drum to longcase. 
Drg. No. 21/1 – Price £2.70 • (G)

SPINNING TOOLS The few simple
tools needed for spinning
pendulum bob shells, bells etc.
together with notes for those who
have not yet tried it. It’s
surprisingly easy! 
Drg. No. 23/1 – Price £2.70 • (G)

OFFSET TAILSTOCK CENTRE for
the lathe. A quick and easy way to
turn non-critical tapers on arbors,
pillars etc. The only way if your
lathe does not have a compound
cross / topslide. From zero to
10mm offset. Drg. No. 24/1 
– Price £2.70 • (G)

CLOCKMAKERS SMALL HAND
TOOLS & AIDS Pullers, pushers,
pliers, punches etc. A selection of
13 small tools & aids for the
clockmaker & repairer. 
Drg. No. 25/1 – Price £2.70 • (G)

Clockmaker’s Throw (Drg. no. 02/4)

ALL PLANS are printed on A3 for convenience in the workshop. Metric units are used throughout (except for 
drawing No. 01/1). Mainsprings, dials, spandrels, domes etc. are all available from the usual trade suppliers. 

The second number in the reference shows the numbers of drawings for the design concerned.

TOOLS
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Hot Air Engines
If you want to make models of hot air engines, then “Stirling & Hot Air Engines" is recommended if you have a

lathe and drilling machine; if you haven’t, then Kjeld Højfeldt’s book is the one you want.

Robert Stirling’s Models 
of the “Air Engine”
Rizzo • £12.95 • (D)
Describes in detail the two earliest surviving hot air engines, which robert
Stirling presented to the university of edinburgh around 1822, and slightly
later, to the university of glasgow, and how to build working replicas or
models of them.  
James rizzo was granted unprecedented access
to measure and inspect the engines by both
universities and then built half-size models of
both. Whilst the building instructions refer to
these models, the drawings are dimensioned full
size, with metric and decimal inch measurements
for accurate conversion.  other than possibly for
the flywheel, no castings are required. an
important historic record of two unique
survivors from the very early days of
mechanisation, and a tremendous ‘projects’ book,
with full drawings and building instructions. 100 page, high quality paperback, full of drawings and
photographs of all parts of the engines. paperback.
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"a tremendous ‘projects’ book, with full drawings and building instructions"

Steam and Stirling 
- engines you can build   
ed. Fitt • £34.95 • (A)
taken from “live Steam” magazine, here are drawings and
building instructions for 9 steam engines, 2 hot air engines, a
steam turbine and a miniature boiler works, plus ancillary
articles. only one model (a “rider-ericsson” hot air pumping
engine) requires castings - see end of this section. 160 very
well produced pages. loads of drawings and photos.
hardbound.  

Steam & Stirling engines 
you can build - Book 2                                                       
£34.95 • (A)
great book with over two dozen popular engine projects from
"live Steam", including the "tesla turbine" and philip Duclos’
“flame gulper” engine. 200 pages. hardbound.  

CLUB "The Stirling Society" was founded in January 1997, and membership applications are invited from anyone
with a serious interest in hot air engines whether they live in Britain or overseas. Members receive an excellent approximately

quarterly  news-letter Stirling News.  Interested? See:www.stirlingengines.org.uk/index.html on the internet!

From 
Live Steam
magazine

Steam & Stirling
engines you can
build - Book 3 on
page 34       
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James Rizzo's 'The Stirling Engine Manual' was the
first new book we published – 20 years ago, so we
are delighted to be publishing his latest book.

n in this book, the first in a projected series, James covers
“bell-Crank” engines, where a bell-Crank is the key
component of the drive mechanism. this is the oldest of all
such mechanisms to be found in a Stirling engine, and amongst
the simplest to calculate, construct and install. the first two
chapters of this book deal specifically with
this mechanism, with chapter three covering
heating and Cooling, and chapter four
providing a very useful guide to fault finding
and trouble shooting.

n the six ‘projects’ which follow describe,
in detail, how to build increasingly
sophisticated Stirling engines, all of which
have bell-Crank mechanisms. three of these
designs are for a horizontal engine, three for
vertical engines, one being a twin cylinder
machine. the six designs will provide
interesting exercises for all hot air builders, from the
beginner to the more experienced, and if followed
through, will move a beginner to the ‘more experienced’
category.

n full drawings, for metric and imperial dimensions are
included, as well as numerous photographs of parts,
machine set-ups and the like. essentially all the models
may be built from scrap, so the cost of materials is low.
this, coupled with the simplicity of most of the designs,
makes them especially attractive to newcomers to model engineering.

n finally, to show just what can be achieved, there is a selection of
photographs of the superb engines built by peter beier of austria, some 
of which have been put to practical use.

n this is a book which will appeal to anyone with an interest in the
Stirling engine 128 pages, drawings and numerous colour photographs. a4 format paperback.

         

Stirling Engine
Projects Vol. 1
Rizzo • £15.25 • (D) 
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Building Stirling Engines 
without a lathe
Hoejfeldt • £ 6.95 • (F)   
Want to build a working model from scratch, or fascinated by Stirling engines and
want to build one, but have no machine tools? this is the book for you, as it will show
you how to build one from common scap materials, without such tools. 

the author describes how to build six machines which demonstrate the main types of
Stirling engine, all built using only ordinary hand tools, an electric soldering iron and a
gas blow-torch, from tin cans, wire coat hangers, old gloves, parts from scrap
computers, gramaphones, video players etc. 

the basic idea isn’t completely new, but this is the first time it has been available in
book form. the author describes how to build his first engine in detail, and then how
to construct the subsequent five engines, which largely develop from each other, in
slightly less detail, but still plenty enough for you to build them.

no drawings, as the measurements of your engines will depend on the dimensions of
the scrap you use, notably the tin-can for the cylinder, but the derived dimensions are
covered in the text, and there are numerous photographs of set-ups, parts and so on
to guide you. and there is a brief overview of the history of the Stirling engine, a
fascinating look at some present commercial applications, and an appendix of
recommended reading, films and useful websites. 40 a4 format pages. 45 b & W photos
and illustrations. Softcover. Camden. (A film of Kjeld’s engines at work will be found at the
book’s description on our website.)

So if you just have normal hand tools, now you really can build your own working model. Perhaps more
importantly, you can use this book to encourage children to build something for themselves, with just a little
guidance from you; we should encourage children to abandon their computer games, their phones etc., and teach
them how to use their hands to produce something worthwhile - this book does just that.

BEST
SELLER! 

Rider-Ericsson Hot Air Pumping
Engine Catalogue   
1906 • £ 3.35 • (H)
Quality reprint of the 1906 catalogue issued by the
“rider-ericsson engine Co.” covering their
improved rider and ericsson hot air pumping
engines for domestic water supply - ie covers two
distinct types of engine. lots of fascinating
information, and shows early hot air engines could
develop power. 36 pages. 14 pages of illustrations.
Softbound. Camden.

Building a Stirling
Hot Air Engine
220 mins • Double disc DVD
£33.30 • (F)
full plans, and building instructions on your
screen for building a horizontal Stirling
engine. for the beginner this is a good
example of rudy kouhoupt’s excellent tuition

Steam & Stirling  engines
you can build - Book 3                                                       
ed. McKinley • £35.95 • (A)
thirty-five articles extracted from
“live Steams” between 1993 and
2002. 16 articles are on building
steam engines, 7 on building hot
air engines, 7 are linked to boilers,
and 5 are on ‘related topics’.
Some articles are very short, a
couple are 30 pages plus, but all
are interesting. great projects and
a lot of interesting and useful
information in the 216 pages of
this well produced book.
hardbound. 

“ ”
My book arrived yesterday, 
and I wanted to let you know
how much I appreciate
the manner in which it

was packaged.
Mr. M.P  USA
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History of Engineering
Barrow Steelworks - an Illustrated History 
of the Haematite Steel Company
Henderson & Royall • £14.99 • (E)
the steelworks at barrow-in-furness were at one time the largest steelworks in
the world, benefiting from owning both collieries and ore mines, including having
the largest and richest mine just two miles way. it supplied the rails that crossed
north america, as well as thousands on miles of rail to the countries of the then
empire. it was also a hugely innovative company, and this, together with what was
latterly a fairly remote location, was to prove the work’s downfall, as its technical
developments were watched and reproduced in other locations worldwide. the
works finally closed in 1983, and this wide ranging book gives a good account of its
rise, and fall, and of the various processes it employed and developed. 160 pages,
with numerous b&W photos, diagrams and maps. larger format paperback.

The Crofton Story
Broom • £14.99 • (E)
Crofton pumping Station near great bedwyn on the kennet and avon Canal is
an important piece of the industrial archaeology of the canal age. it houses the
oldest working steam engine in the world still in its original engine house and
still doing its original job of pumping water into the summit level of the canal.
pumping started in 1809 and
continued until 1959, when following
deterioration of the top of the
chimney the engines were retired.
the engines and boilers remained in
place and have now been restored to
full working order by an enthusiastic
band of volunteers. Quoting
extensively from original records this
book charts the history of the
building of the pumping station, its
boulton & Watt engines, the
engineers and enginemen who kept
them working for 150 years and the
painstaking work needed to restore them to working order. 83 b&W illustration, inc some drawings. 147 page
paperback. 

The Dam Builders - Power from the Glens
Miller • £14.99 • (B)
one of the most ambitious civil engineering projects ever undertaken in the uk
started just after WW11; by the end a workforce of up to 12,000 men had
constructed some fifty major dams and power stations, almost 200 miles of
tunnels, 400 miles of road and over 20,000 miles of power line. the ben Cruachan
project is the best known, but in all a web of green power had been created in the
Scottish highlands, bringing electricity to much of the region for the first time, and
powered much of Scottish industry in the Central belt. this book tells the story of
the whole project in highly readable detail, and frequently through the words of
those who worked, often in appalling conditions, to bring it to fruition. highly
readable and highly recommended. 256 pages. 108 b&W photographs. numerous
good maps and some drawings. large format paperback.

"the oldest
working steam
engine in the

world"
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Biographies

The Lost Works of
Isambard Kingdom Brunel
Christopher • £15.99 • (F)
an interesting book on some of
brunel’s many works which have
either gone, or are difficult to
view. the broad gauge and the
‘great eastern’ are here, as are his
timber viaducts, the atmospheric
railway, and the Clifton Suspension
bridge. but did you know another
brunel tubular bridge survives,
that he designed a semi-
submergeable siege gun, build a
portable hospital for the Crimea,
water towers for the Crystal
palace, and the first hungerford
bridge? a good read. 128 pages,
around 160 b&W and colour
illustrations. paperback.

Railway Voices ‘Inside’
Swindon Works
Matheson • £12.99 • (F)
it has often been said that
Swindon Works Men came with
“gWr” stamped on their
bottoms, so much so that even in
the br era they considered
themselves great Western! in this
interesting and entertaining book
the author looks at life in the
works from its earliest days to its
demise in the mid 80’s.  Whilst
there have been a number of
books written about the Works
there have been few, if any, that
give the men that worked there a
real chance for their voices to be
heard. their attitudes and views
come through strongly in this
books 160 pages. 108 b&W
photographs. paperback.

The Rise & Fall of British
Shipbuilding
Burton • £14.99 • (F)
at the end of the nineteenth century britain was
the greatest shipbuilding nation in the world; in
the twenty-first century british shipbuilding has
shrunk to a mere fraction of its former size and
is almost totally dependent on government
contracts. in this new revised and expanded
edition of his 1994 work on the subject,
anthony burton looks at how this sad state of
events happened. 208 text pages. 16 pages of
b&W photos. paperback. 

Cruachan - The Hollow
Mountain
Pallister • £ 9.99 • (F)
the technical details of the building of the
hydro-electric project around loch awe in
argyll, and the powerhouse inside ben
Cruachan, are well told in ‘the Dam builders -
power from the glens’ - this fascinating book
differs in that it relates instead how the people
of loch awe, and the local communities of
Dalmally and taynuilt welcomed the 3000
invading workmen and embraced the project,
even if it was to change their traditional way of life forever. fifty years
on, a thriving community still lives under the hollow Mountain, and
benefits - both directly and indirectly from it. 224 pages. 12 b&W
illustrations. paperback

The Non Rotative Beam Engine
Kelly • £ 6.84

See ‘Digital editions’ for a downloadable version of this popular, 
and long out of print book.

Pure Luck - the authorised biography 
of Sir Thomas Sopwith
Bramson • £10.95 • (D)
tommy Sopwith’s 101-year life spanned aviation history. a contemporary of the Wright
brothers, the harrier ‘jump jet’ was produced whilst he was still at the helm of the
industrial empire he had created. a pioneer aviator and aircraft engineer, it was his ability
to find the right people, including harry hawker and Sydney Camm thereafter, as his
main designers, which led to his success. the Sopwith Camel and pup revolutionised
aerial combat in WW1, and the hurricane and roy Chadwick designed lancaster were
dominant aircraft of WW2, when Sopwith’s decision to tool up for quantity production of
the hurricane, before it was ordered, was instrumental in winning the battle of britain.
from all accounts a thoroughly nice man, as well as an industrial giant, this biography is an
informative and enjoyable read. 288 pages, well illustrated with b&W photos. paperback.
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pages full of drawings, photographs
and illustrations. paperback.

Stormbird
Buchner • £10.95 • (D)
austrian hermann buchner trained
pre-war with the austrian air force,
joined the luftwaffe, trained initially
as a bomber pilot, then flew fW
190s in ground attack operations on
the eastern front. Shot down twice,
he started flying Me262s against the
allied daylight bombing raids,
becoming one of the luftwaffe’s
highest scoring Me262 aces. a very
readable view of aerial warfare from
the other side. 271 pages. over 140
b&W photos. 30 colour profiles of
the author’s aircraft, and some of his
opponents. paperback.

Ken Sprayson 
- the Frame Man
Sprayson • £14.95 • (D)
Completely self taught, ken Sprayson
was a legend to all tt racers from
1958 to 2008 for his expertise in the
design, fabrication and repair of

motorcycle frames. at the isle of
Man tt he repaired the circuit
ravaged racing machinery, and a good
few spectators bikes, always free of
charge and with a smile. he learnt
his metalworking and design skills at
reynolds tube Company where he
did a considerable amount of design
work for bSa, norton, Douglas and
yamaha and others, as well as
designing yacht masts, special
flagpoles and the frame for Thrust 2.
his autobiography covers the glory
days of british motorcycling and a
time when industry valued real
personal skill, enthusiasm and hard
work more than is the case today.
229 pages, very well illustrated with
b&W photos. paperback.

Cherry’s Model Engines 
- the Story of the
Remarkable Cherry Hill
Carpenter • £30.00 • (A)
See main entry in ‘road Steam’

Memories of Steam Rallying
Hampshire • £ 7.95 • (F)
See main entry in the ‘road Steam’
section

Fedden
Gunston • £15.00 • (B)
the remarkable story of roy fedden
whose brilliance both as a designer,
and a team leader, meant that britain,
in the shape of the Bristol Aeroplane
Company, had an extraordinary hold
on the supply of aircraft aero engines
between the World Wars, when the
Jupiter, Mercury, titan, pegasus,
perseus, hercules and Centaurus
engines, in particular, ruled the air -
and were to feature in many allied
WW11 aircraft. the author
describes fedden as "one of the
greatest intuitive engineers in history
.....", yet in the middle of WW11, and
just knighted, he was effectively
sacked by his employers, who had
never offered him a place on their
board, despite his huge contribution
to the success of the company! 353

“ ”
...I just wanted to say how
pleased I am with the very 
fast service I received...

Mr. D.B  Canada

‘LBSC’ His Life and Locomotives
Hollingsworth • £12.00

See ‘Digital editions’ for a downloadable version of this popular 
and long out of print book.

Spitfire – a Test Pilot’s Story
Quill • £10.95 • (C)
the ‘flying autobiography’ of Jeffrey Quill, an exceptional test-pilot and fighter pilot, who
flight-tested every variant of the Spitfire from its experimental, prototype stage, until
production ceased in 1948; he worked very closely with designer r.J. Mitchell until
Mitchell’s death, and flew Spitfire’s in combat, so has a unique view on this aircraft.
other chapters covering the testing of less successful aircraft, especially in the 1930s.
highly readable, and a lot of information. 334 pages, illustrated with b&W photos and
drawings. paperback.  

"a unique view on this aircraft"

Sir Sydney Camm - From Biplanes and ‘Hurricanes’
to Harriers’
Chacksfield • £10.95 • (F)
Sir Sydney Camm is renowned as the designer of the immortal Hawker Hurricane, but he had
a very long career, starting with designing and building model aircraft before World War 1
and ending preparing to see the Harrier into production. by then, he designed the Hawk, the
biplane & monoplane Fury, the Tempest and Typhoon, the Sea Fury and the Hunter. he also
helped t.o.M. Sopwith put Hawker on the map as designers and builders of first-rate fighter
aircraft. the aircraft and company story is well told , although the straight biographics are
light, probably because Camm was a private person. 128 pages. 98 b&W photos. paperback. 

DeLeteD



Flight of the Titan - the story of the R34
Rosie • £ 9.99 • (F)
airships generally had a bad press, but two british airships were successful - the
well known r100 made a return atlantic flight safely in 1930. but eleven years
earlier the r34 had made the first east to west flight across the atlantic, and was
the first to make the round trip. based on crew diaries, technical reports,
government files, flight logs and press coverage, this is the story not only of the 30-
strong crew (plus a stowaway and a cat) who made the round trip, but of the
construction of a great if sadly forgotten triumph of british aviation. 244 text pages,
plus 8 pages of b&W photos..   
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Rolls-Royce MERLIN 1933-50 (all engine models)
Owners’ Workshop Manual
Craighead • £25.00 • (C)
to describe this as a ‘Workshop Manual’ is stretching things - the sub-title of ‘an
insight into the design, construction, operation and maintenance of the legendary
Second World War aero engine’ is much closer to the truth. not that there isn’t a
lot of technical information here on all versions of the Merlin, including those for
land and sea use, and as built by other manufacturers, so this will be a welcome
addition to any aviation buff ’s library. 157 pages, heaving with drawings and
photographs, both b&W and colour, and a highly readable text. hardbound. 

Aero Engines & Aviation

Hovercraft - The Story of 
a Very British Invention
Ord-Hume • £16.00 • (E)
the brilliance of the hovercraft principle was
recognised almost as soon as it was invented by Sir
Sydney Cockerell, although its development into a
reliable and steerable machine took some time. the
first 34 pages of this book succinctly describe the
development and history of the breed, and are
followed by 64 pages of b&W photographs, largely
two to a page, of all the major hovercraft up to an
including the giant Sr.n4 series used on car-carrying
cross-Channel service for many years. a lot of interesting information and pictures. a4 format paperback. 

Enemy Coast Ahead Uncensored
Gibson • £10.95 • (C)
first published in 1946, guy gibson’s book covers his life in the raf up to his return
from the famous Dambusters raid which, of course, he led. required reading by
generations of schoolboys, none of us knew at the time that gibson’s writings had
been cut by the censors to conceal aspects of his career and bomber Command
operations, as well as remove a number of gibson’s views on the conduct of the
bombing campaign, senior officers and more. this edition is gibson’s words as he
wrote them, the story as he wanted to tell it, which makes it an even better read. 288
illustrated pages. paperback. 
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The Merlin in Perspe  ctive  
Harvey Bailey • £15.00 • (D)
history of the rolls-royce Merlin engine in
service, and the modifications and upgrading
that it underwent during WWii, both to keep it
on the job and to widen the range of aircraft to
which it could be fitted. technical, readable and
very interesting. 209 pages. 100 illustrations,
charts, diagrams etc. paperback.   

Films
The Last Flying Boats
48 mins • colour • DVD £18.25 • (G)
in September 1974 the last ansett airlines Short Sandringham flying boat took off from
Sydney harbour heading out on the last 780 km flight to the tourist destination of lord
howe island out in the pacific, ending the very last regular major air service operated by
flying boats. this marvellous film, recorded over the last 5 years of the service, covers it
in detail, starting with numerous departures and arrivals on Sydney’s busy harbour, the
flight to the island shot from various positions in the aircraft, a charter flight to lake
eucumbene, plus scenes in the cockpit and the passenger accommodation on both the
flying boats used. plus you see how the flying boats were handled at the rose bay
terminal, originally built for international flying boat services, and the maintenance
facilities. both the Sandringham's used on this service survive, one at Southampton’s
Solent Sky Museum, the other in florida. Dubbed sound of four radial engines fully open, some music, and an
informative, but unobtrusive commentary. Superbly digitised from original cine film, this really gives a good
impression of what it was like to fly on a large passenger flying boat.  

CONCORDE a Designer’s Life –
The Journey to Mach 2
Talbot • £14.99 • (E)
ted talbot was a young engineer at baC who
found himself on Concorde’s design team,
specifically that part designing the power
plant and dealing with the airflow through
them. he records the people and the
problems in building the world’s only
supersonic passenger aircraft with
considerable verve. it is clear just how unified
the whole team, french and british, working
on Concorde were, and that the british side
at least were highly influenced by the then highly popular ‘goon Show’. but that they designed a wonderous
world beating machine, is a testament to their ability. highly readable, very informative and amusing! 248 text
pages. 16 pages of b&W illustrations. paperback.

Building the Bentley 
BR2 World War 1 
Rotary Aero Engine
Blackmore • £ 15.95 • (D)

Building the 
Maltese Falcon
Shelley • £ 6.95 • (D)
(See Construction Manuals for
Specific Models section)

Der Tiger - designing,
building and running 
the 1/5 scale Wimmera
Tiger tank
Dean • £15.00 • (E)
See main entry in ‘building Steam
and other models’

“
”

Loved the Ted Talbot 

Concorde book.

Really good read, both 

giving an insight into the

technology, and giving a

feeling of the time.

Mr. R.A  UK

SPECIAL
PRICE! 

"records the people and the
problems in building the
world’s only supersonic
passenger aircraft with

considerable verve"



top Notch archive
railway Films
from ton pruissen
These archive railway films have all been
restored, re-mastered, and given sound by a
Dutch genius, Ton Pruissen. 
the filming is excellent and the quality of the sound,
dubbed, but often recorded on location, has to be
heard to be believed. Most of these DVDs include
extra information in printable pDf format, and some
have photographs.
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Early Flying
Machines
£1.65 • (E) 
extracted from “engineering
Wonders of the World”, probably
published in 1909. Very informative
and assumes a reasonable level of
technical understanding by the
reader. five of the chapters give a
detailed
over-view of
all facets of
aircraft
development
and building
at this time,
and cover
not just the
Wright
brothers
machines,
but those of blériot, Cody and many
of the other pioneers. the sixth
chapter is on Dirigible balloons, and
covers powered airships, up to and
including the earlier zepplins.
illustrated with a considerable
number of photographs and drawings
which complement the good text. a
fascinating look at when the aviation
pioneers were launching themselves
into the unknown. 64 page a4
format. Softcover. Camden

Airboard 
Technical 
Notes Vol. 2   
circa 1918 • £1.65 • (G)
a World War 1 technical manual,
covering the assembly and rigging of
a selection of aircraft.  the aircraft
covered are: Bristol Fighter F.2.B. (11
text pages & 19 pages of illustrations,
a few relating to the f.2.a.), De
Haviland No. 5  (7 text pages & 11
pages of illustrations), Maurice
Farman “Shorthorn” (7 text pages & 7
pages of illustrations), Sopwith Biplane
F.1. (“Camel’) (8 text pages & 7 pages
of illustrations), Spad Biplane, Type S.
VII (10 text pages & 12 pages of
illustrations). With the “Shorthorn”
dating from 1914 and the “Camel”
and Spad being active in 1918, you
get a very good indication of the
rapid technical development which
took place in a short time. if you are
an aviation enthusiast, model builder
or historian this really is a book you
should have in your library. 99 pages.
56 pages of illustrations. a5 format
paperback. Camden

SPECIAL
PRICE! 

SPECIAL
PRICE! 

Wartime Rails 
1918 & 1943-1950
App 55 mins • B&W and some colour 
DVD £18.25 • (G)
A quite remarkable DVD . It starts with
around 15 minutes of very high quality
footage of 2 foot gauge lines supplying the
American troops during the final summer
of World War 1. Included are shots of
Baldwin 2-6-2s, and petro-mechanical
locomotives, shunting, and running up the
main line, passing along a very definitely French village street.
And permanent way works, including track panel replacement,
are demonstrated. 
n The first sequence from WW11, shot in occupied Lithuania by
a Reichsbahn official, shows a trial run, and the rescue of a
sabotaged 2-8-0. The subsequent films were shot in 1945 by
two members of the American Railway Operating Batallions.
They show the restoration of a locomotive on the strategic
Bouches du Rhône system, USATC locomotives being readied at
Paris-Batignolles shed by a mix of French and Allied crew, and a
journey by troop train from Marseilles to Mannheim; in
Germany the considerable war damage is very apparent.  
The final section, filmed during 1950, shows the very last of the
Trümmerbahnen, or ‘Rubble Railways’ at work in Nurnberg,
removing the wartime rubble on lines laid through the streets
out into the country.  
Brilliant. Buy a copy!

this film (and this film only) is available in an ntSC version specifically for
north american customers.  if you require the ntSC version, please be sure
to specify this on your order.
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THE GLORY OF FRENCH
RAILWAYS
Vol. 1 Steam in Paris 
and the North of France
1932 - 1965 • DVD £18.25 • (G)

Vol. 2 From Paris to the West &
the Last of Steam
1947 - 1966 • DVD £18.25 • (G)

Vol. 3 The Splendour 
of Steam and early Electrics
1945 - 1965 • DVD £18.25 • (G)
n Vol. 1 has considerable footage shot on
the Nord Railway, and Region, that from
1932 shot by Jack Stretton-Ward covering a
journey from Dover to Paris, and return,
on the Fleche d’Or, much of the return
journey shot from the footplate. Film
from 1947 also covers the Gares du Nord
and Bastille, plus a visit to Vitry test plant
to see a 141R being put through its paces.
This DVD ends with 1965 film shot at
Calais, near the end of steam.
n Vol. 2 covers trips on the lines from
Paris St. Lazare to Le Havre in 1947 in
which a Dean Goods is seen, and slightly
later, a journey from Paris Montparnasse
to Le Mans, where the 2-D-2 hands over to a 141P. The action
then moves to Verdun on the Est Region in 1966, before
finishing with the very lastSNCF steam run on the 28th April
1973 with a 141R from Sarreguemines.
n Vol. 3 makes a partly electric journey in 1947, anti-clockwise
round France from Paris Austerlitz, to the Gares d’Est and to
Lyon, via Modane & Culoz, finishing with a considerable amount
of steam, including a 240P 
at the Gare de Lyon.
All are around 55 minutes long
and most are in B&W 
- Vol. 1 has some colour. 

Steam in Holland  
1931-1957
49 mins.• B&W and colour  
Stereo Sound • DVD 
£18.25 • (G)
ton pruissen turns to his native land,
and the range of steam locos to be
found on Dutch State railways (the
NS) between 1931 and the end of
steam in January 1958. the early film
was shot by h.J. Stratton-Ward, a

classes from Sweden, and numerous
ex WD ‘austerity’ locomotives stayed
in service until 1958. all these classes
are to be seen on this DVD. Many of
them came from the uk. 

Bundesbahn Steam  
1966-1976
51 mins • B&W and Colour 
Stereo Sound • DVD 
£18.25 • (G)
Steam lasted late on the West
german bundesbahn, mainly in the
north and around Stuttgart. this film
starts on the ‘rollbahn’ - the main line
from bremen to osnabrück and
hamburg,  with many expresses
hauled by pacifics of Classes 01, 01.10
and 03, plus freight hauled by class 41
Mikados, and Class 44 & 50 2-10-0s. 
the action then moves to the lines
from paderborn to altenbeken,
ottbergen and herzberg; rather more
freight, but Class 23 2-6-2s are seen
on passenger workings, and 2-10-0s of
classes 44 and 50 are seen working
very hard through attractive scenery.
on the lines around horb, near
Stuttgart, class 50 2-10-0s and class
78 4-6-4ts were still very active on
freight and passenger trains. the film
finishes on the international line from
oldenzaal in holland to bentheim,
and on the ‘emslandstrecke’ with
freight in the hands of class 41
Mikados and the ubiquitous 2-10-0s.
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committee member or president of
the rCtS from 1931 to 1958. he
filmed many scenes and locomotives
that were to disappear during the
the Second World War, as well as the
famed 4-cylinder 3700 class 4-6-0s.
the NS required major rebuilding at
the end of the war, and prior to and
during electrification, secondhand
opertional steam locomotives were
bought from Switzerland, two new

THE GLORY OF
FRENCH RAILWAYS

BUNDLES!
Any two volumes

Just £30.82 • (G
)
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even this late in the steam-era,
bundesbahn steam was well
maintained and clean, and had a
certain style and sound, as can be
seen and heard in this excellent film.
extraS: five maps and 32
photographs in pDf format will be
found on the disk. 

Austrian Railways of
Yesteryear - Narrow Gauge
Lines at work in the 1960s
and 1970s
52 mins • B&W and Colour 
Stereo Sound • DVD 
   £18.25 • (G)
When ton pruissen visited austria in
the 1960s and early 1970s many of
the narrow gauge systems were still
operational with steam power, and
just a few diesels to be seen. only
adhension lines are featured here; no
rack railways, although the
Pöstlingbergbahn in linz was then, and
still is, the steepest adhension railway
in the world. this is electrified, as are
two of the other lines ton filmed -
these include the Waldviertalbahn, the
Steyrtalbahn, the Vellachtalbahn, the
Zillertalbahn, the Radmer industrial
railway, the Murtalbahn, the Lokalbahn
Mixnitz-St. Erhard and the
Feistritztalbahn. of these only the
Pöstlingbergbahn and the Zillertalbahn
remain as commercial operations so,
whilst parts of some other lines still
operate as preserved railways, this
DVD really does show a world now
gone for ever. 

STEAM UNDER THE
RED STAR series:
this  unique, series of films looks
at the steam in eastern european
countries whilst they were under
communist rule. ton made
numerous trips behind the iron
Curtain during the 60s, 70s &
80s, and he and friends shot
considerable quantities of film,
and recorded sounds of the
steam locomotive still hard at
work. the films are a unique
record both of the last years of
steam, and of an era.

East German Narrow Gauge
Memories
App 52 mins • B&W and colour
Stereo Sound • DVD £18.25 • (G)
this film covers a number of 750mm
narrow gauge systems in northern
germany, including those on the
island of rügen, and the Mügeln,

Reichsbahn Steam Finale
51 mins • Colour • Stereo Sound
DVD £18.25 • (G)
Despite the ever attentive secret
police, this film covers the years
1967 to 1990 and is mostly standard
gauge, although narrow gauge is also
seen.the reichsbahn was arguably
the ‘last great Steam Show’ in
europe, and continued to modernise
and develop its steam locomotive
fleet into the 1960s.
Shot at a variety of locations,
including Wittenberge, halberstadt,
görlitz, leipzig and Saalfeld,
locomotives seen include the Class
44, 50 and 58 2-10-0s (the latter 3-
cylindered), the Class 41 Mikados,
the huge Class 95 2-10-2 tank
locomotives,  Class 01 pacifics and
the majestic Class 01-5 rebuilt
pacifics. also seen are the görlitz
narrow gauge locomotive Works
and a selection of largely Saxon ng
locomotives at work. Well shot
footage, and many dramatic snow
scenes.

Steam in Hungary &
Yugoslavia 1964-1981
51 mins app. • B&W and colour
Stereo Sound
DVD £18.25 • (G)
the first and longer (app. 40 mins.)
of the two films on this DVD covers
standard and narrow gauge steam on
the MÁV in hungary, industrial and
narrow gauge railways, and a short
sequence on the private
international gySeV system between
hungary and austria.  the main class
seen are the unusual and handsome
Class 424 4-8-0s on every type of
service, including push-pull passenger
trains, and the Class 324 2-6-2s. also
covered in detail are the Class 275
2-4-2 tanks, by then a very rare
wheel arrangement, and a number of
other classes, as well as an industrial
rack railway, and a horse drawn
railway. Most of this film was shot at
Sáránd and Szerens and between
pápa and tatabábanya.
in yugoslavia ton pruissen suffered
considerable attention from the
secret police, and the all-standard
gauge film on the JŽ is much shorter
as a result. largely shot around
ljubljana, Virovitica and kosovo, a
large variety of locomotives are seen,
including: Class 28 0-10-0s, Class 25
2-8-0s, Class 53 2-8-2 tanks, Class 53
0-6-0 tanks (the uSatC type), Class
03 4-6-0s, the 3 cylinder Class 30 2-
10-0s, Class 11 4-8-0s (the
hungarian 424 class), Class 20 2-6-0s

oschatz and Wilsdruff systems, all
photographed in the 1960s and early
1970s. locomotive types seen in
service include 0-8-0s, 2-8-0s, 0-10-
0s, 2-10-2s and 0-4-0+0-4-0
compound Myers; a few built  during
the 1960s.  the considerable use of
transporter  wagons is very obvious,
and the articulated Meyer tank
locomotives also figure prominently. 

Steam in the Harz  
1967-1989
App 52 mins • B&W and colour
Stereo Sound
DVD £18.25 • (G)
today the Harzer Schmalspurbahnen is
justly world famous, but, before the
fall of communism, they were just
three more Deutsche reichsbahn
narrow gauge lines. this DVD covers
two of the three systems, namely the
Selketalbahn and the Harzquerbahn;
during the communist era the
Brockenbahn and parts of the line
between eisfelder talmühle and
Wernigerode were off-limits,
although the permitted sections are
seen.  locomotive types seen in
service include the single 2-6-2, plus
2-10-2s and 0-4-0+0-4-0 compound
mallets. the considerable passenger
traffic handled by the lines, especially
by winter-sports enthusiasts, is seen
as well as goods, either in mixed
trains, or using transporter wagons.
Much of the film was shot in winter,
and there are some spectacular
shots of trains in the snow. 

60 cm Gauge Paradise  
50 mins • B&W and colour  
DVD £18.25 • (G)
Shot between 1969 and 1977, this
film shows operations on the
Bromberger and Wirsitzer Kreisbahn, a
200 km long, 60 cm gauge polish
railway close to the german border.
Virtually all steam operated, with a
variety of mainly modern
locomotives, but including some
heeresfeldbahn ones.  a fascinating
film, and not just for the ng
enthusiast; the scenes showing life in
rural poland are mind-boggling. this
system was as near a perfect
prototype for a model layout,
especially in g scale, as you will find
anywhere, with 0-4-0 tender
locomotives of considerable charm
hauling trains running quite some
distance, meeting at quaint junctions
and generally behaving as narrow
gauge lines should - but providing a
good service as well. 

Films
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and Class 17 2-6-2 tanks. both films
include short pre-war sequences.
extras include background
information and printable maps of of
the hungarian and yugoslav railway
systems, all in pDf format. high
quality dubbed stereo sound. 

Steam in Roumania 
August 1969
57 mins • B&W and colour  
Stereo Sound • DVD £18.25 (G)
a glance at the Caile Ferate Romane,
or Cfr, during the steam-era would
suggest strong german and austro-
hungarian influences, a second glance
would reveal the differences; those
classic Maffei pacifics were four
cylinder simples not compounds, the
prussian designs had frequently been
built by roumania’s own locomotive
builders, there were more of the
magnificent austrian 2-8-4s in
roumania than had ever run in
austria, and most of the engines had
the roumanian system of dual
oil/coal firing.  and the locomotives
were clean and carried considerable
amounts of polished brasswork - the
Cfr was different! ton visited it in
august 1969 and found friendly
people and railwaymen, not to
mention great opportunities to film
steam hard at work. Most of the
standard gauge scenes were shot in
bucharest, at the important station
of Cluj, and on the rack section from
boutari to Subcetate. operations on
the 760mm gauge lines at tirgu
Mures and at Sibiu are also shown in
detail. a superb film showing very
rare scenes now long gone.

Railways in Egypt 
1952-1953 & Steam in
Turkey Vol. 2 1978-1979
57 mins • B&W and colour  Stereo
Sound • DVD
£18.25 • (G)
the first film we have ever seen of
egyptian steam in action and there is
plenty here even if, in 1952 & 53, the
first diesel locomotives were in use,
and diesel railcars had been around
for some time. the film (b&W & app.
25 mins) shows the two Cairo
termini, follows the suburban line to
helwan, and the major trunk routes
to alexandria and luxor. Steam types
seen are atlantics, 4-6-0s, 2-6-0s,
various tank locos, 8fs and even
glimpses of Sentinel steam railcars.
plenty of cab rides in railcars show
how european this system appeared,
right down to Wagon-Lits on the

Films

Steam in Poland Vol. 1: 
The North-West 1969-1985
57 mins • B&W and colour  Stereo Sound
DVD £18.25 • (G)
ton made numerous trips to poland to record polish
steam, and this film concentrates on the standard gauge
PKP lines in northwest poland, around poznan, bydgoszcz, torun, tczew,
Malbork and gniezno.  also seen is Wolsztyn as it was, long before it became
famous. additional footage shows the 750mm gauge opalenica system, then
close to closure, despite being well used. great scenes from one of the last
european national systems to use steam power in quantity. 

Steam in Poland Vol. 2:  The Baltic Coast 
and the North East 1970-1975
57 mins • B&W and colour  Stereo Sound • DVD £18.25 • (G)
the bulk of this second volume concentrates on the standard gauge around
koszalin, lebork, bialogard, ketrzyn, elk and olsztyn. there are an incredible
variety of steam locomotive classes on view, as well as numerous beautiful old
carriages. also covered are the metre gauge bialogard and Stargard systems.
Commentary in english or german.

Steam in Poland  Vol. 3:  The South 1970-1985
55 mins • B&W and colour • Stereo Sound • DVD £18.25 • (G)
Most of this last film in this trio features standard gauge lines in the south of
poland, around Jaworzyna, opole, zakopane, pyskowice, rybnik, Sierpc, nysa
and klodzko. also covered is the 740mm gauge Sochaczew line, part of which
survives in preservation.  a considerable number of locomotive classes are
seen, both on shed and at work; the shed scenes feature female turntable
operators, and a wonderful track inspection car. english or german
commentary. as always, both the film, and the dubbing, are fantastic!

Steam in Czechoslovakia 1966-1976
57 mins • B&W and colour • Stereo Sound  DVD
£18.25 • (G)
During the 1960s and 70s the Czech State railways -
CSD were operating the most advanced steam
locomotives ever built for mainline service anywhere in
the world, including two and three cylinder ‘Mountain’
classes for express passenger work, and the gigantic
three-cylinder 477 class 2-8-4 tank locos. alongside
these modern locomotives were numerous examples
of pre-war locomotives, many of which had been
modernised in various ways, especially by the fitting of
giesl ejectors.  Whilst most of this film was shot between 1966 and 1976, a
few sequences date from 1980 and 1988, still in the communist era. locations
featured include bratislava Station, brno Station and class 475.1, Jihlava Station
and class 556.0, plzen Station and class 464.0, branch lines and the Depot of
letohrad, and Mlada boleslav Station. the dubbing is brilliantly done with
authentic recordings. 
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luxor train. fascinating and unique
viewing.

Steam in Turkey Vol. 2 (colour and 30
minutes) was shot by ton pruissen in
1978 and 79, and shows operations
around izmir, and along the
kahraman Maraş branch with 2-6-0s.
the classes seen around izmir are
largely Mikados and 2-10-0s of
various eras, and there are dramatic
shots of a heavy freight attacking the
steep gradients of the Selçuk pass.
Dramatic scenery, great colour and
interesting locomotives. 

Films

“ ”
“DVD (Steam in Turkey Vol.1)  has just arrived safely. Fantastic viewing - very high 

quality for the period. Is there likely to be a Vol 3?” 
Mr. D.C.  australia (‘no’ is sadly the answer)

Steam in Turkey Vol. 1 1978-1979
60 mins • Colour • Stereo Sound • DVD £18.25 • (G)
ton made two visits to turkey, in 1978 and 1979, to film the standard gauge steam then
still very active on the tCDD - turkish State railways.
reflecting turkey’s mountainous terrain, its railways were largely single track with
steep gradients, the mainline motive power being large as a result. Most passenger
trains were worked by locomotives that would have been considered heavy goods
locomotives anywhere else - most of the locomotives featured here are four or five-
coupled, and most majority followed german practice. after World War 11 Stanier 8fs
came from great britain, and american built uSra 2-8-0s and 2-8-2s, and the huge
Vulcan built 2-10-0 ‘Skyliners’, as well as german ‘kriegsloks’, all seen in service, making
for often spectacular operations in spectacular scenery. this quite superb film shows
operations, in all weather conditions, at Mersin, konya, kayseri and afyon, between Sivas and Samsun, at
erzurum and Diyarbakır and on the black Sea Coast. 

Sweet Steam - Indonesian Sugar Cane Railways 
as they were  1984 & 1991
86 mins • Colour • Stereo Sound • DVD £18.25 • (G)                                                                               
Whilst the show is now all but over, at the end of the 20th Century the narrow gauge
lines attached to many of indonesia’s sugar factories provided a wonderful mix of often
exotic steam locomotives in often exotic surroundings. the railways were of a variety
of gauges, largely sub-metre, with locomotives coming mainly from Dutch and german
builders. the temporary nature of much of the track necessitated the use of many
articulated locomotives, not only mallets, but others using the klien-lindner and
luttermöller systems, and various geared types, as well as standard rigid industrial
designs.this film looks at the railways at seven of the sugar mills - Soedhono,
ngadiredjo, rejosari, olean, gondang baru, Semboro and tasik Madoe, including some
scenes showing how the sugar cane was processed, and the Dutch built stationary steam engines which
powered the machinery in the mills. it also includes shots of the full and empty trains on their way to and from
the cane-field, the cutting of the cane and its being loaded on the ‘lorries’.Most of this film was shot by ton
pruissen in 1984 when the railways still saw extensive use each sugar beet season, and before they were much
visited. additional footage was shot by australian enthusiast philip ross of ross rail Video productions in 1991.
extras include: extensive printable and illustrated notes in pDf format, with maps of locations and lists of
locomotives seen in the film, which may be played with or without commentary.  all to ton’s usual exceptionally
high standards!

Garratts in Zimbabwe  
1987 and 1991
60 mins • Colour • Stereo Sound
DVD £18.25 • (G)
over two visits to zimbabwe, ton
filmed the garratts of Classes 14, 15,
16, 20 and 20a which were then
operational on freight and passenger
workings. there were nearly 90 of
these locomotives operational, all
built by beyer peacock. their
refurbishment and return to service
had been started by rhodesia
railways, prior to independence, by
reSSCo and continued under

zeCo until 1983, when they
became responsible for maintenance.
Work is shown underway at zeCo’s
works, and there are scenes at
bulawayo Shed and thomson
Junction loco. the routes from
plumtree, on the botswana border,
to bulawayo, and to Dete are
covered and there is linesiding
around hwange (Wankie). Dramatic
and well shot footage from lineside,
on shed and in, and on, the cab, of
these last giants of the steam age
working hard during the last
decades of the twentieth century. 
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THE RAILWAY - British Track
Since 1804
Dow • £40.00 • (A)
track is the one absolute necessity
of a railway, yet this is the first
comprehensive technical history of
the subject, from the early wooden
plateways, up to the present day.

The Semi-Technical and Technical sections of this Booklist contains numerous books 
on British steam locomotives.

Covered here is every component of
the track, from the sleeper, rail and
chair, up to the various parts of
points - and their geometry, not
forgetting the tools and machines
involved in laying and maintaining it.
track for narrow gauge railways,
trams, rack railways, and electric

Talyllyn Pioneers
Whitehouse • £35.00 • (A)
Michael Whitehouse’s family had spent family holidays on the west coast of Wales
since the edwardian era, so it is not surprising that his father pat was in the
forefront of plans to preserve the talyllyn railway, after the death of its long-time
owner. this lovely book records the story of the talyllyn, and in particular the
early preservation era, largely in the words of
those who were part of this pioneering
venture - pat Whitehouse,tom rolt, John
Snell, David Curwen, bill faulkner, pat
garland, the earl of northesk, the author
himself, and others. not only is this book a
wonderful read, it is crammed with
photographs from those early days, largely in
b&W, plus many more modern, and colour,
illustrations. it is a real joy, and very highly
recommended! 248 pages and hardback.

The Book of Samson
Jarman • £18.50 • (A)*
the very full story of the new-build 2 foot gauge locomotive ‘Samson’,
recently completed and running at the superb beamish Museum in Co.
Durham.Written by after the project was completed, this tells the story of
the construction of ‘Samson’ and describes the process carried out largely by
David young in the creation of this recreation of the 1874 original. it also
includes a history of the original ‘Samson’ and its manufacturer, Stephen lewin
of poole, the contemporary narrow gauge industrial locomotive scene, a
chapter on other narrow gauge locomotives and tramways in Weardale plus
an extensive collection of photographs, the majority in colour. this 144 page
hardbound book contains 255 photographs, 14 drawings, 2 paintings, 3
engravings and 2 maps
and  roy link has done a
stunning job of putting
the book together. Not
seen as we go to press, but
will be in stock when you
read this - we are assured it
is a wonderful book for both
the narrow gauge
enthusiast and the model
maker.

railways are also covered. and whilst
this tells of the development of track
on britain’s railways, in reality track
technology developed internationally,
so there is much on overseas as well.
this superbly produced and
important book will be of interest to
anyone involved with the track on
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Mixed Gauges
Snell • NOW £23.25 • (A)
The late John Snell’s highly
praised book of his memories of
involvement with steam
railways worldwide, from his
pre-teens to the 21st century. A
number of chapters are on
British
Railways, one
in particular
covering his
involvement,
with Tom Rolt
and David
Curwen, in
reopening the
Talyllyn back in
April 1951.
Other chapters
Fiji, New
Zealand,
Australia,
Germany,
Scandinavia,
Spain and Portugal, Java and Thailand,
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Rumania and
Czechoslovakia, Columbia, Ecuador and Peru,
and South Africa. A superb read and a feast of delights,
illustrated with superb photographs - 386 in full colour and
48 in B&W. 256 large format landscape pages. Hardbound.
Camden. Was £46.95....See our website for extracts from all
the reviews, and a selection of the photographs.

Jennie  
Snell • £ 9.95 • (F)
John Snell wrote this novel, originally published in 1958,
shortly after graduating, and his experiences helping to keep
the Talyllyn running. One of the few family sagas set on railway,
let alone a narrow gauge one - not surprisingly a Welsh one in
this case. The Gwernal Valley Railway is fictitious, but
embodies the characteristics of many Welsh narrow gauge
lines; this truly delightful book chronicles four generations of
the Roberts family, and their adventures as they work on the
railway, from Owen who joins as a teenager when it is being
built, to Gwilym who final moves away after
it is shut, and rapidly scraped to
help the war effort.  The 22
drawings by G.K. Sewell
compliment the story beautifully.
Suitable for ages 14 or so upwards.
184 pages. Paperback. Camden. -  

SPECIAL JOHN

SNELL BUNDLE!
Buy both ‘Mixed Gauges’

and ‘Jennie’ for 
just

£29.95 plus (A)
 postage

in the UK

any railway - preserved or otherwise,
the railway historian, the fine-scale
railway modeller and anyone laying a
passenger carrying miniature railway.
nearly 200 specially commissioned
drawings as well as large numbers of
b&W photographs. 458 pages.
hardbound.

The Steam Workshops of 
the Great Western Railway
Gibbs • £16.99 • (E)
at the time of nationalisation, in
addition to Swindon, the gWr had
seven other Major Works, ten
Divisonal Works and thirty-seven
repair & lifting Shops - Churchward
Standards. and at various times it
had had more, which had come from
absorbed companies, or which were
closed on rationalisation. this book
looks, often in some detail, at the
majority of these, indicating area
served, work done and so on, and
including plans in many cases. 207
page paperback, very well illustrated
with b&W photos, diagrams and
engravings.

Colonel Pechot: Tracks to
the Trenches
Wright • £36.75 • (A)
this is a biography of the father of all
military narrow gauge railways - a
modest french soldier, prosper
péchot. he realised their potential,
not only in stopping the enemy but
also in taking war to their doorstep.
this is his story: how he developed
this game-changer and how it was
copied and used to deadly effect by
both sides in World War one. four
chapters are biographical, three give
background, and four are on the
technical details of his work,
including the péchot-bourdon
locomotive. 256 pages, more than
280 illustrations. Cover by James
albon. 15 maps and technical
drawings. hardback.
this really is a magnificent book, and
one anyone interested in World War
1 should have. the author looks not
only at how péchot arrived at his
ideas for narrow gauge lines for
military use, and arrived at the 60cm
gauge for these, but how the
germans especially realised their
military significance, and by the start
of the War were actually better
prepared for their use, as well as
how the british realised during the
war how useful they were, and the
americans benefited from the
accumulated knowledge - and
considerable orders for locomotives

SPECIAL
PRICE – SAVE
OVER 50%!
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Rails Along the Fathew 
- the Story of the Tallylyn Railway
Drummond • 25.95 • (A)
given that it was published at the same time as ‘talyllyn pioneers’, it is surprising
that, other in the railway it covers, this book largely doesn’t clash with
‘...pioneers’. Certainly the first 61 pages cover the history, but this is followed by
87 pages on ‘the route Described’ to nant gwernol. it is this section which
sets this book apart, being both
descriptive, very well illustrated, with an
excellent route map and gradient plan,
plus plans of the station layouts at various
times, making it useful for planning a visit
in detail. amongst other matters,
subsequent chapters cover passenger and
goods operations, locomotives,
passenger and goods Stock, Signalling,
people and other matters. over 400
photos, 224 pages and hardback.  

and rolling stock. the author also
links péchot's story to the forts, both
on the frontier with germany and
around paris, for which the railways
were originally conceived, the
various campaigns, both in france
and its overseas territories, where
60cm lines were used and the
equipment used by the british and
american forces.
all this alongside how péchot
developed the special locomotives,

The Stronach-Dutton 
Roadrail System of Traction
Cash • £ 6.95 • (G)
interesting little book on a ‘railway’ system which was successful, in a ephemeral
way, during the 1920s on ng lines. the system used a conventional 2 foot, or 2
foot 6 inch gauge track on which the rolling
stock rolled, but motive power came from
various tractors which had a bogie for the
track at the front, but the drive was
through two driving wheels which ran on
roughly prepared ground outside the
sleepers. both steam and iC tractors were
built. the system’s high point was a track at
the Wembley exhibition of 1924, and the
only time it was used for passenger hauling.
63 a5 pages, well produced and profusely
illustrated.

excellent route
map and

gradient plan

partially named after him, and the
special rolling stock and very
versatile trackwork system used.

Narrow Gauge to 
No Man’s Land
Dunn • £35.95 • (A)
richard Dunn’s superb book on the
u.S. army’s 600mm gauge lines in
france during World War 1. Covers
the equipment in considerable detail,
with many drawings, and also the

various lines, sector by sector. if you
haven’t a copy, now is your chance!
214 photos. 212 pages. hardbound.
(See also the DVD WARTIME RAILS in
the ‘Archive Railway Films of Ton
Pruissen’ section)

The Caledonian 
- a History
Ross • £30.00  • (A)
Surprisingly, this is the first detailed
history of the Caledonian railway,
and fascinating it is, especially in how
close it frequently came to disaster
as it sought to expand. but eventually
it emerged as ‘Scotland’s imperial
railway’, projecting a solid image all
over the country south of a line

Peter Angus Locomotive Builder
Angus • £32.50 • (A)

See main description in the ‘Railway Modelling’ section



The Glasgow & South
Western Railway 
- a History
Ross • £30.00 • (A)
the third largest of Scotland’s
railway companies, the g&SWr
was unusual in a number of
respects - it was largely glasgow
backed and paid for, it served a
very clearly defined area, indulging
in little protectionist building of
unnecessary lines, and it was
profitable virtually all its life. indeed
a recent analysis of british private
railway companies per-grouping
suggested it was the ‘least
inefficient’ railway company of all.
and, in James Manson’s 4-6-0s it
had perhaps the most beautiful of
all edwardian steam locomotives.
David ross’s history covers all this
and especially charts the g&SWr’s
relationship with the area it served,
including the industry of south
glasgow, the mines further south,
the services to move the coal and
the Clyde Coast traffic, and their
associated steamers. 252 pages.
numerous maps and b&W
illustrations. hardbound.

Warwickshire Lime and
Cement Works Railways
Leleux • £19.95 • (C)
history of the railways, standard and
narrow gauge, built to serve the
lime and cement works of
Warwickshire, their locomotives
and rolling stock. peckett supplied
the bulk of the narrow gauge
locomotives, with the standard
gauge ones coming from a variety of
industrial locomotive builders,
including Sentinel, who also supplied
some motive power to the narrow
gauge lines. a considerable amount
of details on the lines, the history of
the industry and how its products
were moved. 288 pages, with
numerous maps and b&W
photographs, plus some drawings.
paperback.

The Earl of Dudley’s Railway
Williams • £14.99 • (F)
intriguing history of this large
industrial railway system, also known
as the pensnett railway, with nearly
40 miles of track connecting mines
and steelworks in an area outside
brierley hill in the black Country.
When it started in 1828, the motive
power was the locomotive Agenoria,
now preserved in the national
Collection, and horses - in its later
years it had a considerable stud of
industrial tanks, mainly from andrew
barclay and peckett. now only a
very small remnant remains, but this
telling of the concern’s complex
history makes an interesting read.
158 pages. numerous b&W photos.
System map. paperback.

Narrow Gauge 
to the San Juans
Furukawa • £38.95 • (A)
Sam furukawa’s two previous books
on the Cumbres & toltec and
Durango & Silverton railroads have
been deservedly popular, as the
photography is superb. in his latest
book he returns to these lines at
various times of the year, with the
major addition of three ‘new’
engines featuring prominently -
D&rgW 2-8-0 no. 315, D&rgW
‘Mudhen’ no. 463 and the beautiful
1875 baldwin 4-4-0 Eureka, with the
two smaller engines being seen
working on both lines. if possible,
this is even better than Sam’s earlier
books. 176 beautifully produced
pages, with around 190 all-colour
photos, plus line map. landscape
format and hardbound.
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from aberdeen to fort William. all
is well told in this readable book,
which also contains a chapter on
the development of the Caley’s
locomotives. 252 pages. around
200 contemporary b&W
illustrations. numerous maps.
hardbound.

The North British Railway 
- a History
Ross • £30.00 • (A)
the north british was Scotland’s
largest railway company, and the
fifth-largest in the uk. this very
detailed history covers its rise from
its from its over-ambitious, and
under-funded beginnings until the
grouping, by which time its routes
extended from Cumberland and
berwickshire up to aberdeen and
to Mallaig on the remote west
coast. it had also been responsible
for the construction of both the
tay bridges, and the forth bridge.
its locomotive fleet, some of which
lasted until the end of steam in br
days is also covered. 288 pages with
over 200 contemporary b&W
photographs, and maps. hardbound. 

The Great North of
Scotland Railway 
- a New History
Ross • £30.00 • (A)
Whilst it had larger ambitions, the great
north of Scotland ended up with lines
running for aberdeen to ballater (the
royal route to balmoral Castle), a
mainline to keith and elgin, where it
linked to the highland railway to
inverness, a line
from keith to
boat of garten,
and a number of
lines largely
serving fishing
ports to the
north of
aberdeen and
along the Moray
firth. Whilst the
smallest of
Scotland’s main
railway companies, the gnoSr was an efficient and innovative railway
from the 1880s on, despite never having any motive power larger than
4-4-0s. this is the last of David ross’s histories of Scotland’s railway
companies, and fully up to the standards of the others. 256 large
format pages, maps, numerous archive b&W illustrations and hardback.
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Silver Rails - the railroads 
of Leadville, Colorado
James • £39.95 • (A)
During the last two decades of the 19th century, leadville, around 80
miles WSW of Denver, was one of the most famous cities in the
world as millions of dollars of silver ore poured from its mines.
railroads saw these riches as their opportunity for wealth as well, but
the mountains meant that getting to leadville was far from easy. the
3’ gauge D&rgW and the Denver & South park arrived in town in
1880, and the standard gauge Colorado Midland in 1887, all having
constructed some of the most amazing railways the world had then
seen. largely forgotten today, leadville was the real catalyst for the narrow gauge lines Colorado is
remembered for in the 21st century. how leadville got its rail connections is an amazing story, involving not
just very difficult construction, but fights, legal and with guns, over disputed rights of way, three railroad barons
of dubious morality and one rather better plus, of course, construction and railroad workers encountering
terrible winter conditions both building and operating the lines. the whole story is brilliantly told in this
wonderful book. 288 landscape pages. over 400 b&W and colour photos. 18 route maps - 7 historic maps.
hardbound.   

Broader than Broad
Barnes • £16.95 • (E)
the extraordinary story of hitler’s projected Breitspur Fernbahn, a 3 metre gauge
network of railways which would unite all corners of the third reich, and beyond.
the rolling stock and the locomotives, electric, steam, diesel, gas-turbine and fireless
would have been huge, nearly 25 feet high. Surprisingly, planning for this super-
railway continued throughout the war, reichsbahn officials and others obviously
deciding it was in their own interests to play along with the fuher’s ideas.
technically it would have been at the limit of technology, and for financial reasons as
well as availability of resources the Breitspur Fernbahn was never a possibility, but
leaving all other implications aside, who wouldn’t have wanted
to see one of the 305 feet long steam locomotives thunder past
at 250 kph, hauling a 1000 tonne train of double deck passenger
coaches? also covered in outline are earlier broad gauge
railways, and subsequent ideas for ultra-broad gauge ones. robin
barnes also puts the whole project in the context of hitler’s
‘gigantomania’, of which this was perhaps the most extreme
expression. throughout, there are accurate colour paintings, and
b&W drawings by the author based on the original proposals,
showing locomotives and trains of the Breitspur Fernbahn - 38
illustrations in all, many double page spreads. 96 pages.
paperback. Camden
(NB. This is a second edition of this book, contains new material, and all the colour illustrations are now printed in colour,
rather than B&W as previously)

"Leadville was the real catalyst for the narrow gauge
lines Colorado is remembered for in the 21st century" 



Films from Catenary
Video Publications

This American film
producer produces the
highest quality true archive
films I have seen from the
USA. The basis of all the films
is the very considerable
footage taken, almost
exclusively on 16mm film,
assembled by archivist Don
Olsen which is produced and
directed by Warren Haack,
with the results below. The
material is all from the West
Coast of America, and most,
but not all, concerns logging,
logging railroads and
common-carrier railroads
which served the logging
industry. The film in these
DVDs dates from the early
1900s up to the mid 1960s,
and most of it is exceptional
quality given its age, with
good colour where
applicable. The logging films
show all facets of an
extraordinary, and very
dangerous, industry, and will
be of interest to anyone
interested in industrial
railways, and also those
building any of Kozo
Hiraoka’s designs for models
of geared locomotives.

California’s North Coast
Logging Railroads
70 mins • colour and B&W
dubbed sound • DVD
£18.25 • (G)
in 1854, the first railroad in the
western u.S. was built to haul logs
from northern California's vast
stands of coastal redwoods to the
tideland. for the next century,
railroads played a vital role in a
thriving lumber industry.
"California's north Coast logging
railroads" features operations of the
Caspar, union, holmes-eureka,
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Voie métrique en Corrèze
Le POC
Hooß • £40.95 • (A)
tremendous second book from
Stefan hooß on the metre gauge
lines of the Corrèze, this on the
largest - the poC. this connected
tulle to argentat, and to Seilhac,
treignac and uzerche, used 
2-6-0s, rather ungainly looking 
0-4+4-0 Mallet tanks, assorted
railcar types, plus, latterly, modern
diesel locos. Stefan recounts the
history of the system, the
locomotives and infrastructure,
people, incidents, closure and
what may still be seen. Vast
numbers of b&W photos, a good
number of colour ones, maps,
drawings and reproductions of
documents. 242 pages. paperback.

northern redwood, Simpson
redwood, hammond, Dolbeer and
Carson, and pacific lumber
Companies and their railroads. also
shown are the arcata and Mad river
and the northwestern pacific
railroads which largely connected
the logging railroads.
outstanding, mostly color footage
has been assembled by film archivist
Don olsen to provide a fascinating
view of steam-era logging, from 1904
to 1954. from felling timber to
shipping the lumber, this film
provides a remarkable fifty year
record of northern California's
dominant coastal industry. interviews
with eminent author/historian ted
Wurm and henry Sorensen highlight
the action, and the tape concludes
with the story of henry's retrieval
and restoration of Mattole lumber
Company's 0-4-0t no. 1. another
highly enjoyable logging film.

West Coast Railroad Logging
- Equipment and Techniques
Vol. 1
72 mins • colour and B&W  stereo
sound • DVD • £18.25 • (G)
West Coast Railroad Logging
- Equipment and Techniques
Vol. 2
78 mins • colour and B&W  stereo
sound • DVD • £18.25 • (G)
two extraordinary DVDs showing
not just logging railroads on
america’s West Coast, but the whole
range of techniques used to fell and
extract the timber from the woods
to the railroad, and from the railroad
through the mill. the films used date
from the early 1900s up to the mid
1960s and is of very high quality, as is
the productionof the films
themselves.
the techniques covered in Vol. 1
include felling, topping the spar tree,
rigging and the evolution of yarding.
Vol. 2 includes building the railroad -
including inclines, cableways,
parbuckling wrecks, plowing snow,

Vintage Cubano
Hungrywolf • £57.95 • (A)
During the 12 years to 2005
adolf hungrywolf spent a total
of 18 months in Cuba,
documenting the island’s
‘transportation time warp’. he
recorded hundreds of steam
locomotives, standard and,
especially, narrow gauge, most of
considerable antiquity, as well as
the vintage, and mainly american
cars to be found still in use. the
cars may still be there, but most
of the locomotives have gone, so
this 320 page, all colour book,
shows scenes of them, and the
Cuban people, before life started
to change dramatically. We were
involved in the initial stages of
this book, especially with many
of the illustrations, and i can
guarantee it is worth every
penny. around 600 photos both
colour & b&W. hardbound. 

Films
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amount to enjoy here, even if some
of the shots are a bit shaky - not
surprising as many of these are from
the cabs of the Shays as the rock
and roll along!

Narrow Gauge Logging
Railroads of El Dorado
County
44 mins • colour and B&W
dubbed sound • DVD
£18.25 • (G)
tremendous film of the two 3’
gauge lines of the Michigan
California lumber Company in el
Dorado County, California. these
were really one operation bringing
timber down to the mills, but were
separated by the 1200’ deep ravine
of the South fork of the american
river, which the company crossed
using a half-mile long cableway. this
is shown in operation, as are views
from the cable car en-route across
the ravine. also seen are felling
operations, trains - some with
wood-burning Shays and heislers,
and the mills at pino grande and
Diamond Springs. plus there is
footage of the eight mile long,
standard gauge, Camino, placerville
and lake tahoe railroad and of 3’
gauge Shay no. 4 undergoing
restoration. 

log dumps and mills.
both films include much railroad
footage from such operations as
Westside, long-bell, Weyerhaeuser,
pickering, rayonier and many more.
Shays in particular abound, plus
mallets, heislers, and rod
locomotives. if you ever wondered
what logging was really like, these
films will show you in considerable
detail. 

Pickering’s Sugar Pine
Railroad
62 mins • colour and B&W
dubbed sound • DVD
£18.25 • (G)
the standard gauge Sugar pine
railroad was created to haul logs
from the Stanislaus river Canyon to
the pickering lumber mill and, at its
height, was 70 miles long. this film
documents the line’s history from
1909 to 1965, in part with the
recollections of two brothers who
worked on the line, one as an
engineer, one as a brakeman. to say
this line was spectacular in places is
an understatement, and
demonstrate the lengths and
expense logging companies went to
to extract timber from the
mountains. Six Shay locomotives are
seen in action, and there is a huge

West Side - slim gauge
logging in Tuolumne County
• 70 mins • colour and B&W
dubbed sound DVD
£18.25 • (G)
the West Side lumber Company had
a considerable 3’ gauge railroad
extending from their mill at
tuolumne, on the Sierra railroad, way
up into inaccessible tracts of timber
in the Sierra nevada mountains. the
length totalled 70 miles, of which over
50 miles was the ‘main line’ over
which Shay’s, plus a limited number of
heislers, pulled their trains over
terrifyingly high trestles and through
spectacular scenery. the line operated
until 1962, and is arguably the best
known of all american logging
railroads; it was certainly quite an
operation, and this lovely collection of
well shot archive film does it full
justice. highly recommended!

Sierra Shortlines Vol. 1
62 mins • colour and B&W
dubbed sound • DVD
£18.25 • (G)
this DVD covers the legendary
Sierra railroad from 1947 to 1973.
this runs through bucolic
surroundings in the Sierra foothills,
and has long been a favourite place
for hollywood film shoots. the most
famous film shot on it was ‘high
noon’, but episodes of ‘petticoat
Junction’, ‘bonanza’ and ‘rawhide’
were also shot on its rails, along with
many other films and tV
programmes. locomotives seen in
action include ‘film-star’ no. 3 and
mallet no. 38, largely on freight, but
also fan trips. the Sierra was also the
rail outlet for the pickering and West
Side logging railroads featured in
individual DVDs above, and a
number of pickering’s Shays are now
preserved at the Railroad 1897 Historic
Park located in the rr’s old
roundhouse. the line itself continues
to move freight - not shown in this
interesting film.

Union Pacific “BIG BOY”
Collection
95 mins • colour • stereo sound
DVD • £23.95 •(G)

the biggest american steam locomotives. only
25 were built, numbered 4000 to 4024, and they
are all on this DVD in the most incredible display
of steam power ever! a recently discovered film
collection of professionally photographed 35mm
movie film from 1953, combined with further
archive material, makes this new production the
ultimate tribute to the big boy! features:
narration on/off and Chapter Menu



Southern Pacifics’s San
Joaquin Route circa 1950
55 mins • colour • DVD
£18.25 • (G)
Covers the important Sp route from
the bay area to lathrop, down the
San Joaquin Valley to bakersfield, over
tehachapi and on to los angeles. a
good chunk of this film is devoted to
tehachapi loop, largely with steam
power, plus scenes of the 1952
earthquake damage. Cab-forwards,
‘Daylights’ and lots of other Sp steam
classes feature heavily, plus pas and
other first generation diesels in this
fascinating film.

Southern Pacifics’s Coast
Daylight
54 mins • colour • DVD  £18.25 (G)
Superb film on ‘the Most beautiful
train in the World’ on its journey up
the West Coast from los angeles to
San francisco. featuring film from
1937 to the mid 1950s, this is all
steam, and shows a number of Sp’s
steam loco classes, but obviously the
gS4 ‘Daylight’ 4-8-4s predominate, at
the head of trains of 16 to 20
coaches. really good stuff.
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Coast route, from the bay area to
portland, oregon. With its steep
gradients this required heavy power
and multiple helpers; cab-forwards are
prominent, and have a special section
devoted to them. also featured is the
Siskiyou line to grants pass, and the
Mcleod river rr. Very largely steam
power, but pas and other first-
generation diesel power does creep
in from time to time.

Southern Pacifics’s Shasta
Route circa 1950 - Vol. 2
62 mins • colour • DVD 
£18.25 • (G)
this second volume covers the
Shasta route in oregon, with side
trips to view logging trains powered
by up to six ‘hogs’ on the tillamook
branch, and the last regular
passenger train on  the Coos bay
branch. portland’s facilities at
brooklyn are shown with
locomotives being serviced, and the
very last run of a three-cylinder 4-
10-2. plus the ‘Shasta Daylight’s’ run
from portland to klamath falls is
covered, in part from the cab. all in
glorious scenery!

Sierra Shortlines Vol. 2
62 mins • colour and B&W
dubbed sound • DVD • £18.25 (G)
fabulous DVD of archive film of the
yosemite Valley railroad, which closed
in 1945, the 3’ gauge nevada County
narrow gauge railroad which closed
in 1940, and the hetch hetchy Dam
railroad which was lifted in 1949. the
shorter amador Central railroad is
seen somewhat later, using a 1200 hp
baldwin diesel. there is also detail
footage of the yosemite Sugar pine
lumber Company’s operations,
including its spectacular 67% incline
down to the yVr! a veritable hour
long feast of long-gone delights!

Southern Pacific
Steam - with a
few diesels
Southern Pacifics’s Shasta
Route circa 1950 - Vol. 1
62 mins • mostly colour 
DVD • £18.25 • (G)
this largely covers the Californian
section of Sp’s north-south West

Films

Station to Station on “The Canadian”
115 mins • DVD • £22.90 • (G)
in 1986 adolf hungrywolf and his son okran filmed a journey across Canada from
Vancouver to toronto on The Canadian which, by then, was one of the very few
traditional north american streamliners still running, and whilst it was no longer
operated by Canadian pacific, the train still followed the traditional northern Cp
route via banff. filmed from aboard the trains, up in the dome cars, from the
locomotive cabs, and from down on the ground, this is a unique historical record of
train travel de-luxe, and much of Canada’s railway system, in the nineteen eighties.
this film was shot on first-generation video equipment so that, even with remastering
for this DVD, the picture quality is not quite up to the standards of more modern
cameras - but still very enjoyable. 

Films from Adolf Hungrywolf
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Island Time Warp
115 mins • DVD • £22.90 • (G) 
this highly evocative film was shot between 1994 and 1996 by railway author adolf
hungrywolf and his son okran. this was before Cuba started to realise its tourist
potential and, as Canadians, adolf and okran enjoyed considerable freedom in their
travels recording Cuba’s amazing railways during this period. Whilst the sugar mill lines,
virtually completely steam operated, feature strongly whether they are standard or
narrow gauge, there are numerous scenes on journeys over the State railway, behind a
bewildering variety of diesel locomotives from numerous manufacturers and countries.
also featured is the unique Hershey Electric Railway, by then the last true american style
interurban. the fact that any of these railways operated was frequently  thanks to the
Cuban genius for improvisation, and this film isn’t just about railways, it is also about the
people who worked on them, and used them. Sadly, many of the scenes here will never be seen again; since 1996
many of the locomotives and lines have been scrapped, or are no longer operating, adding to the historical
significance of this film. originally issued on video in 1996, but now re-mastered with a new and updated
commentary.

Films
Steam in Western Canada
115 mins • DVD • £22.90 • (G)
Mainly shot by adolf hungrywolf in 1986, this varied film features C.p.r. “empress” no.
2816 in the Canadian rockies, C.n.r. 4-8-2 no. 6060 in alberta, fort Steele 
2-6-2 no. 1077, double headed 0-6-0s at Calgary’s heritage park, prairie Dog’s C.p.r. 4-
4-0 on a Winnipeg branchline, a Shay and tank loco at the b.C. forest Mueum and
alberta prairie 2-8-0 no. 41. pluS there are highlights from the 1986 Steam expo at
Vancouver, with 21 locomotives from all over Canada and the uSa, anD the 1988
“great Canadian Steam excursion”, doubleheading from Vancouver through mountains
and canyons; that’s a lot of steam! again this film was shot on first-generation video
equipment so that, even with remastering for this DVD, the picture quality is not quite
up to the standards of modern cameras. 

Central Rafael Freyre
115 mins • DVD • £22.90 • (G)
the 2’6” gauge Central Rafael Freyre operation was the ‘jewel in the crown’ of Cuba’s
cane railroads, with extensive operations through beautiful countryside and trains
hauled by veteran baldwin 2-8-0s. in fact the operation was completely american
narrow gauge circa 1910. amazingly, back in 1999 Canadian adolf hungrywolf obtained
official permission to volunteer as an engine driver on this wonderful line and shot this
unique film, the only one to ever show operations from the Cuban perspective, rather
than that of visiting rail tourists. incredible scenes of ancient engines worked to, and
beyond, their limits by poor, but proud and remarkably happy workers. originally issued
on video, but re-mastered with a new commentary for DVD, this records operations
never to be seen again.

Logging Off 
55 mins • DVD £18.25 • (G)
exceptional film shot over the
winter of 2002/3 by Du Jianbin and
Chen yuehong, two Chinese film
makers recording aspects of
Chinese life as it changed rapidly
with China’s modernisation. their
subject here was the very last
operating season of the 60cm
gauge Weihe Forest Railway in

Manchuria which was the last all
steam-operated line of this type.
you see the farmers as they head
into the woods at the beginning of
the winter, and follow them as they
cut the timber, often by hand, using
oxen to move the logs to the
loading points. and you see the
railway being prepared for one last
time, the steam locomotives being
repaired to see them through the

very hard work they must perform
during the bitter winter.  and you
see and meet the loco crews and
others who cheerfully work on,
knowing that, when Spring comes,
their jobs will be lost, and the railway
itself scrapped. it may be bittersweet,
but this is one of the best railway
films we have come across. See for
yourself. english subtitles where
needed.

Films from Dickinson Associates



Shibanxi Heaven
120 mins • DVD • £23.50 • (G)
in 2010 the Shibanxi Coal railroad in south-west China could make a very real claim
to being the world’s last steam powered, common-carrier railway in everyday
operation. it is also narrow gauge, with some 20kms of 2’6” gauge track with 6
tunnels, a reversal and constantly changing semi-tropical scenery including both rural
cottages and decaying 1950s Mao era brick flats. Carrying coal from a number of
mines to Shixi, it also had four daily passenger trains, all hauled by C2 class 0-8-0
tender locos. Shot by rob and yuehong Dickinson, this great film looks at the coal
mines, and both the freight and passenger operations, very much in the context of the
industries and people the line serves. not to be missed! 

Shibanxi Gold
70 mins • DVD • £18.25 • (G)
Shot between 2008 and 2011, this film from rob & yuehong Dickinson shows
China’s 2’6” gauge Shibanxi railway as it adopts to the impact of tourism, while
continuing to operate steam hauled freight and ordinary passenger trains on an
everyday basis - perhaps the last railway in the world to do so. Shot during the
canola (oil seed rape) season, hence the title, most of this lovely film is shot on the
scenic section above Mifeng. it shows the full range of trains, scenery, and the
changes in operations to bring in the tourists and their money, which should ensure
this scenic line stays in operation for many years to come.
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Coal in the Hills
60 mins • £18.25 • (G)
Very largely shot on the narrow
gauge huanan Coal railway in the
north of China, just 150 kms from
the russian border. a typical forestry
railway, when the area was logged
out, the line was retained to
transport coal from several small
coalmines about 50km east of
huanan. While the lower half of the
railway crossed open countryside,
the top half had a stiff climb to a
summit followed by a steep descent.
returning loaded trains were banked
by the locomotive from the next
outbound train, an operation both
rare and spectacular. filmed during
the autumn colours and
concentrating on the top section, the
result is a special record of the
railway at a time when it was still
operating fully, with the engines being
worked extremely hard on rough
track, with spectacular results. the
line closed in 2011.
the Dahuichang limestone railway
to the south-west of beijing carried
limestone for use in the nearby steel
plant. Just over one kilometre long, it
was double track and intensively
worked, albeit usually only in the
afternoons. as the ‘main feature’ is
shorter than usual, we have added
coverage of this line. it closed in

2005 and no. 4, seen here, has since
been exported to the united kingdom.

Sweet Spot - the story of
Olean Sugar Mill in Java
60 mins • DVD • £18.25 • (G)
olean is perhaps the ‘jewel in the
crown’ of indonesia’s sugar mills,
retaining buildings in their original
state and structure, containing steam
operated machinery most of which is
70 years old and, even in 2006 when
this tremendous film was shot, a
significant proportion of the cane
from its fields arrived on steam
hauled trains over a narrow gauge
railway. this film not only shows the
railway operations, and life around
the mill, it also takes you through the
various processes involved in turning
the raw cane into sugar, and shows
the various items of steam powered
machinery used, mostly of Dutch or
british manufacture. as the
prototype for an interesting, and
decidedly different, model olean
would be hard to beat - the same
applies to this film.

Black Diamond Express
120 mins • DVD • £23.50 • (G)
tipong Colliery is in the far north-
east of assam state, almost on the
border with burma. it is small and
undoubtedly uneconomic, owing its

survival to the exceptionally high
quality coal it produces and the need
to preserve jobs in a poor area. the
railway is two foot (610 mm) gauge
and the principal motive power is
provided by two Darjeeling-
himalayan b class 0-4-0-St (789 and
796) sold out of service many years
ago, assisted by a small bagnall 0-4-0-
St 'David' which is the last active
survivor of a number of similar
engines supplied to the area. the line
runs between the mines (deep and
opencast) and an unloader whence
the coal is now shipped out by road.
although barely 2.5km long, the line
winds its way along a narrow river
valley in an area of outstanding
natural beauty.  a two hour film on
such a short railway may seem
overkill, but rob and yuehong
Dickinson place the railway firmly in
the context of the local community.
Join them at work, at play and at
worship and see for yourself why all
visitors leave totally entranced by the
place...

A Trio of Trainz
132 mins • Double disc DVD
£25.80 • (G)
two  2 foot gauge (or thereabouts)
operations, and a a mainline (3’6”
gauge) excursion in new zealand.
See the website for full details.
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French Steam Survivors
App. 110 mins • DVD 
£22.90 • (G)
this DVD from railstuff includes
Veterans of the Vivarais, showing
operations on this famous metre
gauge preserved line in france’s
Massif Central during May 2000.
Mallets, railcars, glorious scenery and
a world famous restaurant at the end
of the line; what more could you
want? this film does show
operations over the full length of the
line, including the dual-gauge section
fromtournon. an excellent record of
this glorious railway. also included is
interesting footage shot on the 60cm.
gauge Pithiviers-Toury line south of
paris, and the standard gauge CF
Touristique de la Vallée de la Doller in
alsace during 2003. no special galas
or anything else, these films show the
lines the way you would find them as
a visitor. 

Austria Triple
110 mins • DVD £22.90 • (G)
Contains: (a) Achensee Antics, an
extremely good film showing a day’s
operations on this unique
riggenbach achenseebahn rack
railway which runs from Jenbach in
the tirol. it is unique in that the
locomotives push the train up-hill on
the rack for two thirds of the line’s
length, then run round the train and
pull it, by adhesion only, to the
achensee. the whole operation, and
the scenery is well covered here. (b)
Two Valleys in Austria - shows
operations on two of austria’s 760
mm gauge lines, the famed
commercial Zillertalbahn and the
shorter, preserved, Steyrtalbahn.  the
Zillertalbahn uses dmu sets and ‘push-
pull’ diesel trains, but it is the regular
steam hauled trains that star here,
consisting of up to twelve coaches,
running through magnificent scenery.

THE NILGIRI RAILWAY
67 mins. • DVD • £18.25 • (G)
Unlike ‘The Ooty Rack’ further down, which we have offered for a while,
which was very largely shot during the 1990s, when the Nilgiri Railway’s
future was far from assured, this film shows today’s railway, much improved
since gaining World Heritage Status. The upper, and flatter section, is now
worked by diesels and whilst this is shown, the main focus of this very well
made film is on the steam-powered rack section, including the new Indian-
built locomotives, some delivered as recently as 2014. Truly spectacular
operations in spectacular scenery!  NB: around a fifth of this film is featured
in ‘... Only in India’ below.  

"Truly spectacular operations in spectacular scenery!"

...only in India
App. 70 mins. • DVD £18.25 • (G)
Very well made and shot film which makes an ideal introduction to india’s four narrow gauge mountain lines - the
Darjeeling, Matheran, nilgiri (or ooty) and Shimla railways. all are shown with steam-powered trains, although the the
less well-known Matheran line is shown using a Darjeeling Class ‘b’ as motive power, its own o&k loco being out of
service. What makes this film that bit different from others is that it has more in the way of lineside shots, which really
give you a feel for the countryside the railways operate through, and life going on around them. amongst highlights are
the Darjeeling trains negotiating the streets of kurseong and its bazaar, but there is a huge amount to enjoy here. even
the domestic authorities liked this!

Film from Transports d’autrefois

Films from Railstuff:
These films come from Australian Dr. Ken Walker - a man who not only likes the smaller railways of the
world, but knows how to take good films. All are 50 - 120 mins long, shot “By Enthusiasts - for
Enthusiasts”, feature all location sound, with voice-overs confined to diagrams and stills, and with very
high picture quality. 

the operations shown on the
Steyrtalbahn are all steam, and are
shot over the 17kms of preserved
line. if you like the unusual, you will
like this great programme on austria
narrow gauge 

Swiss Rack Steam
110 mins • DVD £22.90 • (G)
half of this DVD includes Brienz
Rothorn Bahn, showing operations on
the Swiss brienz rothorn bahn, a
rack line just under 5 miles long, with
a ruling grade of 1 in 4 (25%), which
means it is an exciting ride. add to
this that the line was buying roger
Waller’s new steam rack locos
during the 1990s, and you see these,
and some of the older ones, plus
diesels, at work on this spectacular
railway set amongst the beautiful
alpine scenery. the second half
shows operations over the metre
gauge furka bergStreCke, a
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Films

preserved operation over the most
mountainous section of the furka

oberlap bahn which closed after
completion of the furka basistunnel.
of the 17.7 kms closed, some 12.9
kms have been reopened, including
the famous folding Steffenbach
bridge. trains are hauled by SlM built
2-6-0 rack and adhesion locomotives
repatriated from Vietnam which
work hard up the ruling 1 in 8
gradients.

Pilatusbahn
63 mins • £18.25 • (G)
at a maximum gradient of 48%, just
under 1 in 2 - the pilatusbahn is the
steepest rack railway in the world.
built in 1889 to access the summit of
Mt. pilatus, near luzern, this 800mm
gauge line climbs 1635 m (5364 ft) in
4618 m (2.87 miles). the steepness
of the gradients dictated the
adoption of the unique locher rack
system, which locks the train to the
line and prevents derailment or
capsize in extreme weather
conditions. originally steam-
operated, it was electrified at 1550V
DC in 1937. this remarkably
enjoyable film features a journey up
the mountain, and looks at the

various eccentricities of operation,
notably the ‘points’. 

Brazilian Gem
63 mins • £18.25 • (G)
interesting look at operations on the
last 14 km stretch of the 2ft 6in
gauge Estrada de Ferro Oeste Minas
(efoM) or West Minas Railway in
Southern brazil. once a 400km long
system, this railway is a gem of late
nineteenth century american
practice, down to the link and pin
couplers. the slightly unusual method
of operation is shown as the train is
followed through lush countryside
and rolling hills, with two
centernarian baldwins in steam. ten
minutes of bonus footage show
tourist operations on the metre
gauge Trem da Vale, using a 2-10-2
from argentina.

La Trochita
115 mins 8 DVD • £18.25 • (G)
Covers a journey (in 2007) over the
full 402km length of the 75cm gauge
line between ingeniero Jacobacci and
esquel in patagonia. often called The
Old Patagonian Express, although it is
neither old or an express, this line
closed in 1996, but was preserved,

although regular trains run only on
the southern 60kms or so from
esquel. the train is double headed
by baldwin 2-8-0s, until a
derailment of some of the water
cars means the final section is
hauled by just one locomotive. the
railway runs through deserted and
increasingly hilly semi-desert
which invites comparison with
Colorado. a really nice film.

Never a Toy
59 mins • £18.25 • (G)
thaken during a uneSCo
inspection of the kalka Shimla
railway, this film largely follows the
diesel-hauled inspection train over
the whole journey, with asides to
visit the line’s workshops, inspect
the very speedy repair of a
landslip, various entertaining
reception committees,
interspersed with useful
comments from Dr. robert lee.
the fantastic scenery the line
travels through is evident, as are
the numerous galleried bridges.
unlike the Darjeeling himalayan
railway, this line is heavily used, and
arguably as scenic, so this is a good
look at a different indian railway.  

INDIAN DVD BUNDLE!

Darjeeling Deligh
ts, The Ooty

Rack& Last Wisps of Indian

Steam £41.25 (F)

You get Last Wisp
s of Indian 

Steam Free!

Darjeeling Delights
115 mins • DVD £18.25• (G)
this was the first Railstuff video we released, and here it is on DVD, but augmented with a
further 62 minutes of previously unreleased material. it always was a lovely video, and this DVD
is better. having been shot in January 1997 it is not new, but does show the Darjeeling
himalayan railway when it was fully steam operated, and has some unusual scenes, including a
locomotive suddenly suffering a broken steam pipe. really good stuff.

The Ooty Rack 
95 mins • DVD £18.25 • (G)
See steam operations on the mountain rack section of the famed indian metre gauge line from
the plains up to ootacumund, mainly from lineside, but with some on-train sequences melded
from older cine film. it also shows a few diesel operations on the upper, non rack, section of
the line. the setting is spectacular, with lots of added local colour and sounds. this is a rare
record of operations on a unique railway, and now includes scenes from the uneSCo
inspection conducted in 2004, which led to the railway being designated a World heritage Site.

Last Wisps of Indian Steam
71 mins • DVD £18.25 • (G)
features some of the very last regular steam workings in india, on the Western railway.
Classes seen are metre gauge yp class pacifics, and yg class 2-8-2s; the pacifics
predominate in the first section, shot in January 1997 showing workings between
udaipur City, Mavli Junction and bari Sadri, whilst it is mainly Mikados in the second
section, powering what really were the final steam workings, between Wankaner
Junction to Maliya Miyana via Dahinsara. it can't be said that one of the last truly great
steam shows went out in a blaze of glory, but it did go in some style, as is evident here.
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Eccentric Electrics
94 mins • DVD £18.25 • (G)
Covered in this film are two unusual electric lines in the french pyrenees;
the shorter coverage is of the 3kV aC 3-phase Strub rack line climbing la
rhune in the basque country at the northern end of the range which uses
edwardian power cars to climb its 1 in 4 grades. the longer coverage is of
the metre gauge 850V third rail and metre gauge train Jaune, or petit train
Jaune de Cerdagne, on its spectacular journey to la tour de Carol near the
Spanish border. neither is a tram, but both are interesting as very early
examples of electrical power being used on railways - albeit unusual ones.
english commentary. fully up to railstuff ’s usual high standards!

Chemin de fer de La Mure
DVD £18.25 • (G)
in one of their very best films, here railstuff treat you to fifty-five minutes
of great action and stunning scenery on this electrified, metre gauge,
former coal line located in the foothills of the french alps south of
grenoble. this film was shot over the whole preserved line, before the
landslide split it in two. really very interesting and enjoyable. english
commentary.

Magazines
“Narrow Gauge and Shortline Gazette” - superb quality magazine which covers the
smaller and narrow gauge lines of america, including logging lines. Whilst primarily aimed at the
modeller in the smaller (electric) gauges, it is full of articles and drawings of locomotives, rolling
stock, buildings and other equipment which inspire modellers in all gauges. it really is a mouth
watering magazine, full of colour photos, which i believe will appeal to many of our clients.
Bi-monthly • SAMPLE COPY • £ 5.90 • (F)

“Timber Times” - a great magazine devoted to “logging & lumbering - history & Modeling”. i
had the pleasure of meeting one of the joint editors early in this magazine’s development, and have
watched it grow considerably over the  years; if you are interested in logging technology and
history, especially Shay, Heisler, Climax and other geared locomotives, Yarders, Skidders, Steam Donkeys,
Highlines and the like- this is the magazine for you!
Quarterly SAMPLE COPY • £ 5.95 • (G)

Voies Ferrees: large format (32mm x 23mm) and very high quality bi-monthly magazine of
which two thirds deals with full-size practice, and one third with modelling in the smaller gauges.
Strong french bias in subject matter, but also covers trams and railways of europe with occasional
articles on railways elsewhere. a very high proportion of the illustrations are in colour and the
reproduction is excellent. the “Vogue” of railway magazines - the quality has to be seen to be
appreciated! french text.
SAMPLE COPY • £12.90 • (E)   

 Along the Old Lines
App 95 mins • £9.95 • (G)
this DVD contains all three of the ‘films’ the boss shot as a callow youth, mainly in the 1960s. he had a decent
8mm cine-camera and, more importantly, used a tripod (most of the time). the first film is on Southern region
steam, at Waterloo, Woking, guildford, the isle of Wight and the horsham - guildford line. the second is of a
journey from Victoria to the Mediterranean at le grau du roi, with steam most of the way from Calais to
Clermont-ferrand, whilst the last film visits france again, mainly paris - including a trip from paris-bastille, but
also includes a bagnall operated ng line owned by a Mr. Maginot, the last run of a genuine Dutch steam tram
on a steam tram line (groningen-leek), plus a glimpse of Danish steam and Copenhagen trams. no sound - put
on your favourite 60s record - francoise hardy perhaps? (Was £14.40...........)

BARGAIN
PRICE! 

FRENCH ELECTRIC

NARROW GAUGE

RAILWAY BUNDLE!

Both Chemin de Fer de La M
ure

and Eccentric El
ectrics together

for just £30.83 
• (G) 
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Train Mountain Triennial
2003
86 mins plus Bonus Footage   DVD
• £18.95 • (G)
over the years we have offered 3
DVDs of the triennial Meetings at
Train Mountain - the 71⁄2” gauge track
in oregon with (now) upwards of 18
miles of mainline, and 12 miles of

Films

sidings.  We dropped this DVD of the
2003 Meet a while ago, but as
something to watch, there is no
doubt this was the best of the three
(not that the others are bad).  Train
Mountain was a lot smaller in 2003,
which may have made it easier to
film - and greg robinson had use of
a helicopter for some shots; maybe

the variety of steam, i.C. and electric
power (including a gWr ‘king’) in a
number of of scales was greater than
at the other Meets. Whatever - the
2003 Meet is available again and,
amongst a huge amount more, you
can once again enjoy the Superpower
Triple Header when three steam locos
pulled nearly 100 wagons round the

Train Mountain Triennial 2015
99  mins • DVD • £21.00 • (G)
Very good film of the 2015 triennial Meet at train Mountain - now with somewhere
around 37 miles of track! not filmed by greg robinson, but up to the standards of the
2003 film. around 380 locomotives - steam, ic and electric in roughly equal proportions
were there, with some very interesting looking steam engines in particular, plus
wonderful rolling stock. no film can really give a true idea of just how big train Mountain
is, but this has a very good stab at it, and really is highly enjoyable. 

The Sutton Miniature Railway Story
45 mins • DVD • £15.00 • (G)
this excellent DVD tells the story of the 15’ gauge railway which opened at Sutton park
in the Midlands in 1907, and ran there until 1962. the two unique steam locomotives, the
iC unit and very superior rolling stock was then stored for a considerable period, until it
went to the Cleethorpes light railway, where it remains today. in 1959 one of its
locomotives became the first ‘foreign’ locomotive to run on the rh&Dr and, despite
being much smaller than the resident greenly locomotives, covered itself in glory. half of
this DVD is devoted to the years up to closure in 1962, with considerable amounts of
archive material. the rest is split between the stock’s renaissance at Cleethorpes, and a
15 minute archive film of ‘Sutton flyer’s’ visit to the rh&Dr. Very nice!

The Porters Hill Railway
42 mins • DVD • £15.00 • (G)
the late Dr. brian rogers was a founder member of the 71/4” gauge Society, and his
porters hill railway still runs under the care of his wife and sons. Started in 1966 it now
offers an exhilarating journey through farmyard and pasture, fields and rural locations for
a 15 minute round trip. this highly enjoyable film tells the line’s story, and shows
considerable narrow gauge outline action all over the system. this will appeal to all
miniature railway enthusiasts, especially 71/4” ones, and shows just what can be
accomplished on a relatively small site.

Still Steaming On!
35 mins • DVD • £15.00 • (G)
the 91/2” gauge Downs light railway was established by an enlightened headmaster in
the grounds of the Downs School in 1925, as a means of giving his young, and then male,
pupils, a practical introduction to the use of tools, and building something. there is
fascinating archive film of the prewar years, but what is wonderful is that some 90 years
on the railway is still in operation, and still giving the same experience to the school’s
present pupils, now also including girls. how many of them have grown up to be
engineers on railways or in industry is not revealed, but could there ever be a better way
to introduce today’s children to practical skills?  

Mail order to: Camden Miniature Steam Services, barrow farm, rode, frome, Somerset ba11 6pS 
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Magazines
The Heywood 
Society Journal
£ 5.00 • (H)
the heywood
Society is dedicated
to miniature railways
in all gauges, and
produces an
excellent journal
twice a year. the
topics covered
vary, but are always
interesting. limited print run, hence
price, but worth it.

track. highly enjoyable 
film and very highly recommended.
the DVD contains extra footage
and hundreds of still photos.

Train Mountain Revisited
80 mins •  DVD • £18.95 • (G)
the film of the triennial Meet held at
train Mountain in 2006, filmed by
greg robinson and his team in their
own inimitable style. fabulous scenes
and 71/2” motive power in a great
setting. Visiting motive power galore,
including one diesel power car from
australia, not to mention an atlantic,
a northern and a big boy triple-
heading a train over 500 feet long
over the steep gradients and curves
of over14 miles of mainline. is this
paradise? (no, it is actually oregon!)

Train Mountain Triennial
2009
72 mins •  DVD • £18.95 • (G)
the 2009 triennial at train 
Mountain was a bittersweet affair,
coming just months after founder
Quentin breen’s death. however
Quentin’s intention was always that
train Mountain would be for the
hobby, and continue for generations
to come; the 2009 Meet certainly
demonstrated the strong 
foundations he had established. 
and quite where will it end, with
other connecting lines already on
adjacent property? as always at 
train Mountain some spectacular
models are to be seen, the star 
here being an erie triplex and two
models of D&rgW k37 3’ gauge
2-8-2s, but there are literally
hundreds more all, as the DVDs 
sub-title goes, ‘living Quentin’s
Dream’. Come and join them! also
included are an extra 60 minutes
of bonus features.

Films

Last Rides - funeral trams
around the world
Voice • £10.00 • (F)
the provision of funeral trams by tramway
companies wasn’t quite as odd as it sounds; the
Victorians especially made a practice of visiting
the graves of loved ones on a Sunday, and the
companies frequently planned their routes to
pass the local cemetery, so why not transport
the dead on their last journey, as well as the
living? So funeral trams, both horse drawn or
electrically powered, were to be found all over
the globe, but notably in north and South america. the author describes
sixty-two such trams, illustrating many with archive b&W photographs, in
what must be the most bizarre tramway book around. 53 large format
pages. paperback.

All Dressed Up and Somewhere
to Go
Voice • £20.00 • (E)
Contained in the 92 pages of this book are 145
b&W archive photographs of decorated
tramcars from the early days of horse-drawn
trams, through to a number of last runs. apart
from the opening and closing of systems,
specially decorated trams regularly signified
royal visits and Coronations,
festivals of all types, and
especially appeals during the
two World Wars. happy events
tended to use the cars’ electric
feed to provide riotous and
colourful displays of electric
light bulbs, frequently on
special constructed outer
bodies. a fascinating look at an
unusual side of tramway pride. a4 format paperback.

The Great Orme Tramway
48 mins • DVD • £18.25
the 3’6’ gauge great orme tramway in
llandudno is not actually a tramway of the cable
type, but a funicular, as the cars remain fixed to
the cable at all times. for this reason, despite
being only a little over a mile long, it operates in
two sections in its climb of 450 feet. Made in
very nice weather, this enjoyable film explores
this ‘tramway’ and shows how it operates, in
some depth.

Trams
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Narrow Gauge in the Arras Sector
Farebrother & Farebrother • £30.00  (A)
the arras sector of the french front in WW1 was
largely held by british and Dominion troops, and
the scene of very heavy fighting, in which the
railways played a critical role. unusually, this book
covers not just the 60cm gauge light railways built
during the war, but the history of the metre gauge
lines in the area before, during and after the war, all
in very considerable detail. it also covers what
happened to the 60cm lines after the war, many of
which survived as sugar-beet lines, and through
WW11 up to the closure of the last line in 1957.
Well illustrated with archive and more recent photographs, and numerous exemplary station layouts and maps.
274 well produced pages. hardbound.

British Steam Locomotives Builders
Lowe • £30.00 • (A)
not very large format but, at 704 pages, a thick
book, this is a new printing of a title first published
in 1975. in it are details of what must be every well
known british steam locomotive manufacturer, with
a much larger number of lesser known ones. each
entry has, where possible, the history of the firm
and details of its products, with railway companies
works being treated individually. 350 builders are
covered in all, and there really is a huge amount of
information here. 541 illustrations and 47 diagrams.
hardbound.

The Royal Arsenal Railways
Smithers • £30.00 • (A)
intriguing history of the railway systems which
served the huge Woolwich arsenal, one each built
by the three separate factories which occupied the
sites, until they were amalgamated in 1891. the
result was that the amalgamated system used three
track gauges: 18 inch, 2 foot and standard gauge. in
1898 the narrow gauges comprised 30 miles of
track, plus 25 miles of mixed gauge, the motive
power comprising 9 standard gauge steam
locomotives and 37 narrow gauge ones. as one
would expect from Mark Smithers, the level of detail is considerable, especially regarding the narrow gauge
locomotives and rolling stock, which continued to develop towards iC power as time went one. 214 pages with
large numbers of mainly b&W illustrations, scale drawings and maps. hardbound.

stop press!
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Calcutta’s
Trams 
52 mins • DVD
£18.25 • (G)
lovely film
showing
operations on the
last tramway
system operational in india. Despite
being seriously underfunded, it still
provides a very useful service in
one of the most densely inhabited

cities of the world, using articulated
trams rebuilt with considerable
ingenuity from older stocks. limited
commentary, mostly confined to
historic details, and stills, but with
sound recorded on location, this is a
most interesting film showing not
just the trams, but the fascinating city
they serve. highly recommended.

Melbourne’s Tramways
110 mins • DVD • £22.90 • (G)
a detail look at the very large,
thriving and expanding tramway

system of Melbourne, the bulk of
which is still street running, although
there is some reserved track, and
new light rail sections on old
railway lines.  Certainly shows how
you can move large numbers of
people quickly in the rush hours
although curiously quite a lot of this
excellent quality film appears to have
been shot at quiet periods. Starts
with a history of the system, and the
various types of trams used, and then
has a line-by-line look at the whole
system.

Films

The European Traction Engine Register
Parfitt, Rayner & Toy • £10.50 • (G)
an extraordinary record of the steam road vehicles -
traction engines, road rollers, wagons, cars, portables
and fire engines to be found around the countries of
mainland europe, including Cyprus and Malta, from
turkey and russia in the east, to portugal and Spain in
the west. from this book's title and the above, you
will gather that the uk and ireland are not included.
as much detail of each engine as is known is given in
tabular form, with only the town if the engine is
privately owned. however, unlike the uk, many of
these machines are in museums, sometimes of
transport as a whole, and one of the attractions of
this beautifully produced work is that it will serve as a
guide to finding these when on holiday. 106 pages. 46
colour photographs, many of rare makes. ringbound
with card covers. 

Memories of Steam Rallying
Hampshire • £ 7.95 • (F) 
We are delighted to be publishing this long-lost third book by Jack hampshire on his
life with road steam, covering his involvement with preservation from the mid 1950s,
and the rallies of the 1960s and 1970s. it is really a story of rallying two engines -
Major giles Corkran’s unusual 5hp double crank compound agricultural engine
‘britannia’ and, after its restoration, covered in detail, Jack’s own foden steam wagon
‘peg ‘o My heart’. all the many journeys described were made under steam, unusual
even at the time, and include a regular annual journey from the south of england to
the West of england’s Steam Society’s rallies at Camborne and redruth. adventures
are frequent, and this is a real window into what was arguably the golden age of
road steam preservation - a time when many of the owners had, like Jack, been
involved with steam all their lives. a wonderful read for any lover of road steam,
highly amusing and full of great characters from the time, and full of incidental hints and tips on driving skills.
144 well illustrated pages. paperback. Camden  
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Portable Engines
Gregory • £24.95 • (A)
given that far more portable engines
were built than all other forms of
‘road’ steam, a new history of the
breed was long overdue. the author
stresses the differences in
construction between portables and
traction engines, and covers each
individual part in detail, then covers
the history of all the british firms
that made portables. he also looks at
the various items that portables
were designed to drive - threshing
machines and sets, sawbenches, stone
crushers, pumps and the windlass for

Trolleybuses in London’s Docklands
Taylor • £25.00 • (B)
More trolleybuses around london’s streets,
largely from the 1950s to the end of service on
the 18th July 1961. broadly speaking the services
shown here covered the area from holborn east
to what is now Canary Wharf. 14 colour
illustrations and around 250 b&W ones. Well
produced, large format, 168 page paperback. 

Buses, Coaches and... People Volume 1
Gladwin • £35.00 • (B)
‘a journey back in time’ by David gladwin, this is a most interesting book looking at
road passenger services from horse drawn vehicles, via
steam, electric and iC power, essentially up to WW11.
if you have read the author’s series on the history of
Steam trams you will know his habit of diving off down
interesting avenues and, in essence, this is a book of
interesting avenues, being based round all sorts of
archive ephemera, old documents, photographs and so
on. 224 well produced pages, full of illustrations of all
types, and a good read whether or not you are a
committed bus enthusiast. a4 format paperback.

steam ploughing. 190 pages well
illustrated with drawings,
photographs (many in colour) and
engravings. Sadly a number of the
illustrations have not reproduced
well, but this is still an essential work
for anyone interested in the humble
portable. hardbound.

Threshing Machines
Gregory • £27.95 • (A)
We all know that a threshing
machine threshes the freshly cut
cereal, but exactly how does it do it?
Seeing a threshing machine working
at a rally or agricultural show, there

is clearly a lot going on inside the
box, but what exactly? this book not
only explains the processes simply,
but gives the history of threshing
from ancient times, describes the
cereals etc. that are threshed, and
the development of the threshing
machine, surveys the makers,
describes the ‘motive power’ and so
on. the author ends with Combine
harvesters, and makes the point that,
inside them, are all the components
of a threshing drum. 250 pages, very
well illustrated with drawings,
photos, most in colour, and
numerous diagrams. hardbound.

Cherry’s Model Engines - the
Story of the Remarkable
Cherry Hill
Carpenter • £30.00 • (B)
Cherry hill is one of the world’s
greatest model engineers and her
models win top prizes whenever
they are exhibited. all are of road

Traction Engine Design &
Construction DIGITAL EDITION
Gilbert • £21.00
See full description in ‘Digital editions’ -
geoffrey gilbert’s brilliant book is now
available in a downloadable format.
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 Petrol-Driven Motor Cars
1909 • Lineham • £ 1.65 • (H)
there is a huge amount of information on all aspects
of the early development of the petrol-driven car up to
1909 in the 23 pages of this booklet. amongst others
you get information on the chassis, steering, wheels,
transmissions, ignition, motors, and their balancing, all
extracted from A Text-Book of Mechanical Engineering,
published in london in 1909 although the contents cover british,
european and american developments. 35 drawings and diagrams.
Softcover. Camden

Der Tiger - designing, 
building and running 
the 1/5 scale Wimmera
Tiger tank
Dean • £15.00 • (E)
See main entry in ‘building Steam and
other models’

Ken Sprayson 
- the Frame Man
Sprayson • £14.95 • (D)
full description in Biography section

Russian Motor Vehicles
Soviet Limousines 
1930-2003
Kelly14.99 • (B)
Covered in this interesting book are
russian and Chinese cars
manufactured during the (russian)
communist era. Most were american
inspired, if not actually copies, and
resemble american cars of the
period on steroids. an exception was
the zil-112S sports car of 1963,
apparently capable of speeds up to
177mph. there is a considerable
amount of historical and technical
information in this book, which will
be of interest to all car enthusiasts.
126 well produced pages, full of
illustrations, both b&W and colour,
and technical drawings. hardbound.
(usually £24.99)

 

steam machines, the vast majority
being of Victorian flights of fancy,
which didn’t always seen the light.
prototypes are always extensively
researched and then built to the
highest standards from stock

material - no parts are bought in.
this book illustrates all of the
models in exquisite detail and
describes them in equal detail; they
have won nine gold Medals and
Duke of edinburgh awards at the

Model Engineer Exhibition - the highest
accolade in model engineering. it
looks at how Cherry developed as a
model engineer from a young age,
and how she researches, designs, and
constructs the models. however,
there are no details of her machining
techniques, which are conventional,
just done superbly well. 148 large
format (250 x 250mm) pages. over
170 illustrations, of which over 120
are superb colour photographs, many
full page. hardback.

Porter Mfg.Co., 1884
Catalogue of Engines 
and Boilers
£ 1.00 • (H)
the porter Company of Syracuse,
n.y. were leading manufacturers of
portables, semi-portables, stationary
engines, boilers, pumps, saw benches
etc. all are in this high quality reprint.
44 pages, 21 very clear engravings,
lots of technical info. paperback.  

O’Er Highland High Ways
Nightingale • £50.00 • (A)
between 1906 and 1972, bolstered by their royal
Mail contract, David Macbrayne ltd. operated a
very wide range of bus services, very largely in an
area west of a line from glasgow to inverness, ul-
timately extending as far as the outer hebrides.
apart from the trunk-road from glasgow to fort
William and inverness, highland roads of the pe-
riod were frequently single track and basic, and
Macbraynes ended up operating almost certainly
the most varied fleet of buses in the uk - all single deckers. their light
green, cream and red liveried buses were a part of the West highlands
for over sixty years, and this 297 page doorstop of a book more than
does justice to both Macbraynes services and buses, and those smaller
ones they acquired. 100s and 100s of b&W and colour photographs, map
and ticket details. hardbound.

SPECIAL
PRICE! 

SPECIAL
PRICE! 

W. Tasker & Sons, Ltd. Catalogue of "Little Giant" Steam
Tractors, "Little Giant" Steam Wagons, Light Traction En-
gines & Road Rollers                                                          
c.1919 • £ 1.65 • (G)
the Catalogue from which this derives was just
post World War i. photos cover the b2 Com-
pounds in chain and gear driven road versions,
showman, ploughing and colonial disguises, the
Single Cylinder a2 ("our" engine - see below)
builders view and thrashing, 2 rollers, 2 light
traction engines and 7 wagons, including a side
fired steam watering van. plus drawings of "hoare's patent Spring gear
for gear Driven engines" and of "Springing, etc, of hoare's patent Chain-
Drive tractor”.  nice taste of history in 28 landscape format pages. Soft-
cover. Camden. 

SPECIAL
PRICE! 

SPECIAL
PRICE! 
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Scratch-Building Model
Railway Locomotives
Bolton • £18.99 • (D)
as an introduction to how to
scratch-build locomotives in the
smaller electric gauges this is hard
to beat. the author builds his
models from scratch, although he
has no compunction about using
etchings for details. he starts with
tools and basic techniques, notably
soldering, and then goes through
the building process from very
beginnings. the model he builds is a
ger J15 0-6-0, and it is illustrations
of this which figure in considerable
numbers, but there are no drawings
of this engine. also included are the
author’s preparatory sketches on
how he plans to build many parts,
and a very useful section on how to
mount the motor so it runs
smoothly. Well worth having. 192
pages. Maybe 400 all colour
illustrations. high quality paperback.

Modelling in Gauge 1 Book
1: Electric Propulsion
£10.00 • (F)
gauge 1 is generally considered a
‘live steam’ gauge, but it has always
embraced electric propulsion for
both simplicity and cheapness, not
to mention clean and instant

The Degulbeef & Cradding Railroad
Zelkin • £29.65 • (B)
History and construction of a mining and logging model layout.the author of this
superb book is french (but the book is in english) and spent 26 years in Canada,
before returning to his native country. During his time in north america, he was
bitten by the model railroading bug, and developed a number of layouts, all
edging towards the present Degulbeef & Cradding rr, which finally arrived at
the Sn3 layout described here. in essence the first 114 pages cover this long
process, often very amusingly, but it is the last 74 pages, where the author
describes his techniques, which sets
this book up as a ‘must have’. he
describes building baseboards, track
laying and making, point controls,
making ashpits and turntables, terrain
and scenery, making latex molds,
modelling water, making trees, buildings,
rolling stock and locomotives, and
much, much more. throughout there
are vast numbers of top-notch photos,
mainly in colour, diagrams, etc. 191
pages. hardback. 

Scratch-Building Model
Railway Tank Locomotives 
- the Tilbury 4-4-2
Bolton • £18.99 • (D)
here Simon bolton, author of the book
above, describes how he scratch-built
two oo gauge models of the lt&Sr 4-
4-2 tank locos, one of class 51 and one
of class 79 - the preserved ‘thundersley’
being an example of the latter class.
Whilst there are
no model plans, the
description of the
building process is
exemplary, both in
text, drawings and
colour
photographs. in 00
gauge the model is
electrically
powered, but this
would be a useful
book for anyone
modelling one of these graceful locomotives in larger scales, even live
steam in gauge 1, for the information on the frames and, especially the
superstructure. 192 pages. around 300 drawings and colour photographs.
paperback.

"the description of the building process is exemplary"

Railway Modelling

ALSO includes a DVD 
with a professionally made
20 minute film of the 

railroad, and an interview
with the author.
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running. this excellent book brings
together no less than 76
contributions of varying length sent
over the years to the gauge 1
Model railway association’s
newsletter on all aspects of building
electrically propelled models of
steam, diesel and electric
locomotives, mainly scratch built.
Well worth having, even if you
model in smaller gauges. 110 a4
format pages heaving with photos,
drawings, sketches and wiring
diagrams. Softcover. 

Modelling in Gauge 1  
Book 2:  John van
Riemsdijk’s Contribution •
£10.00 • (D)
See main entry in “general books
on building Steam Models”
section.

Modelling in Gauge 1  Book
3: Freight Stock
£10.00 • (F)
Culled from over 40 years of the
g1Mra ‘newsletter’, here are loads
of useful hints, tips, ideas, short-cuts
and advice on building freight stock
in gauge 1 (butapplicable to the
larger scales in general). includes a
number of drawings, plus large
numbers of sketches and
photographs. 96 pages in all.
Softcover. 

Magazines
Narrow Gauge and
Shortline
Gazette
Sample Copy
£ 5.45 • (F)
Very high quality
modelling
magazine from
america. Narrow
Gauge & Shortline Gazette
is bi-monthly and covers shortlines,
narrow gauge and logging lines,
mainly american, but with
occasional forays elsewhere in the
world. the quality is amazing!
Available from us on a regular
“standing order” basis.

Peter Angus Locomotive Builder
Angus • £32.50 • (A)
peter angus is probably the most prolific builder in the world of small-scale live
steam locomotives. Working with his colleague Mike lax, over three hundred
locomotives have so far been constructed for the 16mm narrow gauge track
widths of 32m and 45mm, plus one gauge 1 locomotive, - his only electrically
powered model.
all of these models share the common features of looking and behaving like the
real thing, being very reliable and having good handling characteristics.
you will find photographs of the vast majority of peter’s locomotives within the
pages of this book, but there is much more, including historical and
technical details of the prototypes, how the models have been built,
the ways he ensures their realistic performance, the different
methods of firing, how he often fits unobtrusive radio controls, and
so on, all whilst keeping a near scale appearance.
Whilst this book will have especial appeal to anyone lucky enough to
own one of the locomotives peter has built, it will also be a source of
inspiration to anyone building their own smaller-scale live steam
locomotive. for the model engineer, and the railway historian, the
prototypes range from well known narrow gauge locomotives,
through Garratts, Kitson-Meyers, Sentinels, Shays and Avonside
locomotives to the very unusual. 221 pages, full of all sorts of delights, including archive b&W photos of
prototypes and colour photos of models in various stages of assembly, plus some drawings. hardbound.  

Modelling in Gauge 1  Book
4: Coaching Stock
£10.00 • (F)
forty-five and a half years separate the
dates when the 60 articles here
appeared in the Gauge One Model
Railway Association Newsletter. Most
are short, to the point, and very useful
if you are scratch-building rolling
stock, including bogies in any of the
larger scales. lots of mainly sketch
drawings and photographs, some of
which are a bit murky. reams of good
text. 102 a4 format pages. paperback.

Modelling in Gauge 1 Book
5: Coal Firing
£15.00 • (F)
traditionally gauge 1 live steam
locomotives have been meths fired,
but there have always been a smaller
number that have been fired using
coal. in this book g1Mra members
explain how they successfully use
coal to fire their models, the
parameters to be worked to,
especially as regards firebox/grate
area and crucially, the type of coal
they use, and the general problems.
also described are boiler, grate and
ashpan design for coal firing, and the
joys of having a locomotive that
smells like the real thing when in
steam. 81 pages, drawings, diagrams
and numerous, largely colour
photographs. paperback. 

The Project Book  
Poulter & Hines • £13.50 • (D)
The DEE Book  
Moger & Applegate
£10.00 • (D)
ARM1G - the other 
way round
Moger, Gamble & Hulse 
£13.50 • (G)
See main entries in ‘Construction
Manuals’; each of these books
describes how to build a live-steam
gauge 1 model railway locomotive. 
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Films

The Voice of the Crystal  
How to build working radio receiver
components entirely from scratch
Friedrichs • £10.95 • (F)

Instruments of Amplification  
Fun with homemade tubes,
transistors and more
Friedrichs • £14.65 • (E)
the first of these book is on building
essentially crystal sets completely
from scratch, in particular not using
any commercial electronic parts of
any kind. pete friedrichs describes
the way in which he approached this

in an easy-to-follow way. the fact i
largely understood it may have
something to do with his approach
being as much mechanical as
electrical.the second book follows
on this theme, involving the
construction of amplifiers,
microphonic relays, transformers etc.,
all from scratch. What really interests
me about these books is not so much
the fact they tell you how to make a
radio and listen to sounds from the
other side of the world, but the
intellectual curiosity and pig-
headedness that the author used to

make the parts, when everyone told
him it couldn’t be done. these books
stir up the brain box in a very
satisfying manner! 185 & 297 pages
respectively, full of drawings diagrams
and photographs. paperbacks.

The Fauld Disaster - 27
November 1944
McCamley • £24.99 • (A)
on the morning of Monday 27th
november 1944 an enormous
explosion rocked the Staffordshire
countryside. near the village of fauld
a whole hilltop, an estimated two
million tons of rock and debris, was
blasted two-thousand feet into the
air leaving a crater
a quarter of a mile in diameter and
one hundred feet in depth. Deep
below the surface some 4,000 tons
of bombs stored in the raf’s largest
underground ammunition depot had
exploded en-masse, destroying much
of the depot, devastating the local
landscape and claiming seventy lives.
this was the largest non-nuclear
explosion the world has experienced.
the first half of this book looks at
the raf’s national ammunition
storage policy, and the depots that
were built. the second half explains
the chain of events that led up to the
disaster at fauld, describes the
moments before and immediately
after the explosion in graphic detail,
and goes on to give a definitive
account of the cause of the
catastrophe based upon a forensic
examination of the air Ministry
Court of inquiry records and the
subsequent civilian Coroner’s inquiry.
250 hardbound pages, vast numbers
of illustrations, many in colour,
including over 200 previously
unpublished photographs, maps and

Miscellaneous
Great Wheal Vor 
Bennett • Paperback • £27.00 • (A) / Hardback • £47.00 • (A)
great Wheal Vor is known as being at one time Cornwall's greatest producer of tin - a
renown which extended far beyond its homeland. Such was the productivity of Vor that
it established its own on-site tin smelting furnaces, a development almost unique in
Cornish mining. it is also reputed to be the first Cornish mine to install a newcomen
steam pumping engine; it epitomised the fortunes that could be made from Cornwall’s
mineral wealth. Whilst little now remains on the ground, the story of great Wheal Vor
is one of the most important and vibrant in Cornwall’s mining history. 603 pages. 140
illustrations, maps and mine sections. 68 tables. NB. The hardback edition is only available in
very limited quantity.

New Zealand Flax - a Fortunate Fibre
92 mins • Double disc DVD • £25.80 • (G)
fascinating film on new zealand’s oldest industry - the making of rope and
twine from flax. in the industry’s heyday there were nearly 600 flax mills,
now only three exist, and the core of this film is the reopening of one mill,
thirty-two years after it closed. also explored is the importance of rope,
especially in maritime use, and film from the uk explores this aspect, shows
a ropewalk in use etc. interesting and unusual viewing!

Seven Sawmills plus 
several others...
Vol. 1 • 80 mins • £18.25 • (G)
Vol. 2 • 70 mins • £18.25 • (G)
Vol. 3 • 79 mins • £18.25 • (G)
three fascinating DVDs which, in effect, tell much of the history of logging in
new zealand, and looking in particular at five operational sawmills, plus one
being restored, and one complete, but not operational. each DVD also has
historic logging films, or linking sequences covering other mills. two of the
mills are steam operated, and there are some wonderful characters here,
notably Stan Milne who started his mill as a hobby, using a burrell traction
engine as power, ken Mohring who built his fully automated sawmill from an
amazing variety of bits and pieces, and the founder of the very commercial
hawkins’s Mill, bob hawkins, who has brought two of his traction engines to
british rallies on two separate occasions. leisurely, but highly enjoyable and
very interesting viewing!

Buy all three 
DVDs for

JUST £43.80(F)!
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“
”

Thank you for selling me David
Curwen's "Old Codger's

Cookbook."  I have read some of it
aloud to my wife, a professional
writer herself, who has roared with
laughter and found his style plain,
delightful, and humorous.  ...it

deserves to rank as a minor classic
Mr. W.b. uSa

plans. an amazing, enthralling and
grisly story.

Dolcoath Mine: 
a History
Buckley • £18.99 • (A)
The Trevithick Society’s 75th
anniversary publication. this is the
definitive history of that great
Cornish enterprise by leading
mining historian allen buckley. it
covers the early history, the great
days of the 18th and 19th centuries
and the disappointments of the
early twentieth. the story comes
right up to the present with
Dolcoath now a major part of
South Crofty and key to its planned
revival.  at 460 pages, a real
doorstop of a book, but a
fascinating read. 133 illustrations, of
which 45 in colour, many being
underground shots. paperback

A Trio of Trainz
Double disc set •132 mins • DVD
• £25.80 • (G)
full review in ‘railways’; the first and
longest film on this DVD shows a
considerable number of mining and
blasting scenes.

Jennie
Snell • £ 9.95 • (F)
a full description of John Snell’s
delightful saga of family life on a Welsh
narrow gauge railway will be found in
the Railways section

Para Handy - NEW enlarged
edition
Munro • £14.99 • (C)
it is highly unlikely that a small and
highly utilitarian Scots coasting
vessel, universally known as a
‘puffer’, would have attained its

pinnacle of fame if the Chief
reporter of the Glasgow Evening
News hadn’t created the wonderful
character of para handy, the skipper
of the puffer The Vital Spark. neil
Munro penned 100 stories of their
adventures around the Western
highlands of Scotland. if you haven’t
read these wonderful tales, now is
the time to meet para handy,
Dougie the Mate, Macphail the
engineer and Sunny-Jim - the ‘boy’
and, of course, ‘the finest Ship in
the Coastal trade’. this definitive
edition contains all three collections
published in the author’s lifetime, as
well as those that were unpublished
and a new story which was
discovered in 2001. extensive notes
accompany each story, providing
fascinating insights into
colloquialisms, place-names and
historical events. this volume also
includes a wealth of contemporary
photographs, depicting the harbours,
steamers and puffers from the age
of The Vital Spark. 512 page hardback,
a great read awaits!

The Maggie
White • £7.99 • (G)
James Dillon White’s novel, based
on William rose’s screenplay for the
1853 ealing Studios classic film ‘the
Maggie’. in as much as it features a
puffer and her rascally skipper, there
are similarities to the ‘para handy’
stories, but this is a much longer
story, with many more strands, and
it is set in the 1950s, when the
puffer era was ending, and
traditional life in the West
highland’s was starting to change.
even if you have seen the film, this is
still a heart-warming, gentle read.
186 unillustrated pages. paperback.

Old Codger’s
Cookbook
Curwen • £ 6.75 • (G)
David Curwen, the prolific
designer of miniature railway
locomotives faced changed
circumstances in his eighties which
meant that if he wanted to eat, he
had to learn to cook. he thought,
“i’m not a grumpy old codger, i’m
a happy-go-lucky codger, and i’ll
face up to this in a practical way.”
you can discover how he got on in
his old Codger’s Cookbook.
besides brief accounts of kitchen
equipment, basic tools and recipes
from tomato soup to beef stew
with pigeon, David diverts to a
wide range of topics such as cats
and their behaviour, recalcitrant
cookers and the joys of a good
butcher. full of zest for living until
the end, David Curwen died two
years ago at the age of 97, just
after handing his manuscript to us.
it makes delightful reading,
beautifully illustrated with 25
drawings by Wendy McCleave. 74
pages. paperback. Camden

The Last Years of Coal Mining in Yorkshire
Grudgings • £24.99 • (A)
a superb record of the coal mines of yorkshire in the years of decline,
showing them during their last days, shut or being demolished. after a short
introduction, there are 301 large format pages and over 400 photographs,
mainly in colour, both above and below ground. a huge amount of interest to
see, including
the colliery
equipment
and the
railways. 306
pages.
hardbound.

SPECIAL
PRICE! 



Model Power-Boats: Steam, Petrol, Electric
Hobbs • £16.95* • (C)
published by percival Marshall, probably in 1914, this is ‘a Complete Manual on
the Designing, building and running of all kinds of Model
Self-propelled boats, Steam, petrol, and electric’ - there is
also a little on clockwork motors. What attracted us to
reprint this book was the sheer spread of its coverage -
amongst the 15 chapters are ‘types of Models’, ‘theoretical
Consideration’, ‘resistance and propulsion’, ‘how to
Design a Model boat’, ‘Construction of hulls’, ‘Steam
Machinery explained’ followed by 4 chapters on methods
of propulsion, including flash steam, ‘Deck fittings’ etc., etc.,
all from a time when you built very largely from scratch. there really is a huge
amount of information in this book’s 338 pages, some of which may well be of
use to full-size steam launch builders. around 380 illustrations, split between
b&W photos and line drawings. paperback
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Do It Yourself 12 Volt 
Solar Power
Daniek • £ 9.95 • (G)
a really cracker of a british book if
you are using, or thinking of using, 12
volt solar power panels in serious
applications, or in caravans, when
camping, or just looking to save on
your electricity bill. this is especially
good on the electrics, electronics
and theory involved, even if, like me,
you are something of a dunce on the
subject. the author also shows, in
outline, how you can make a whole
range of tools and domestic
appliances which can be powered by
a 12v source. great information at a
bargain price. 121 pages full of
drawings and diagrams, plus b&W
photos. paperback

Secrets of Lead Acid
Batteries
Lindsay • £ 4.85 • (H)
new, updated and up-rated (ha! ha!)
book, detailing how batteries are
rated, built, the different types of
charging, how they discharge, and
why they fail, how to quick charge,
equalise cells, rejuvenate a sick
battery, test them and some
applications. Much more than basic
information, but without heavy

mathematics and chemistry, and a
cheap way to save yourself trouble
when the car won’t start! 48 page
softcover.

Alternator Secrets
Lindsay • £ 2.95 • (H)
the common car alternator can be
modified very successfully to
produce large amounts of power.
this booklet is just 16 pages, but
they are jammed full with
modifications you can make, and
what you can produce. useful stuff!
Softbound. 

Build a Universal Coil
Winder
Gingery • £ 7.95 • (G)
Coils and the inductance they
provide are almost always needed
whenever you assemble or
experiment with electrical circuits.
how to get the correct coil is
another matter, but now much easier,
thanks to this great design from
Dave gingery, which you can make
quite simply. it will produce most
types of coil, including “honeycomb”
ones, simply and accurately.
interesting project, which delivers
the results. all drawings, plus some
assembly illustrations. Softbound.  

Secrets of Building Electric
Lightning Bolt Generators
£ 6.95 • (G)
from Walt noon comes this modern
book on building assorted shocking
items, including an electrophorus, a
rotostatic generator, assorted Van de
graff generators, a leyden jar and so
on - but not a Wimshurst machine.
no detail drawings, but pretty detailed
instructions. lots of ideas, many with
schematics and lots of fun to be had!
91 page, heavily illustrated paperback.

How to Run Three Phase
Motors on Single Phase
Power
£ 2.95 • (H)
Shows how this can be done by the
capacitor, the autoformer or the
dynamic converter methods. also
includes basic three phase and
induction motor theory. Complete
with drawings, diagrams and
capacitor values. 18 pages.
Softbound. 

Workshop Practice Series:
No. 47 Three-Phase
Conversion
Astbury • 160 pages
£ 6.95 • (G)
See ‘engineering’ section

Electrical
Customers should note that most the modern books which follow on electricity come from America, and are based on
American practice and voltages, not British or European ones - in particular the voltages differ, and allowance should

be made for this (otherwise you might get a nasty shock....).

Marine

TO BE
PUBLISHED 
MID-OCTOBER
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monitors were built, one surviving
until 1947. this interesting book
looks at each of these unusual
warships - their design, construction,
armament and service in some detail.
256 larger format pages, around 200
b&W photos and drawings. Card
Covers.

Para Handy NEW Enlarged
edition
Munro • £14.99 • (C
See review in the Miscellaneous
section

The Maggie
White • £7.99 • (G)
See review in the Miscellaneous
section

Building a Marine
Compound Engine
Leak • £ 6.00
a downloadable digital edition
of this book is now available -
see the ‘Digital editions’
section.

Tramp Ships  
An Illustrated History
Fenton • £30.00 • (B)
a tramps ship is simply one that
goes wherever in the world it can
find a paying cargo. it can be a tanker,
fruit-carrier, or otherwise specialised,
but is an ocean-going dry cargo ship
up to 10,000 tons gross. these, in
both steam and diesel powered
versions, are the subject of this book.
Developed by british shipbuilders
and pioneered by british ship
owners, they were seen around the
world, and their development over
the years is very well told here, in
excellent b&W photos with detailed
captions. 176 square format pages.
hardbound.

The Steam Engines 
of Ray HasBrouck
HasBrouck • £18.50 • (F)
See the ‘Construction Manuals’
section. Contains four sets of
complete drawings and building
instructions for four engines suitable

for steam launches up to 18’ or so in
length. none of the engines requires
castings.

Big Gun Monitors
Design, Construction 
and Operations
1914-1945
Buxton • £19.99 • (B)
Described here as “little more than a
huge gun mounting fitted on a simple,
self-propelled raft”, the royal navy’s
monitors described here largely
came about because Winston
Churchill and lord fisher had
various, sometimes conflicting, plans
which involved heavy bombardment
from the sea. the initial monitors had
14in guns, later ones had 12in and
finally 15in main guns; additionally
classes of river and ‘small’ monitors
are covered here. During WW1 their
main area of operations was the
eastern Mediterranean, although
some went much further afield. only
two still survived in useable
condition by 1939 and two new

The Last Voyage 
of the “Edwin Fox”
40 mins • DVD £18.30 • (G)
broadcast quality film telling the
story of the edwin fox, a unique
survivor of the wooden-built
‘indiamen’, laid down in Calcutta in
1852 and today preserved in
picton, new zealand. her story
has parallels
with that of
the slightly
older SS
great britain,
in that both
were used as
transports
during the
Crimean War,
took
emigrants to australasia, and ended
up being used as coal hulks before
being preserved in dry-docks. the
core of this very good film is the
edwin fox’s last voyage across
picton bay and into dry-dock,
around which her history is told
mostly using archive illustrations.         

The Grand Scuttle
Van Der Vat • £ 9.95 • (F)
it has been around since 1982, but this is an
inspired telling of the scuttling of the german
high Seas fleet at Scapa flow in June 1919, and
the naval events that preceeded it, from the start
of the anglo-german naval arms race in 1898.
also covered, if not in detail, is the subsequent
salvage of most of the fleet, and the extraordinary
reason why what is left in Scapa flow’s chilly
waters increases in value. 270 text pages. 23 b&W
photos. paperback.

Diesels for the First Stealth
Weapon: Submarine Power
1902-1945
Cummins • £29.95 • (A)
as often happens it was military needs that led
to rapid development of an idea, here the fact
that the diesel cycle engine was ideally suited
for powering submarines on the surface, and
charging their batteries, so the large, compact
diesel engine came into being. essentially lyle
Cummins covers the subject chronologically then nationally, mainly the
european maritime nations, plus Japan and the u.S.a., although
Switzerland plays an important part; it may have never had a navy, but it
was home to Sulzer. this is that rare combination - erudite and highly
readable. over 750 pages, 450 drawings and photos. hardbound.

VERY
SPECIAL
PRICE! 



ORDER THROUGH THE WEBSITE and, as long as you have registered your details so the computer knows the country
you live in, it will automatically calculate the postage charge on your order - worldwide!

THE VERY SMALL PRINT (guarantees & other things)
at "Camden" we try to offer the best books and the best service we can - Murphy and his
law sometimes affect the service, but you will find we usually get it as right as the constraints
of publishers, the postal authorities and human nature permit. and that's the rule, not the
exception. above all else we want you to enjoy the books and videos you buy from us, and
to feel that you can deal with us in confidence.

So, all books and DVDs are guaranteed. if you find a book or DVD isn't what you wanted,
return it immediately for credit or refund. We don't expect you to keep and pay for items
that aren't what you wanted. you don't have to explain, but if you do, it will help us to improve
the selection we offer.

We don't offer an approval service. Don't order 5 books and expect to return 4. order

books you really want. you'll find as thousands of others have, that the books we offer are
so good we don't really need to offer a guarantee. but we do anyway. We want you to be
happy with your purchases from us. there's no other way to do business.if you want to
know more about a particular book before ordering, please phone us, and we will do our
best to give you any extra information you need to reach a decision. 
REMEMBER prices are subject to change, and any book may be discontinued, without

notice. Quantities on some books may be limited. first come, first served. We ATTEMPT to
keep all books in stock. if a book is out of stock, we'll put you on backorder and send your
copy as soon as it is in stock again. if you want a book against a deadline (birthday etc.) ring
us to make sure it is in stock - we can either despatch against credit card number, or reserve
a copy till we receive your payment.

...but 2016 has been quite a year for us at barrow farm – it has sometimes felt that we have had our own olympics to see who
could spend most time in hospital. 

hilary was undoubtedly the 'winner', with two weeks in papworth – this being the other side of the country from rode took
harris (senior) out for the same time, and for her month of recovery. becca, the partner of harris (junior) ended up in Salisbury

hospital having an operation for a painful ailment as well, which knocked alex off-course, and even harris (senior) got in on the act
for a week, with an ailment so minor that even he was embarrassed to be in hospital, but they insisted, so who was he to argue?

So we have been at sixes and sevens most of this year, but they are all recovered (we hope).  and we are now definitely ready,
willing and able to cope with your orders, having spent eight months holding Camden together largely on our own!

The Camden Girls

ZONE 1*         ZONE 2*

Post and Packing Charges - See above for full explanation
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CODE WEIGHT WITHIN 
GREAT BRITAIN

Airmail
TO EUROPE
(most EU countries)

AIR MAIL Outside Europe there are so
many variables in

quoting for 
overseas 

deliveries that an
exact chart is

impossible, and
the prices shown

only give a 
general 

indication; 
however, if you
order through
our website, it
will show the
exact delivery

costs 
MAXIMUM u.k.
Delivery Charge

We are sorry that this is the first Booklist for nearly a year... 
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your naMe

  your hoMe aDDreSS

your DaytiMe telephone nuMber

(1) if no one iS in at the aboVe aDDreSS During the Working Day, pleaSe DeliVer thiS orDer to Me at the folloWing aDDreSS:

(2) if no one iS in at My hoMe  aDDreSS When DeliVery iS MaDe, the parCel May be left:

UK Customers only
to ensure prompt delivery of orders, if
there is not someone always at your
home address during the day to receive
your order, please enter either a business
address in (1-right) to which delivery can
be made, or details of somewhere at your
home address where the parcel may be
left, such as a greenhouse, coal bunker -
or a neighbour in (2-right).
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& PACKING
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i enclose Cheque/postal order(s) for £                                       

made payable to Camden Miniature Steam Services

Thanks for this order!

Please check important information inside front cover and left re-
garding Post & Packing charges and posting methods.

CaMDen Miniature SteaM SerViCeS
barrow farm, rode, frome, Somerset. ba11 6pS 

tel: 01373 - 830151 fax: 01373 - 830516
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Supplying Quality bookS & filMS for oVer thirty-SeVen yearS

CAMDEN MINIATURE STEAM SERVICES
Barrow Farm, Rode, Frome, Somerset BA11 6PS • Tel: 01373 830151 • Fax: 01373 830516

www.camdenmin.co.uk

This lovely book 
records the story of 
the Talyllyn, and in
particular the early
preservation era... 

crammed with photographs
from those early days,

largely in B&W, plus many
more modern, and colour,

illustrations. It is a 
real joy.

Details on
page 45!

   
    

An extraordinary record 
of the steam road vehicles -

traction engines, road rollers,
wagons, cars, portables and

fire engines to be found
around the countries of
mainland Europe, from
Turkey and Russia in 

the east, to Portugal and
Spain in the west.

Details on
page 61!

Originally published
(probably in 1914), this is 

‘A Complete Manual on the
Designing, Building and
Running of all kinds of

Model Self-propelled Boats,
Steam, Petrol, and Electric’
...all from a time when you

built very largely from
scratch. There really is a

huge amount of information
in this book’s 338 pages.

Details on
page 68!


